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Povzetek
Določanje porazdelitve elementov v bioloških sistemih na nivoju tkiv in posameznih celic z
elementno občutljivostjo na nivoju ppm je vse večjega pomena v raziskavah kompleksnih
procesov v bioloških sistemih. Določanje elementnih porazdelitev in koncentracij v različnih
morfoloških strukturah določenega tkiva je ključnega pomena za razumevanje mehanizmov,
ki so vključeni v regulacijo, razporeditev, absorpcijo, transport, kopičenje, funkcionalnost in
dosegljivost elementov v bioloških tkivih.
Glavni cilj mojega doktorskega dela je nadgraditev raziskovalne linije na mikrožarku za
analizo zamrznjenih tkiv z metodo mikro-PIXE ter zmanjšanje premera protonskega žarka
pod en mikrometer, ki nam bo omogočil vpogled v biološke strukture na podceličnem nivoju.
Skonstruirali in sestavili smo kriostat s sistemom za hitro vstavljanje zamrznjenih vzorcev v
vakumski sistem merilne komore. Kriostat, ki je hlajen s tekočim dušikom, nam med
meritvijo omogoča vzdrževanje dovolj nizke temperature med meritvijo. Skonstruirali smo
nosilec vzorcev, ki omogoča hitro vstavljanje zamrznjenih vzorcev in hkrati služi kot dovolj
velik toplotni ponor, da preprečuje segrevanje vzorcev med vnosom in meritvijo. Vzorci so
vstavljeni med dve tanki polimerni membrani debeline 100 nm. Med nosilcem vzorcev in
membranama z vzorcem smo dosegli dovolj veliko toplotno prevodnost, ki ohranja vzorce v
zamrznjenem stanju. Med nosilcem vzorcev in kriostatom pa smo vzpostavili dovolj velik
toplotni stik, ki omogoča zadovoljivo odvajanje toplote z merilne mize.
Nova in nadgrajena zasnova sprejemne vilice na roki goniometra lahko zdaj sprejme tako stari
nosilec vzorcev kot tudi nov nosilec zamrznjenih vzorcev brez bistvenih razlik med njima in z
istim transportnim postopkom za hitro vstavljanje vzorcev v merilno komoro. To znatno
skrajša čas zamenjave vzorcev v merilni komori, ker ni potrebno evakuirati celotne postaje z
mikrožarkom za izmenjavo vzorcev, kot pred nadgradnjo merilne postaje. Ker je potrebno
zamrznjene hidrirane vzorce med merjenjem in med ekspozicijo v visokem vakumu hraniti
zamrznjene in nedotaknjene, je bila potrebna popolnoma nova oblika nosilca za zamrznjene
vzorce. Merilna miza, tj. novi nosilec zamrznjenih vzorcev, mora zadostiti večim pogojem, da
bi vzorci ostali nedotaknjeni. Prvič, nosilec vzorcev mora zagotavljati dober toplotni stik med
novo ročico goniometra s kriostatom in ga je treba narediti na način, da ga je mogoče prenesti
v merilno komoro z novim transportnim sistemom. Nosilec zamrznjenih vzorcev mora biti
dovolj velik, da lahko zagotovi zadosten toplotni rezervoar, da se vzorci ne bodo preveč
segreli, če se z njimi rokuje približno eno minuto. Nosilec zamrznjenih vzorcev naj bi po
možnosti vseboval več kot le eno ležišče za merilni vzorec, poleg tega pa mora biti v primeru
nepričakovanega defokusiranja žarka tudi omogočeno vključevanje nekaterih orodij za
fokusiranje in za preverjanje profila žarka.
Znotraj mojega raziskovalnega dela smo pred kratkim v laboratoriju na pospeševalnik vgradili
nov tip ionskega izvora, ki ima za faktor 15 boljšo svetlost od izvora Duoplasmatron, s
katerim sem do sedaj izvedel vse meritve mikro-PIXE. Tako nam bo nov ionski izvor
predvidoma omogočil zmanjšanje premera protonskega žarka pod en mikrometer in s tem
omogočil raziskave bioloških tkiv na podceličnem nivoju, kar je tudi eden izmed ciljev
mojega doktorskega dela.
Pridobljeni mikro-PIXE elementni zemljevidi, pripravljeni kot liofilizirani  v primerjavi z
zamrznjenimi hidriranimi, kažejo pomembne razlike v elementarni porazdelitvi že na ravni
tkiva. To je lahko posledica spremembe morfologije, zlasti tkivnih oddelkov, ki jih povzroča
odstranitev vode med postopkom liofilizacije. Pridobljeni elementarni zemljevidi Daphnia
magnae (slika 21, 22), pripravljeni le za zamrznjeno hidrirano mikro-PIXE analizo, kažejo, da
je naša sposobnost merjenja biološkega vzorca večinoma sestavljena iz vode, kjer ni mogoče
uporabiti liofilizacijske tehnike za pripravo vzorca brez večjih naporov, mogoča.
Abstract
Since mechanical damage, morphological changes and chemical oxidation during drying of
biological samples still represent a major obstacle to keep the sample situation as in-vivo,
technology of frozen hydrated tissue is expanding to research with nuclear microprobes.
Slices of biological tissue after cutting are deposited on a dedicated support and under proper
handling, the tissue sample remains in deep-frozen state and is reminiscent of amorphous
glass.
The main aim of my dissertation research was an upgrade of the high energy focused ion
beam facility to be able to analyze frozen hydrated tissue with the micro-PIXE method. In
parallel, we aimed to reduce the diameter of the proton beam down to sub-micrometer
dimension, which would enable an insight into the biological tissue at the cellular and sub-
cellular level.
Cryostat, which is cooled with liquid nitrogen, allows us to hold samples at a sufficiently low
temperature during the measurement. The cryostat is holding sufficient amount of liquid
nitrogen and it lasts for 16 hours at least before all of the liquid nitrogen is evaporated. To
best preserve the goniometer arm movement inside the chamber and to minimize any
additional repulsion force for the goniometer stepper motors, the cold cryostat nozzle inside
the chamber is connected to the goniometer arm where the cryo sample holder connects onto
it by the accepting fork with a flexible braided pure copper cable acting as a heat-pipe.
Constructed is the new measurement table i.e. cryo sample holder for the vacuum goniometer
arm that allows quick insertion of frozen samples and provides an efficient heat sink to
maintain the samples at low temperature inside the measuring chamber. Samples are inserted
between two thin pioloform membranes. The cryo sample holder is made of aluminium metal,
that was CNC machined to the highest degree of accuracy. The sample holder sandwiches are
inserted into specially designed beds from behind and are then pressed into them with the
special screw with the aluminium gasket in between. This ensures sample holder sandwiches
not to be damaged in any way and also ensures good thermal contact between the main cryo
sample holder housing and the sample sandwiches. The cryo sample holder can house four
such holder sandwiches that are to be examined by the nuclear microprobe. Between the cryo
sample holder and the cryostat we achieved sufficient thermal contact through the accepting
fork, which ensures satisfactory heat dissipation from the cryo sample holder.
Within my research work in the laboratory a new type of ion source on the accelerator was
installed, which has brightness higher by a factor of 15 than the duoplasmatron ion source,
with which I conducted all the measurements with micro-PIXE method so far. The increased
beam brightness of the new ion source enabled us the reduction in proton beam diameter well
below one micrometer and thus significantly improved the proton microprobe resolution.
Additionally, the installation of the multicusp ion source strongly enhanced the accelerator
up-time since H and He beams are produced by independent ion sources. With the addition of
the new multicusp ion source, the microprobe beam line has been upgraded with an in-house
built water-cooled motorized object slit, able to intercept of up to 1 kW of beam power.
The comparison of the resulting elemental distributions measured at the biological tissue
prepared as frozen-hydrated or freeze-dried revealed significant differences in elemental
distribution of particular elements at the cellular level due to the morphology alteration in
particular tissue compartments induced either by water removal in the lyophillization process
or by unsatisfactory preparation of samples for cutting and mounting procedure before freeze-
drying. The latest measurements on the Daphnia magna at the JSI nuclear microprobe
introduced the ability to measure any kind of biological samples in frozen-hydrated state.
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Introduction
Proton-induced X-ray emission (PIXE - Particle Induced X - ray Emission) elemental analysis
of samples with elemental sensitivity at the concentration level of 1 ppm. The beginnings of
the PIXE method started back in the 70´s of the last century, when rapid development of
semiconductor X-ray detectors played a crucial role in its evolution into an analytical
technique. The development of PIXE method involved the improvement of known atomic
parameters and thus to some extent inspired basic research in atomic physics. PIXE method
evolved into an analytical tool in various research fields, including biology, medicine,
geology, environment and material research.
Micro-PIXE method combines high elemental sensitivity and high lateral resolution. The
PIXE method is based on known physical processes with experimentally well measured
probabilities. This enables quantification of the elemental concentrations without the need to
normalize the measurements on their equivalents executed at reference materials.
Important feature of micro-PIXE is its ability to simultaneously map the elements from Na to
U, including heavy elements, where some comparable methods fail. Since the irradiation
damage of the sample during the PIXE measurements is modest and controllable, the method
is very suitable for the analysis of biological materials.
Determination of the distribution of elements within biological systems at sub cellular level
down to trace level concentrations is of growing importance for gaining new insights into
highly complex processes that take place within the tissue or the cell. There is an increasing
interest to map the elemental distribution in biological tissue at the cellular and sub-cellular
level, which introduces complex tissue processing technologies that maintain the shape and
elemental distributions as in vivo. The main aim of my dissertation research was an upgrade
of the high energy focused ion beam facility to make the micro-PIXE analysis of frozen
hydrated tissue possible. In parallel, we aimed to reduce the diameter of the proton beam
down to sub-micrometer dimension, providing an insight into the biological tissue at the
cellular and sub-cellular level.
21.1 Overview of the research field
Preparation of dried biological samples for micro-PIXE is demanding. It involves two steps.
In the first, the tissue should be frozen in the form of microcrystalline ice in order to avoid the
formation of large ice crystals, which mechanically destroy the tissue microstructure [1]. In
the second step, water is expelled from the tissue by sublimation at low temperatures and
under vacuum conditions. This second step in tissue preparation is often detrimental for the
samples, as they often loss mechanical integrity. After the freeze-drying, the samples are
inserted between two thin pioloform foils [1], where they can wait for longer period without
significant alterations. Elemental distributions at the tissue level are in this way well
correlated with the conditions as in vivo. However, at the level of single cells, the removal of
water results in absence of floating media for sub cellular structures, resulting in their sticking
to the cellular membranes and walls. Cellular shapes alter as well.
Biological samples for micro-PIXE analysis are usually prepared in the form of thin freeze-
dried slices, allowing us an insight into the internal structure of the sample [2-10]. The slice
thickness selected at the cryotome spans from ten to several tenths of micrometers. After the
freeze-drying, approx. 60 to 90 % of its weight in a form of water is expelled from the sample.
The resulting tissue areal density is measured in parallel with the PIXE by scanning
transmission ion microscopy (STIM). In the latter we detect protons, which have passed
through the sample and lost some of their initial energy. With this additional method of
analysis one can determine the local thickness of the sample and derive the local elemental
concentrations [2-10].
Determination of the distribution of elements at sub cellular level down to trace level
concentrations is of growing importance for gaining new insights about the highly complex
processes that take place within the tissue or the cell. Resolving the distribution and the
concentration within different morphological structures of a specific tissue is essential for
understanding the mechanisms involved in the regulation, allocation, absorption, transport,
accumulation, functionality and bioavailability of elements.
The mechanical damage, morphological changes and chemical oxidation during drying of the
biological samples represent major obstacles to keep the sample as close as as invivo
conditions. The technology of preserving the tissue in a frozen hydrated state during the
preparatory phase and the analysis is expanding to the techniques of morphological and
chemical imaging [11]. The tissue samples in frozen form are cut on cryotom, deposited on a
dedicated support and stored under cryo conditions. Under proper handling, the tissue sample
remains in deep-frozen state and is reminiscent of amorphous glass. This method of sample
preparation in energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) at electron microscopes has a
rather long history [12]. In the synchrotron radiation facilities, beamline scientists are
intensively introducing the frozen hydrated tissue technology [13], for example at the
beamlines ID10 and ID21 of synchrotron ESRF in Grenoble, France. The first successful
attempts on the frozen hydrated tissue by micro-PIXE method were done in the Ithemba labs
in Cape Town [14], RSA.
At Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI), the research on the beamline with high energy focused ion
beams (microprobe) utilizes magnetic lenses for focusing the beam, which, along with the ion
source for protons enables us to achieve a 3 MeV proton beam diameter of 600 nanometers at
proton currents of 200 pA. This allows mapping of elemental distribution of biological tissues
3at the cellular and subcellular level [2-10]. For studies with micro-PIXE using dried samples
of biological tissues, tissue is embedded between two thin foils of pioloform [1].
Simultaneous measurements of micro-PIXE and STIM are used to determine the local sample
thickness and elemental concentrations.
1.2 Definition of the research problem
In the last years, the tandem accelerator laboratory at JSI is facing a large demand from
biology and medicine research community for elemental mapping of biological tissue by the
micro-PIXE method at cellular and sub-cellular level. To be able to provide up-to-date service
to the researchers in life sciences, we were motivated to upgrade the micro-PIXE setup for the
analysis of the tissue in the frozen hydrated state, selected as a primary goal of my PhD thesis.
When using frozen hydrated biological tissues, the micro-PIXE method encounters several
problems:
- exposure of samples to the high vacuum in the measuring chamber may trigger
adverse freeze-drying process;
- the sample must  be kept on a sufficiently low temperature to prevent recrystallization
of ice in the sample when it is exposed to vacuum [15];
- proton beam exposure locally heats the sample, so it is necessary to provide adequate
heat dissipation to prevent recrystallization of ice.
For precise quantification of the trace elements it is necessary to measure the thickness of the
sample simultaneously with the micro-PIXE measurements.
Within the scope of the thesis, we constructed and assembled a cryostat and a load-lock
system for fast insertion of frozen samples into the vacuum system of the measuring chamber.
Cryostat, which is cooled with liquid nitrogen, allows us to hold samples at a sufficiently low
temperature during the measurement. Constructed is the new cryo sample holder for the
vacuum goniometer arm that allows quick insertion of frozen samples and provides an
efficient heat sink to maintain the samples at low temperature inside the measuring chamber.
Samples are inserted between two thin membranes. We provided sufficient heat dissipation
from the sample to the sample holder, as well as from the cryo sample holder to the cryostat,
which ensures the stable sample preservation at the temperatures below 130 K during the
measurements and maintenance over a period of at least 48 hours.
First measurements have shown promising results. I checked the sample thinning and
evaporation of water during exposure of frozen samples to a proton beam as well as the
vacuum in the measuring chamber [16], where measurements showed an acceptable 5%
reduction in thickness for a typical micro-PIXE measurement. Being able to maintain the
structure of the sample at sub-cellular level well preserved in a frozen hydrated state, we
further invested our efforts to get an insight into the biological structure of the sub-cellular
level by a proton beam with a diameter smaller than one micrometre. When using tandem
accelerators, as the one we have at the JSI, this requires a new type of ion source, which has
significantly higher brightness in comparison with the existing ion sources currently in use at
tandem accelerators equipped with nuclear microprobes. The injection of a high brightness H-
beam from the multicusp ion source enables the reduction of the size of the object slit, as well
4as the acceptance angle of the magnetic quadrupole lens, resulting in reduced beam diameter
well into a submicrometre range.
During the work on the thesis, we installed a new H- multicusp ion source, which has
brightness higher by a factor of 15 than the formerly used duoplasmatron ion source.The
increased beam brightness of the new ion source enabled us the reduction in proton beam
diameter well below one micrometre without a major redesign of ion optics, thus enabling the
studies of biological tissues at sub-cellular level, which is also one of the aims of my PhD
thesis.
The set of tasks addressed and executed within the scope of my dissertation includes
measurements of the multicusp ion source brightness, its tuning in order to optimally operate
in the existing environment of the accelerator and the microprobe and the installation of the
new object slit, capable of dissipating high heat flux of the primary proton beam.
The improved proton beam is applied for micro-PIXE elemental imaging on frozen hydrated
tissue samples. In addition, I checked the proton beam flux density limit on the sample to
avoid excessive local heating of the sample and the associated ice recrystallization.
In addition, I modified physical description of the detection system for the X-rays, as well as
sample description that would enable us to quantify the elemental concentrations in the frozen
hydrated tissue samples. The matrix of frozen samples is described as water ice and samples
are inserted between two ultra-thin polymer foils.
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Proton Induced X–ray Emission
2.1 Introduction
Particle Induced X–ray Emission (PIXE) spectroscopy enables elemental analysis of samples
with high elemental sensitivity. Physics behind this method can be mainly described with two
processes in general [Fig. 1]:
- fast particles are exciting and ionizing atoms, including inner atomic shells K, L and
M excited atoms emit characteristic X-rays when an inner atomic shell hole decays.
The first beginnings of the PIXE method were in the 70`s of the twentieth century [17]. The
major driving force for this development was rapid development of semiconductor detectors
and the needs for elementally sensitive analytical methods. The semiconductor-based X-ray
detectors featured far better energy resolution and efficiency compared to common
scintillation counters at the time [18]. Additionally, low energy nuclear physics challenges
and questions were more or less solved and answered, making the use of particle accelerators
with energy capability up to 10 MeV possible for research in atomic physics. The
development of the PIXE method demanded an improvement of then known atomic
parameters and thus also induced some general interest for basic research in atomic physics
[17]. The method has been extensively developed in the last two decades as an analytical tool
in various interdisciplinary fields such as biology, medicine, geology, material research etc.
Main attributes of the PIXE method [18] that largely contributed to the rapid development are:
- large sensitivity (detection limit for particular element is in the order of 0.1 – 10 ppm),
- the ability to analyze small (μg) samples (even ng with μ-PIXE) and additionally,
when combined with the sensitivity, this means the ability to analyze trace element
concentration in samples in the order of pg (e.g. 10-15 g with μ-PIXE),
- the development of μ-PIXE method enabled the elemental analysis over sample areas
in the order of 0.2 -1 μm2,
- the PIXE method is in its physical ground an absolute method (there is no need to
include internal standards into analysis)
- the irradiation damage is well controllable for better sample characterization it is
possible to additionally acquire Elastic Backscattering spectra (EBS),  Scanning
Transmission Ion Microscopy spectra (STIM), Proton Induced Gamma-ray Emission
spectra (PIGE) etc. simultaneously with the ongoing PIXE measurement.
With PIXE spectroscopy we measure characteristic X-rays emitted from an ionized atoms in
matter after passage of a fast particle that induced ionization. Physical model of this process
in target material must therefore describe ionization of atoms, characteristic X-ray yield
production, stopping of impinging projectiles, absorption of X-rays and take into account
processes that induce unwanted measuring background.
6Figure 1: The ionisation of K shell by fast proton and emission of characteristic photon Kα
[17, 18].
2.2 Ionization cross section and stopping power
2.2.1 Ionization cross section
The fast ion passage in the vicinity of nucleus exerts a strong perturbation of the atom because
of Coulomb interaction with its constituents. A likely possibility of such an event is ionization
of the inner atomic shell(s). If we consider the atom electrons to be independent particles (this
is a relatively good approximation for the inner shell electrons), we can interpret the ion-
projectile interaction with an atomic electron as an impact, at which there is a transfer of
momentum and energy between [19, p. 32]. When the energy transfer is larger than the
binding energy of the electron, the electron is ejected from an atom and leaves a hole in the
atomic shell behind. The entire area of possible impacts can be covered with different
ionization models. Typical ionization cross-section in dependence of proton energy is shown
in figure 2 [20]. Within the PIXE spectra analysis the most common approach is the use of
calculated ionization cross section  by the ECPSSR model [19, p. 34], that uses the plane
wave method calculation (PWBA-plane wave Born approximation) with many corrections.
These corrections are used to improve the fit to the acquired cross sections with the measured
ones.
7Figure 2: The ionization cross section σK for sulphur and iron atom K shell in dependence of
the proton energy. The cross sections reach a maximum, when the projectile velocity is
approximately equal to the classical orbital velocity of an electron in the selected shell, since
there is a maximum probability for a strong Coulomb interaction between a projectile and an
electron. This aspect is strongly considered when selecting projectile energy for PIXE method
sensitivity. The cross sections are calculated by V. Horvat et al. [20] with the ECPSSR model.
The figure is taken from the work of V. Horvat et al. [20].
2.2.2 Stopping power
An ion which traverses a material loses its energy with interaction by sample atoms. The
interactions are usually divided into two separate processes. Energy loss in elastic collisions
with sample atom nuclei is referred to as nuclear stopping power and inelastic collisions with
electrons are referred to as electronic stopping power [21]. When ions are traversing a
material they ionize and excite electrons in material atoms. The proton beam, for instance,
loses its energy by inelastic collisions with bound electrons inside atoms. In each collision the
proton loses only a small amount of its energy so its initial direction is only rarely changed
[19].
In ion beam analysis, if the density of a target material is known, an energy loss in units of
keV/nm can be used. As stated in the work of T. Sajavaara [21], the quantity is widely called
stopping power of the target material for a penetrating ion, despite the fact that it really is a
resistive force instead of power. If the density of a material is not known, the density
independent stopping cross-sections in units eV/(1015atoms/cm2) are used in the analysis. The
parameterisation used for the calculation of the nuclear stopping power is based on the
universal inter-atomic potential by Ziegler et al. [22]. When the velocity of a moving ion is
increased, it loses its electrons and becomes more and more positively charged [21]. At high
8velocities the projectile ions become totally stripped from their other ways bounded electrons.
In the basis of the theory by Brandt and Kitagawa (BK theory) [23], Ziegler, Biersack and
Littmark created a semi empirical parameterisation (ZBL parameterisation) for the calculation
of the electronic stopping powers for every ion in every material [22]. The functional shape of
this most widely used parameterisation [21] is based on the extensively studied experimental
stopping powers reported for H [21]. For helium ions the stopping power is the equivalent
hydrogen stopping at the same velocity multiplied by the effective charge of He ions at the
velocity in question. The stopping powers are always scaled to velocities and not to energies
[21].
As there is no first-principles theory to calculate the stopping powers, more experimental
stopping power data are required for different ion-material combinations [21]. The data can
then be used in the fittings to the semi empirical models to increase the accuracy of the
stopping powers reproduced by the ZBL model [21]. The inaccuracy of the ZBL
parameterisation for heavy ions can be as high as 20% [24]. The reason for the uncertainties is
the incorrect shapes of the functions used in the fittings and the large scattering of the
experimental data [21].
There are many approaches to describe the stopping of ions in matter. One of the more
common expressions for protons in unrelativistic approximation [19, p.6] is given by Bethe as
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where:
- vp, me, ve stand for proton velocity, electron mass, electron velocity,
- Z charge of the target nuclei,
- n number of target atoms per unit volume,
- I average electron ionization energy,
- C shell correction, considerable when vp ≤ ve (energies below 10 MeV).
As already mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph, the stopping power energy
dependence has a quite complicated nature and therefore can not be exactly calculated [25].
The stopping power is dependent on many processes that accompany a particle traversing a
material such as shell effects, polarization, electron capture by impact projectile etc. Therefore
we use organized averaged experimental tabelated values for arbitrary selection of the
projectile and target material. The most commonly used package is SRIM by J.M. Ziegler
[26].
In the figure 3 below an impact ion energy distribution deterioration in dependence of the
depth traversed in the material is represented. At the beginning the energy was well defined
represented with a sharp peak at the surface at E0. The stopping power for protons is usually
known with accuracy better than 10% [19, p. 16].
9Figure 3: Impact particle energy distribution with a sharply defined energy at the beginning
at different penetration depths [27, p. 34]. The figure is taken from the book of Glenn F. Knoll
[27].
By this we also define the range as [17, p. 23]
 0
0
/E dzdE
dER ,                                                           (2)
determined by the impact particle energy. For 3 MeV protons the range in graphite, Al, Si, Fe
and Ag is: 74, 80, 83, 34 in 36 μm [28, p. 29] respectively. The knowledge on the stopping
power is therefore fundamental for calculating the X-ray yield from the irradiated target.
2.3 X-ray yield and attenuation in matter
2.3.1 X-ray yield
After the ionization process the atom is in an excited state with a hole in the inner electron
shell. This state is not stable and thus decays. Since the incoming proton energy, typically
used at the PIXE method, is sufficiently high, the time for the proton passing by an atom
(10-18s) is short enough, compared to the average lifetime of the electron shell hole (10-16s) it
created at the ionization, to separate the decay and the ionization process into two independent
processes within the first order approximation [19, p. 8]. The excited atom state decays by
electron transition from a higher energy level shell to a lower energy level inner shell to fill
the hole. The most probable processes to fill the hole are Auger transition and characteristic
photon emission. The characteristic photon has an energy equal to the energy difference
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between the two electron shells before and after the shell hole decay. The Auger electron
acquires kinetic energy equal to the electron hole energy level difference subtracted by its
ionization energy. This two competing processes also determine the electron hole lifetime
before decay.
The simplest situation is within a K shell [19, p. 75]. We define the probability for K shell
ionization process to occur with σi. For the cross section of the characteristic X-ray production
spectral line we write σix. In the case of the most intense spectral line Kα (radiative transition
1s-2p), we can write the production cross section with the following equation

 KK
iix
i /1 .                                                     (3)
Besides the spectral line intensity Kα and Kβ, there is also a fluorescent yield ωi in the above
equation, representing the probability for the shell hole in the selected electron shell to decay
via radiative transition. From figure 4 we can see that it rapidly falls at lower atomic numbers
of the target atom. This effectively reduces the PIXE method sensitivity in this area. The
alternative process, competing to radiative transition, is the above mentioned Auger electron
emission.
Figure 4: Fluorescent yield ωi for K and L shells in dependence of atomic number [17, p. 11].
The figure is taken from the work of Johansson and Campbell [17].
With radiative transition from one quantum state to another the electron jump can only occur
at the allowed transitions between different quantum states that can, within the first order
approximation, be described with dipole interaction using quantum mechanics. The inner
atomic shell hole can be filled with an electron from any state that satisfies the dipole
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selection rules: ∆l = ±1, ∆j = 0, ±1 [29, p. 10]. When these conditions are satisfied, the
characteristic X-rays, corresponding to electron holes in the shells K, L or M (fig. 5), can be
emitted. With this emission the most intense spectral line is indexed with α, the next one is
indexed β etc. By electron hole decay also other processes can occur. In principle there is no
limitation for other transitions to occur where more than one particle is involved, only if the
quantum dipole selection rules apply. The spectral lines intensity ratios are determined with
the probability for the select radiative transition. When analyzing the experimentally acquired
spectra, calculated values of the spectral line ratios are used that match the experimental
values well. Various spectral lines with their energy dependence on atomic number Z are
shown in figure 6.
Figure 5: Spectroscopic markings of characteristical spectral lines of the X-ray radiation, that
correspond to particular electron transition within the atomic shells [17, p. 13]. The figure is
taken from the work of Johansson and Campbell [17].
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Figure 6: Characteristic spectral lines and their energy in dependence of atomic number Z.
The two dotted lines represent the energy window that is usual for PIXE spectra acquisition.
For the analysis of the light elements K spectral lines are used and for heavier elements the L
spectral lines are considered [17, p.13]. The figure is taken from the work of Johansson and
Campbell [17].
2.3.2 Attenuation in matter
Photons are particles without mass and electrical charge. They travel with the speed of light
and can be treated either as particles or as a propagating electromagnetic wave. Since they are
electrically neutral, they do not lose their energy gradually through Coulomb interaction with
atomic electrons as is the case with charged particles. Instead, they can travel significant
distance before their interaction with other particles. In the X-ray energy range, the photon
interaction with matter can lead to total or partial energy transfer to the electrons in matter. By
this interaction the photon can be totally absorbed or can also be scattered in matter, while
loosing its energy considerably.
How deep will the photons penetrate into material, depends on the probability for interaction,
that depends of photon energy and of type of matter. The photon interacts with matter through
four basic interactions namely: photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering, Rayleigh
scattering and electron-positron pair production. With the PIXE method we are only
interested in photons, whose energy is well below 1.022 MeV, from where onwards the pair
production is possible.
With photoelectric process the interaction between photon and an atom inside matter is such,
that the photon is absorbed and a bound electron is ejected from one of the atomic shells. If
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the photon energy is high enough then the most probable photoelectron ejection is from the
most inner atomic K shell [27, p. 49]. The ejected photoelectron energy is therefore
be EE   ,                                                        (4)
where Eb represents the binding energy of the photoelectron inside its atomic shell.
This interaction, that also must satisfy the quantum dipole selection rules, leaves behind an
ionized atom, that absorbed the photon, with a hole in one of its atomic shells. This hole is
rapidly filled by a capture of a free electron inside matter or by electron transition from a
higher energy shell (state) with the simultaneous characteristic X-ray emission. In the
majority of cases this emitted photons are reabsorbed near their place of origin through
photoelectric absorption in a more weakly bound electrons in higher atomic shells. In a lesser
extent, the Auger electron emission can also occur instead of the characteristic photon
emission. Then the Auger electron receives the energy used to excite the atom originally.
Photoelectric process is the dominant interaction for X-rays i.e. photons with relatively low
energy. This process is also more probable in matter with higher atomic number Z. The
probability or cross section for the photoelectric interaction process τ can roughly be
expressed as an approximation [27, p.46]
2
7)(  
nZ , (5)
Where n in the exponential varies between 4 and 5 [29, p. 18]. The large dependence of
atomic number Z for photoelectric absorption is the main reason for using lead as a shielding
material to stop or minimize gamma radiation. The cross section for photoelectric interaction
is the largest when the inbound photon energy is just above the binding energy (threshold) of
a bound electron in an atom with which it interacts. This is the reason we observe typical
jumps in the cross section energy dependence we call absorption edges. The knowledge of
absorption edges for particular material is important, when one wishes to interpret or describe
variations in photon transmission for different inbound energies.
Compton scattering is a process when a photon interacts with a nearly free electron inside a
material. The weak electron binding energy inside an atom can be neglected, when the
momentum received is much larger than its momentum in a bound state [29, p. 25]. At
Compton scattering, being inelastic, the inbound photon scatters at an angle υ from its initial
direction. In this process the photon transfers part of its energy to an electron and recoils it in
arbitrary direction still satisfying momentum transfer conservation (fig. 7). Because scattering
is possible into all directions with different angle φ, also the energy, gained by the electron,
varies from zero to a considerable amount of the inbound photon. The cross section for
Compton scattering σC is proportional to the number of electrons i.e. the atomic number Z
 
Z
C  . (6)
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Figure 7: Compton scattering geometry [19, p. 28].
Rayleigh scattering is a process in which the photons are elastically scattered on the bound
atomic electrons and no ionization or excitation of the interacting atom occurs. The photons
are scattered in the forward direction with unchanged frequency i.e. energy, only their phase
between incoming and out coming wave changes [29, p. 24]. The Rayleigh scattering mostly
occurs at lower energies in high Z material and therefore must be taken into account with
experiments dealing with X-rays. The Rayleigh cross section σR is proportional to the square
of the atomic number Z
 
2Z
R  .                                                             (7)
From the above discussion we can write total cross section σT for all of the photon interaction
processes with matter described above as
RCT   .                                                     (8)
The photon penetration into material is thus statistically dependent on the probability of the
travel distance for one of the interactions to occur, to remove a photon from the observed
beam [29, p. 17]. This probability is referred to as linear attenuation coefficient (µl) and has a
unit of cm-1
M
Nn ATTl   , (9)
where n stands for atom density in matter, ρ density of matter, NA Avogadro's number and M
molar mass of matter. Since the linear attenuation coefficient is proportional to the density ρ,
one can also introduce mass attenuation coefficient µ (µ = µl/ρ) with unit of cm2g-1(fig. 8),
that represents the probability for interaction per areal density (gcm-2) at the travelled distance
inside matter. The mass attenuation coefficient is tabelated for all elements with atomic
number Z ≤ 92 [30].
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Figure 8: Mass attenuation coefficient in dependence of photon energy above 0.1 MeV
[19, p. 30].
When the photons are traversing through matter their intensity in the beam is lowered because
of all interactions that occur inside matter on their way. Their intensity I by transition through
matter of some thickness d can be described with [31, p. I-38]
deII  0 , (10)
where I0 stands for initial intensity of photons, µ is the mass attenuation coefficient and ρ is
the density of matter. Intensity of the initial photon beam thus falls exponentially with
travelled distance (fig. 9).
Figure 9: Exponential incoming photon intensity decay in dependence of material thickness.
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The ratio I/I0 of incoming and out coming photon intensity is referred to as photon
transmittance through material for select photon energy and material thickness. The
knowledge of material transmittance is essential for accurate description and interpretation of
but not limited to the PIXE spectra. Transmittance for various materials is tabelated in wide
energy range for different thicknesses [30].
To describe a compound or complex matter the mass attenuation coefficient that is directly
related to the total cross section σT, is the sum of particular total cross sections σTi for each
constituent or element i consisted inside the material or matter individually [31, str. I-38]
 i Tii
i
ii
A nMn
N  ,                                              (11)
where the sum in the denominator represents total combined molar mass of the compound, ni
represents the number of i-th atoms with molar mass Mi and σTi the total cross section for thei-th atom. This description, that neglects the interaction between atoms inside the matter, is
generally useful, when the photon energy is higher than 30 eV and far away from the
absorption edges [31].
2.3.3 Background
The acquired PIXE spectra consist, besides the characteristic X-ray lines, of other events also
we refer to as background. The ratio between the desired events and the background is a
measure for sensitivity of the PIXE method. The background in the acquired spectra is usually
consisted of events belonging but not limited to:
- Secondary electron bremssthralung
- Incoming projectile bremssthralung
- Atomic bremssthralung
- Gamma-ray Compton scattering inside the detector crystal
- Target charge build-up, natural background, radiative ionization etc.
Target charge build-up becomes problematic, when dealing with non-conducting samples.
The target can be charged up to a few kV and this causes the target knock-out electrons to be
accelerated to energies of a few keV thus causing additional bremssthralung.
2.4 Quantification
PIXE spectra are complex as they can include not only many characteristic X-ray peaks of the
elements present in the sample, but also considerable background because of the
bremssthralung radiation of projectiles and secondary electrons as well [18, p. 38]. The
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natural width of an emitted X-ray line is in the order of 1 eV [19] and since we acquire the
PIXE spectra with semiconductor detectors (the most sophisticated detectors of this type have
a resolution in the range of 120 eV) there is an unavoidable interference between the distinct
peaks that constitute a PIXE spectrum. Because of that there can be interfering Kα and Kβ
peaks from elements with a low Z number and also additional interference of K, L and M
emission lines from higher Z elements with them as well. For accurate deconvolution of the
PIXE spectra special dedicated computer programs are used that usually apply the least
square method for fitting of the spectra. Contributions of particular X-ray lines and
background are simulated with a model spectra and then by adjusting model parameters are
compared with the acquired spectra, checking the quality of the fit by a residual plot [18, p.
38].
The events detected that belong to almost monochromatic contributions with natural widths of
approx. 1 eV, are blurred as governed by the detector response function with a width of over
100 eV. In this way we acquire the distribution that corresponds to particular X-ray line inside
the spectrum. The model function is tried to be adjusted to this distribution that would ideally
collect all contributions from all of the events in the spectral distribution and its total integral
would yield the normalization of the total spectra exactly. Inside the model spectrum there are
contributions of all concentrations of every element in the target that is usually unknown prior
to spectra acquisition. The background processes also contribute to the acquired spectra and
there exist a variety of different background models to be included in the deconvolution
process. The simplest ones are usually a sum of different polynomial and exponential
functions [18, p. 39].
For elemental quantification it is necessary to calculate the relation between the X-ray yield
emitted from atoms of particular element inside the target sample and concentration of that
particular element inside the sample [19, p. 75]. We will write A for proton beam cross
section area and Np the number of protons impinged on the target in some time t. We can
therefore write the proton current density as jp = Np /At. If we note the number of sample
atoms inside the proton beam cross sectional area with Ni, the total number of emitted X-rays
that correspond to an atom i is calculated [19] as
ip
x
i
tot
i tNjY  . (12)
Here the σix stands for the X-ray production cross section for photons detected in the selected
spectral line i (see Eq. 3 on page 12).
Just a fraction of all the emitted photons reach the active volume of the X-ray detector. This
fraction is given by the product (∆Ω/4π)εiηi , taking into account the detector solid angle Ω,
the transmission ηi of additional absorbers between the detector and target, and the detector
efficiency εi for the selected X-ray energy. The number of sample atoms within the beam
cross sectional area is represented by Ni. If we note the total mass of the selected element i
with mi , its molecular mass with Mi and the Avogadro number with NA, then the corresponding
number of its atoms Ni equals Ni = miNA/Mi [19]. The mass of the selected element in the
sample can be further expressed as a product of the mass density ρ and the volume of the
irradiated volume V=Ad, where the A stands for area of the irradiated part of the sample, and
d for the irradiated depth. Putting the resulting number of the sample atoms Ni = ρNAAd/(Micos α) into the Eq. 12, we obtain for the photon yield


 cos4
i
i
x
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 . (13)
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In the above equation we took into account that the product jpAt equals the number of protons
Np and for atomic areal density ρid we wrote qi [19]. The expression cosα takes into
consideration a possible tilt of the sample towards the beam by an angle α. When we
determine the areal density of atoms, we must therefore exactly know the number of protons
that in the time of measurement hit the target, and also know the exact solid angle of the
detector. The detector solid angle is very hard to determine to a precision in the order of 1%.
Therefore, when analysing the PIXE spectra we rarely use the Eq. 13. Instead, we
experimentally determine the product ∆Ω∙ Np. This we do with charge normalisation device,
which provides us quantity proportional to the proton dose and with targets with known
composition [19, p. 76].
We want to determine the mass ratio of each individual element inside the target. The mass
ratio xi can be determined with the use of partial densities ρi as ρi/ρ, where ρ represents the
density of the measured sample [19, p. 77]. When thick samples are measured, one must slice
the target in to individual slices to calculate the total yield. The yield of each slice can be
written with Eq. 13, but we must also take into account the X-ray absorption in each
individual slice the photons pass through towards the surface when escaping the target and on
the way to the detector [19, p. 76]
dzzzMNNdY ii
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Api  ))(exp()(4 
 , (14)
where the absorption through the target μi and the path length function ξ stand in the
exponential. The total yield is calculated by integration of each partial yield of each slice, i.e.
by integrating the Eq. 14. Since the energy of the proton varies with the depth and by this also
the cross section for the X-ray yield, the integration over distance is transformed to
integration over energy. This is achieved by introducing the stopping power S(E), that
represents the proton energy loss per unit distance [19]. The knowledge of the stopping power
is fundamental for every spectroscopic method by fast ions. This stands for PIXE as well.
Typical values of the stopping power for protons with energy 1 MeV are a few 10 keV/μm
and are dependent on the type and density of matter. [19, p. 14].
With the use of density independent stopping power S(E) we thus transform the depth into the
proton energy with the use of the following equation
)(/ ES
dE
dzdE
dEdEdE
dzdz  , (15)
where we calculate also the path where the energy of the proton is lowered from the initial
value E0 to the value at some path E(z):
 0
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dEz  .                                                        (16)
All the quantities in the Eq. (14) that are dependent on the proton energy, are combined
together in the so called thick target factor
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With the use of this factor we can write the measured X-ray yield with the following equation
[19, p. 78]
i
i
iii
Api xM
TNNY 4
 . (18)
The measured yield of the characteristic X-ray line is roughly proportional to the mass ratio xi ,
but the thick target factor is also dependent on the mass ratio of each constituent inside the
sample, since they all contribute to the stopping power, as well as on the photon attenuation in
the target. In the case of biological samples, the sample overwhelmingly consist of light
elements H, C, N and O, that do not induce detectable part of the X-ray spectra, but
nevertheless contribute to the stopping power and photon attenuation [19].
When analyzing intermediate thickness targets the calculation is analogous as above with the
only difference, that impact protons inside the target are not stopped completely, but exit on
the back side with reduced energy. By this we can introduce the intermediate target factor,
similar to the thick target factor in the Eq. (17), only the integration is executed from exit
energy Ei to the initial energy E0. By this also the photon yield equation is similar or
analogous to the Eq. 18. For the determination of concentrations in the intermediate thickness
targets we must therefore only determine the proton exit energy. For this we use the method
of transmission ion microscopy - STIM (Scanning Transmission Ion Microscopy). The
transmitted proton energy is thus measured with silicon detector for charged particles, that is
positioned behind the target sample, viewed from the beam direction.
For thin target analysis we can use the Eq. 13 only, where the X-ray yield Yi is proportional to
the areal density of atoms qi. By this we assume, that the incoming proton did not loose
significant fraction of the initial energy. By this assumption we avoid the integration that
involves the stopping power, as well as the photon absorption in the target [19]. The
concentration is then given with the atomic areal density qi.
The thin target formalism can be applied well in cases, where the incoming proton energy
changes less than a few %, and the X-ray absorption in the target is negligible [18, p. 39]. For
instance in the carbon matrix, in the sample with the areal density of 0.4 mg/cm2 , with the
estimated thickness of 1.77 μm , the 3 MeV proton energy is lowered for 2%, which results in
a 4 % change in the production yield of iron Fe Kα.
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Chapter 3
Nuclear microprobe system
3.1 Introduction
High energy focused ion beams, often referred to as nuclear microprobes, consist an ion
source, ion accelerator, a dedicated beamline with slits, ion lens and a dedicated measuring
chamber. Nuclear microprobe is a powerful tool in various interdisciplinary scientific fields
[32]. To exploit fully its analytical and material modification capabilities, parallel detection of
emitted and scattered particles must be performed simultaneously during the measuring cycle.
This involves the detectors for X-rays, scattered ions, nuclear reaction products, secondary
electrons and secondary luminescence to point toward the surface of the irradiated sample
together with an optical microscope for positioning purposes [33]. The main feature of the
nuclear microprobe is its ability to resolve the lateral details in the sample down to
micrometre scale. This is especially important for researchers in the biomedical field, as it
offers a specific insight into the composition of the biological materials. The schematic
picture of the Ljubljana tandetron accelerator and the beamlines, with the nuclear microprobe
positioned at the -10˚ exit port of switching magnet is shown in the fig. 10.
Figure 10: Ljubljana accelerator facility schematics with nuclear microprobe beamline
positioned at -10º exit port of the switching magnet with marked Microbeam measuring
chamber at JSI.
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3.2 Ion source for beam production
The ions at JSI accelerator facility before the year 2012 were generated in one of the two ion
sources, a plasma source Duoplasmatron 358 and a sputtering source 860A, both produced by
HVEE [34]. In the plasma ion source Duoplasmatron the hydrogen and helium ion beams
could be produced [35]. For heavier ions the sputtering source is used.  In the plasma source
the ions are generated by electromagnetic discharge. The procedure is effective for negative
hydrogen and positive helium ion production. Since the tandem accelerator only accepts
negative ions because of its design, described further below, the positive helium ions are
transported through a charge exchange canal that contains lithium vapour. Electrons in the Li
outer shell are weakly bound and are thus easily attached to the positive helium ions passing
by and thus changing their charge state [35]. For other heavier ion generation the sputtering
source uses caesium ion vapour that is bombarded onto tightly pressed powder target and its
constituents are therefore sputtered out of it. The powder target is also cooled so the caesium
condenses on its surface and the sputtered atoms are decorated with weakly bound Cs outer
shell electrons, thus negatively charged. All negative ions from both ion sources are focused
with a pair of electrostatic einzel lenses that focus the generated ions into 90 degree analyzing
magnet that selectively steers the ions with the selected charge and mass ratio into the slit gap
directed along the accelerator axis.
The most important parameter of an ion source that is to be used for a nuclear microprobe is
its brightness. Brightness is some sort of the ion beam current density per area and is
dependent on the type of ion source used. As stated in the paper of Szymansky and Jamieson
[38], the ion beam brightness (B) is defined as the ion beam (particle) current (I), which can
be transported through two apertures of areas, A0 (object area) and AC (collimator area),
separated by a drift d, at a given ion beam energy (E):
EAA
dIB
C 

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2
(19)
The ion beam brightness is expressed on Am-2rad-2eV-1. For the microprobes operating on
tandem accelerators, the H- beams were formed either by direct negative extraction of H- ions
from duoplasmatron ion sources or by positive extraction from hydrogen plasma and
consecutive charge exchange in alkali vapours channel to form H- beams for injection in the
acceleration column [36]. The Liouville’s theorem for phase space conservation indicates that
the ion beam brightness cannot be increased above the brightness delivered by the ion source
by any subsequent ion optical element [37]. However, it is possible to decrease the ion beam
brightness through various mechanisms, such as spherical aberrations (in lenses, acceleration
tubes), small angle scattering/energy straggling (i.e. in the stripping gas of tandem
accelerators), transverse oscillations of beam position induced by stray fields and ion optical
misaligned components [36]. Szymansky and Jamieson [38] reported the proton beam
brightness available for nuclear microprobe applications in eleven accelerator facilities around
the world. Furthermore, they introduced the concept of normal brightness [36], which is the
brightness  measured at a half-divergence of 0.07 mrad for the object slit area yielding the
highest ion beam brightness. Based on the proton beam brightness listed in the paper of
Szymanski and Jamieson [38], two types of microprobe facilities can be observed. Best
single-ended accelerators configurations equipped with RF ion sources and positive extraction
delivered proton beams with normalized brightness values exceeding 10, whereas tandem
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accelerators were in general bound to values lower than 2, constrained by existing ion source
technologies for production of H- ion beams required for tandem acceleration.
The measurements of the proton beam brightness at JSI originated from the duoplasmatron
were thoroughly described by Simčič et al. [33]. The results of the measurement [33] are
shown in figure 11. For the comparison with other systems Simčič et al. also measured the
normal brightness Bn [37], which was approximate brightness measured at a half divergence
of 0.07 mrad for the 100×100 m2 object collimator aperture. They found Bn to be 1.81 pA μm-2 rad-2 MeV-1, which is a typical value obtainable with HVEE duoplasmatron [34] ion sources
and comparable to other microprobes, which use duoplasmatron sources [33].
Figure 11: Brightness of HVEE duoplasmatron ion source at Ljubljana microprobe at 2.03
MeV proton energy. The key indicates the size of the square object slit aperture used to
measure each curve. The value Bn was used to scale each curve [33]. Figure taken from the
work of Simčič et al. [33]
3.3 Accelerator
The ion tandem accelerator (fig. 12) at JSI (produced by HVEE) [34] is an electrostatic type
of accelerator and is designed to enable the acceleration of various ion beams with energies up
to 4 MeV for hydrogen (Z=1) up to over 10 MeV of energy for heavy elements with beam
currents up to a few 10 μA [35]. The most important virtue of the tandem type of accelerator
is that the ion sources on entry side and mass analyzing magnet with electrostatic focusing
lenses on the exit side of the accelerator are on ground potential. This configuration enables
safe handling and relatively simple service of many key accelerator components. The ions are
accelerated in an accelerator tube, positioned inside a large accelerator tank filled with
sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) gas that acts as an insulation preventing spontaneous sparks from
high voltage terminal used for acceleration. The tandem type of accelerator accelerates ions in
two stages. First the inbound ions, that are negatively charged, are accelerated from ground
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potential at the accelerator entrance port towards positive high potential in the middle of the
accelerator tube. In the middle of the accelerator tube at the high potential is a small nozzle
for low pressure nitrogen gas that introduces a small volume of the nitrogen gas to the
accelerator tube. The already accelerated negatively charged ions are colliding with nitrogen
molecules at the high potential and with relatively high probability loose some of their
electrons [35]. This process is called electron stripping and the nitrogen gas is thus referred to
as a stripper gas. The ions in this process become positively charged and are then again
accelerated towards the accelerator exit port on ground potential. Their energy is dependent
on their charge state and of the applied accelerator terminal voltage that can reach up to 2 MV.
In this way hydrogen ions can be accelerated to energy of up to 4 MeV and heavier and more
ionized ions adequately more. The vacuum in the accelerator tube must be high enough (order
of 10-6 mbar) in order to enable the accelerated ions to loose as little of their gained energy
during accelerating process as possible. The stripper gas raises the pressure inside the
accelerator tube for the electron stripping to be more effective but also causes additional
unwanted energy loss of the accelerated ion beam that can not be avoided. These two
processes must therefore be in some optimum range and in balance to one another for
maximum possible accelerated beam current output. The accelerator has very few moving
parts because the charging belt or chain, used in typical older style Van de Graaf accelerators,
is replaced with RF coupling of the Cockroft-Walton type with which the charge is
transported to the high voltage terminal through rectifier diodes. After acceleration stage the
ions are focused with electrostatic quadrupole lenses towards the main selector magnet that
enables deflection of the selected ion beam into one of the desired beamlines (±30, ±10, 0; see
fig. 10).
Figure 12: Tandem accelerator Tandetron by HVEE at JSI. On the left are the two ion
sources (left sputter source and right Duoplasmatron; see schematics in fig. 10).
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3.4 Microprobe beamline, focusing system and beam forming
slits
The Ljubljana microprobe beamline was first described in the article by Simčič et al. [33]
where some initial considerations were presented for the beamline built.
Figure 13: A schematic view of microbeam line at JSI. Picture taken from the work of Simčič
et al. [33].
The line, which is 9.5 meters long and connected to -10° exit port of the switching magnet is
equipped with remotely controlled slit systems [33]. The optical characteristics of the 10° exit
port and the electrostatic quadrupole triplet placed before switching magnet system, still part
of the accelerator system, are such that the image of the centre of the stripper channel forms
2 m from the exit port flange. This is the place where we put our object slit system (fig. 13).
The aperture range of the object slit system i.e. Fischer slit varies from 0 to 1.5 mm with 1 μm
accuracy and has an additional fixed aperture of 10 mm for beam tuning purposes. The front
side of the slit is covered with tantalum and copper shields to prevent damage and excessive
heating. The collimator slit system (fig. 13) produces a rectangular aperture from 0 to 20×20
mm2 using four independently movable slit jaws in steps of less than 3 μm [33]. Insulated
tantalum electrodes on every slit jaw are provided for beam current measurements. Every slit
jaw is able to tolerate a thermal load of 5 W. Before and after the object slit system are
insertable quartz windows equipped with cameras in order to observe the beam position and
brightness. The distance between object and collimator slit system is 7106 mm [33].
Other microprobe instrumentation consists of the following parts, purchased from Oxford
Microbeams Ltd [39]: the quadrupole triplet lens system (OM-150), pre-lens deflection coils
i.e. scanning coils (OM-25) (fig. 14) with associated power supplies and OM Daq data
acquisition system (see fig. 14). The photograph of the actual beamline is shown in the figure
15.
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Nuclear microprobe
Figure 14: OM-Daq data acquisition system (screenshot of the OM-Daq software package)
[39].
Figure 15: The photograph of the Ljubljana microprobe at -10º exit port of the switching
magnet.
Nuclear microprobe
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3.5 Microprobe chamber at JSI
In the paper by Pelicon et al. [40] the preferable parameters and design solutions for a
microprobe chamber are discussed. As stated in the mentioned paper, vacuum chambers for
multipurpose nuclear microprobes must provide for the installation and servicing of several
detection systems operating simultaneously, as well as sample visual control and mechanical
manipulation [40]. Detectors for X-rays, scattered ions, nuclear reaction products, secondary
electrons, secondary luminescence and optical microscopes are mounted at the angles
preferably larger than 120° with respect to the beam direction (RBD). Their positioning
should not increase the space in the region between the ion lens and the focal point of the
microprobe. Spherical chambers effectively solve this problem and offer, at the same time,
ports for gamma-ray detector, annular microscope, easy manual access in the sample region,
ports for vertical and horizontal sample positioning and manipulation, as well as STIM and
ERDA detectors at forward scattering angles and the Faraday cup. The basic construction,
resulting in the three different but similar chamber designs at the nuclear microprobes in
Ljubljana, Zagreb and Denton, were presented by Pelicon et al. [40].
It is also stated [40], that high demagnification of the ion lens implies a short distance
between the lens and the focal point, which introduces serious restrictions of the available
space between the lens and the analysed object [41–43]. In order to avoid geometrical
interference between the detectors and to exploit the available space optimally, the body of
the chamber has been designed with a series of radially aligned flanges to optimally use the
most valuable space at the angles of 125° or greater with respect to the beam direction (RBD)
[40].
The detector flanges are directed to the focal point of the ion lens, where the sample is
positioned. To avoid geometrical and construction constraints in the positioning of the
radially oriented flanges, which would be introduced by a polygonal prismatic or polyhedron
body, the spherical body is ideally suited to the purpose [40]. The focal point of the lens
should coincide with the centre of the sphere. As the larger size of the sphere body enables
easier access and more space in the chamber, a sphere is preferably cut at the beam entrance
side. This approach has been applied in the design of the Dresden microbeam chamber [44] as
stated by Pelicon et al. [8]. A sphere with outer diameter of 250 mm, used in [44] and for the
three chambers presented in the latter paper [40], is appropriate for the focusing systems with
the lens-to-focus distance (LFD, distance from focal point to the nearest part of the ion lens)
of 120 mm or more [40].
Frequently opened flanges are used with reusable viton gaskets [40], which enable vacuum
better than 1 × 10−7 mbar. The choice of non-magnetic 316 LN stainless steel prevents
permanent magnetization of the chamber parts in the regions close to the ion lens and/or
scanning coils [40].
Figure 16 shows a schematic side view of the vacuum chamber designed and installed at the
ion microprobe at the JSI [40]. It is configured to suit the Oxford Microbeams (OM) [39]
triplet lens and its supporting table [40]. The photograph of the initial JSI setup is presented in
the figure 18. A five-axis motorized target goniometer is mounted on the top of the chamber.
A manipulator allows azimuthal and polar rotations, vertical (z) travel of 4 inches and 2
inches of both horizontal travel and travel along the beam axis [33]. Repeatability of target
positioning is 5 μm. Maximum speed in both planes is 4 mm/s [33].
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Figure 16: Side view of the microbeam chamber designed and used at JSI. Beam enters from
the right. The position of the ion lens and the table is shown, as well as the definition of the
polar angle. Visible flanges are shown only [40]. The drawing is taken from the work of
Pelicon et al. [40].
Figure 17: The photograph of the JSI vacuum chamber with marked high (HM) an low (LM)
magnification microscope and STIM-Faraday cup position. Additionally ports for secondary
electron and X-ray detectors are marked [40]. Picture is taken from the work of Pelicon et al.
[40].
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3.6 Detector array description
Conventionally, the PIXE method using nuclear microprobes is performed with Si(Li), High-
Purity Germanium X-ray detectors, cooled with liquid nitrogen [40], or by  Silicon Drift
Detectors (SDD), cooled by a Peltier elements. To enable installation of the detectors with a
horizontal arm and vertically attached cryostat, a horizontal flange observing the object at
135° with Respect to the Beam Direction (RBD) are usually used [40]. Proper vacuum
adapters based on Edwards vacuum junction or equipped with bellows allow movement of the
detector in the radial direction. At JSI, bellows equipped retractable arms with gate valve
allows the sensitive detector window to be kept permanently under the vacuum conditions
[40].
A microscope with a working distance of 160 mm is mounted from outside the vacuum on the
chamber (see fig. 17) and is closed by glass windows [40]. Illumination of the sample surface
at JSI is performed through the microscope lens, or through a vacuum window, both located
at 135° RBD [40]. Alternatively, illumination of the transparent samples from the back yields
a better microscope view and is provided through the window mounted at the back port of the
chamber [40].
Detection of X-ray energies from 0.8 keV to 25 keV is achieved by using two X-ray detectors.
A high-purity germanium (HPGe) X-ray detector with 95 mm2 active area, beryllium window
thickness of 25 μm and with polyimide (kapton) absorber thickness of 100 μm, to suppress
large count rates at X-ray energies below 4 keV, is positioned at 135º with RBD and with an
energy resolution of 170 eV at 5.9 keV. Second X-ray detector is Peltier-cooled Silicon Drift
Detector with active area of 30 mm2, with ultra-thin polymer window and additional absorber:
1 micrometer thick mylar coated with 200 nm of Al to supress the visible light. The SDD
detector is used for detection of low energy X-rays between 0.7 keV to 8 keV (Si(Li) detector
since 2012 removed due to MeV-SIMS detector installation and replaced by SDD detector
described later). The current schematic overview of the beamline end station design is
depicted in figure 18.
Figure 18: The schematic view of the end station of Ljubljana microprobe with marked its
constituents.
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The samples are sprayed with low-energy electrons from a hot tungsten filament feedthrough
in the chamber to prevent insulative sample surface charging [40]. This is one of the most
essential considerations for measuring biological samples since they are non-conductive.
Their non-conductiveness also prevents direct beam current measurements on the target itself
and another approach is needed for beam current determination.
For precise proton dose determination on the target, an in-beam rotating (fig. 19) chopping
device (gold-plated graphite;  beam intersection frequency approximately 10 Hz) is positioned
in the beam line after the last collimating slit and before the scanning coils, thus making the
system insensitive to beam intensity fluctuations (see fig. 18) [9]. The spectrum of
backscattered protons from the chopper is recorded in parallel with the PIXE spectra in list-
mode. This high-energy part of the spectrum consisted of protons scattered from the Au layer
appears as a separate peak (fig. 20) [9]. During the off-line data processing, the spectrum
accumulated at the in-beam chopper detector over an arbitrary scanning area or arbitrary area
selection is extracted from the list-mode results simultaneously with PIXE spectra, and is used
for dose information [9]. The photographs of measuring chamber are shown in fig. 22 and 23.
Figure 19 (right): Proton flux
is measured by chopper, which
periodically intersects the
collimated beam. Chopper is
positioned between the
collimating slits and
microprobe forming triplet
quadruple lens [9]. Beam-
facing chopper surface is
graphite coated by 3 µm Au
foil. Figure taken from the
work of Vogel-Mikuš et al. [9].
Figure 20 (left): Spectrum of the
backscattering protons consists of well
separated Au peak and carbon signal in the
low energy region. Signal in Au peak is
integrated to obtain value proportional to
the proton flux [9]. Figure taken from the
work of Vogel-Mikuš et al. [9].
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Chapter 4
Multicusp ion beam source
4.1 Introduction
At Jožef Stefan Institute, protons represent a major beam type in use [36] and to enhance the
quality of the proton microprobe applications, the motivation arose for the installation of the
new multicusp ion source injector for negative hydrogen beam production. The injector
SO-120 was custom developed by High Voltage Engineering Europa (HVEE) [34] to provide
30 keV negative H- ion beam with high brightness ready for injection into the existing
tandetron accelerator and the source was commissioned in February 2013 [36].
As stated by Pelicon et al. [36], the source should fulfil stringent demands for ion source
stability and 24h-7day autonomous operation without permanent personnel presence, a regime
required for extensive research by elemental mapping of biology tissue with micro-PIXE [2,
45, 46]. As the exit proton beam currents from multicusp ion source can be adjusted by
plasma parameters over a large dynamic range, ranging from 2 nanoamperes up to 200
microamperes, the multicusp ion source is also used for delivering stable proton beams for all
existing proton beam applications at JSI, including in-air PIXE/PIGE [47], wavelength-
dispersive high-resolution PIXE [48] and nuclear physics experiments [49].
4.2 Ion source brightness
The major motivation for the installation of the multicusp ion source at JSI is associated with
its brightness, thus aiming to enhance the quality of proton microprobe applications. The
multicusp ion source has been tuned to deliver at the entrance of the Tandetron™ accelerator
H- ion beams with measured brightness of 17.1 A m-2 rad-2 eV-1 at 170 µA, equivalent to an
energy normalized beam emittance of 0.767 π mm mrad MeV1/2, as stated in the work of
Pelicon et al. [36]. By upgrading the accelerator facility with the new injection system, two
main advantages have arisen. First, the high brightness of the new ion source enabled the
reduction of object slit aperture as well as the reduction of acceptance angle at the nuclear
microprobe, resulting in a reduced beam size at selected beam intensity [36, 50]. Second, it
strongly enhances the accelerator up-time since H and He beams are produced by independent
ion sources. The first advantage significantly improves the micro-PIXE applications, which is
described towards the end of the chapter [50], and the second one introduces a constant
availability of 3He beam for fusion-related research with NRA [36].
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At Jožef Stefan Institute, protons represent a major beam type in use, while the demands for
3He+ ion beams are in constant increase, mainly driven by nuclear fusion community demands
for Nuclear Reaction Analysis with 3He beams. In the past, these two types of ion beams were
produced by a single duoplasmatron ion source, involving a time and skill demanding
alteration between negative extraction mode for H- production and a positive extraction with
charge exchange for the formation of 3He- beams. The acquisition and incremental addition of
the multicusp ion source to the existing accelerator system allowed us to optimize the
duoplasmatron for a constant 3He operation. After the reconfiguration of the duoplasmatron
into a positive extraction mode for He operation, a multi-bottle gas system was introduced
inside the duoplasmatron housing (see schematics in fig. 21). 4He can now be mixed with 3He
to minimize the consumption of 3He gas for the operation of the ion source and Nuclear
Reaction Analysis. This resulted in a significantly lower 3He gas consumption per delivered
hour of beam time. Possible switching between 3He and 4He operation without interrupting
the plasma additionally improved the reliability and performance of the ion source. For
further details see figures 22 and 23.
Figure 21: Schematic representation of the multi bottle gas system.
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Figure 22: Mock-up design for the multigas bottle system.
Figure 23: Multigas bottle system setup installed in the Duoplasmatron 358 housing and
performing as expected.
A schematic representation of the upgraded accelerator system currently in operation at JSI is
given in figure 10. The 2 MV Tandetron accelerates ion beams, which are created from either
of the three ion sources (duoplasmatron, Cs sputter and multicusp) and feeds four high energy
beam lines equipped for several ion beam analysis techniques. The controlling system allows
for the simultaneous stand-by operation of multicusp with either of the
sputtering/duoplasmatron ion sources. This introduces excellent possibility of switching
between protons and other types of ion beams within the same hour of operation [36].
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The new injector leg with multicusp ion source (represented in the left of figure 10) has been
added to the straight through port of the existing 90° analyzing magnet at the low-energy side
of the accelerator. The installation of the new injector was performed without any
perturbation of the existing injection system with duoplasmatron and sputtering ion source
[36]. Actual photograph of the installed multicusp ion source is shown in figure 24.
The triode extraction configuration employed in the multicusp injector and the additional two
einzelenses facilitates the matching of the ion optics with the pre-existing accelerator ion
beam acceptance [36]. Visser et al. [51] reported on the SO-120 extracted ion beam currents
in excess of 1 mA negative H- while the emittance plot for 63% for 1 mA output is 7.5 π mm
mrad. The particle accelerator operating since 1997 at MIC accepts ion beam currents for
injection of up to 200 µA. For this reason, the diameter of the extraction aperture of the ion
source plasma electrode was decreased from 5 mm down to 3 mm to ensure that the
maximum extractable ion beam current is in the order of about 200 μA [36]. As this current
was still too strong to ensure sustainable operation over long periods, we further reduced the
aperture diameter to the value of 1.5 mm. With this extraction aperture, the operation of the
ion source with optimal plasma parameters that allows for maximum extraction current well
matches the capacities of the accelerator and the object slit.
4.2.1 Low energy beam brightness
During the factory acceptance, the ion beam brightness was experimentally determined by
mapping the transversal phase space with two beam profile monitors separated by a drift
(0.5 m). By creating a waist on the first beam profile monitor and sampling, the phase space
after a known drift, the brightness can be experimentally quantified [36]. The ion beam
current was recorded in a suppressed faraday cup located about 0.3 m downstream the second
beam profile monitor. For 63% of the ion beam current, the peak brightness value was
25 Am-2rad-2eV-1[36]. The beam’s profile monitor vibrating wire thickness (~0.9 mm) was not
subtracted for the brightness calculation. The energy-normalized beam emittance was deduced
from the brightness measurement at 0.685 π mm mrad MeV1/2 [36]. Such an emittance value is
confirming expectations, as described in further paragraphs of this chapter.
As stated by Pelicon et al. [36] the beam current stability was also checked. A two hours run
close to maximum negative H- ion beam current output (201 µA, averaged) indicates a
standard deviation of 1.09 µA in ion beam current output [36]. This constant output is
achieved by controlling the ion source with software feedback loops that are included in
standard operation routine to stabilize the gas flow into the source, the plasma arc current and
the plasma arc voltage. As a net result, the plasma parameters remain constant and the ion
beam intensity exhibits, at most, a drift of a few percent per day [36].
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Figure 24:  The multicusp SO-120 ion source (left) positioned by the existing two ion sources
in the right.
4.2.2 Stripper gas density effects
The beam brightness is degrading along the beam path from the ion source along the tandem
accelerator and the microprobe beamline up to the target due to scattering of the protons with
residual gas in the vacuum system [36]. At tandem accelerator system, the dominant
scattering occurs in the stripper channel, where nitrogen gas is released in a narrow tube
through a leak valve. The excessive nitrogen gas is, at our system not re-circulated by a
terminal turbomolecular pump (TMP), but removed by a pair of TMPs located at each side of
acceleration tubes at the earth potential [36]. By increasing the stripper gas density, the
efficiency of the conversion   pH increases; however the scattering may significantly
degrade the beam brightness. In the initial experiments of injection from multicusp ion source
into the microprobe beamline, we aimed to examine the effect of stripper gas density on the
beam brightness available for the microprobe formation [36]. At the terminal voltage of 1 MV,
we exceptionally turned the ion source close to the full available beam power and injected an
H- beam of 180 µA. At the object slit aperture of 100 x 100 µm2 and half divergence of 0.18
mrad, we varied the stripper gas density within 35 and 75 % of currently adjusted limits [36].
This corresponds to the vacuum level interval of 1.2 x 10-6 mbar and 3.5 x 10-6 mbar at low
energy end of the acceleration tube, and to the vacuum levels from 1.8 x 10-6 mbar and
5 x 10-6 mbar at the high-energy end of the acceleration tube.  At the figure 25, we plotted
dependence of the transmitted proton current through the accelerator, and the resulting target
current at the microprobe, as a function of the stripper gas density. Within the narrow stripper
gas pressure interval available for the experiment, we observed rapidly increasing
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characteristics, with the microprobe target current rising faster than the accelerator transmitted
current [36]. Based on the results we could conclude that it is favourable to form the beam for
the proton microprobe at higher values of available stripper gas densities. This unexpected
observation definitively needs further repetitions and confirmation, with potentially exploring
the capability to unlock the current safety values and extend the experiment toward the higher
stripper gas densities [36].
Figure 25: Ratio of the microprobe target current (INMP) and the transmitted proton current
through the accelerator (IFC) as a function of the stripper gas control setting (p) [36]. The
interval of stripper gas setting between 35% and 75% corresponds to the pressure interval
from 1.2x10-6 mbar to 3.5x10-6 mbar at low energy end of the acceleration tube, and to the
pressure interval from 1.8x10-6 mbar to 5x10-6 mbar at the high-energy end of the acceleration
tube [36]. The injected H- current from the multicusp ion source into the tandem accelerator
was 180 μA. Figure is taken from the work of P. Pelicon et al. [36].
4.2.3 High energy beam brightness measurement
The normal brightness available for the ion microprobe given by the duoplasmatron ion
source was reported by Simčič et al. [33] at 1.81 Am-2 rad-2 eV-1. After upgrading the
accelerator facility with the new high brightness H- injection system, we injected the beam in
the beamline with upgraded object slit system and measure the available high-energy
brightness for microprobe work [36]. The experiment was conducted according to the
guidelines in the work of Szymansky and Jamieson [38]. The H+ ion beam energy was set to
2030 keV. The plasma inside the ion source was configured to provide H- injection current of
35 µA, at approximately 18 % of the total available injection current with the 3 mm extraction
aperture. Plasma settings were optimized for the optimum H- beam profile at the beam profile
monitor positioned 30 centimetres before the low-energy acceleration tube. The stripper
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efficiency was approx. 70%, resulting in 25 microamperes of proton current impinging on the
object slits [36]. The object slit opening was set to 50 x 50 µm2, 75 x 75 µm2 and 100 x 100
µm2, while the half angle divergence was tuned by translating the collimator slits. The half
angle divergence was varied between 0.026 and 0.36 mrad. The distance between the object
slits and the collimator slits is 7005 mm. Brightness scans at these settings were repeated
during the working week to check for the system stability and consistency of measurements
[36].
To avoid potentially misleading current readouts due to secondary electron loss from the
target, a sealed voltage source consisting of eleven pieces of 9 V batteries was introduced in a
current measurement line to elevate the target at a fixed positive potential, namely +101 V as
mentioned in the paper by Pelicon et al. [36]. The ion beam currents were measured by a
Keithley System Electrometer 6514, which was first checked for correct operation using a
controlled voltage source and 1 GΩ resistor, and independently by a comparison with the
readout of Ortec Digital Current Integrator 439 [36].
A set of the experimental runs performed for object slits opened at 50, 75 and 100 µm is
shown in figure 26 with solid lines [36]. The obtained value of normal brightness Bn, was 14A m-2 rad -2 eV -1 for the 50 µm object opening at 0.07 mrad half angle divergence at a gas
stripper control setting of 75%. The dashed lines represent a brightness scan but at a lowered
stripper gas setting at 35% of the currently adjustable limits [36]. The ion beam current
injected in the tandem accelerator was the same as in the experimental data plotted with solid
lines. When comparing the sets of measurements at different stripper pressures, it can be
noticed that at half angle openings below 0.25 mrad, the brightness values remain constant for
low stripper gas pressure, hardly reaching a brightness value of 7 [36].
Figure 26: Measured brightness at the Ljubljana nuclear microprobe from paper by Pelicon et
al.[36], as obtained by the combination of the multicusp injector and the Tandetron™
accelerator for 2 MeV protons. Values are measured according to the specifications of
Szymanski and Jamieson [38]. Full lines represent results obtained at stripper gas control set
at 75%, and dotted lines the results with the stripper gas control set at 35% [36]. Figure is
taken from the work of Pelicon et al. [36].
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4.3 First test of the nuclear microprobe performance after
multicusp installation
In the earlier operation with the duoplasmatron ion source, the optimal microprobe resolution
for 2 MeV proton beams in high current mode at currents higher than 100 pA was 1.0 x 1.0
μm2 (see fig. 27). After the beam brightness studies performed on the microprobe beam line
were completed, preliminary beam optimisation for scheduled micro-PIXE runs at 3 MeV
yielded a beam of 0.8 x 0.8 μm2 at 200 pA (see fig. 28).
Figure 27: Beam profile 1.0 x 1.0 μm2 at 100 pA.
Figure 28: Beam profile with dimensions of 0.8 x 0.8 μm2 at 200 pA.
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These preliminary results indicated an immediate increase in ion microprobe resolution, as
expected, without any further reconstruction of ion optics and microprobe instrumentation,
beside the later described reconstruction of the object slits. For details on the object slit
reconfiguration see the next chapter. The installation of the multicusp ion source at Jožef
Stefan Institute was successfully completed and the high energy focused proton beam is
operating for the external users at the field of biomedicine applying tissue elemental mapping
by micro-PIXE [36]. The beam sizes below one micrometer were readily available. After the
installation of the multicusp ion source, the proton and He beams are created by independent
ion sources, and the corresponding uptime has increased since time-consuming
duoplasmatron reconfiguration from negative to positive operation is no longer required [36].
The installation of the high-brightness multicusp ion source significantly improved the
characteristics of the proton microprobe. As the extracted currents of 200 μA with the existing
extraction aperture are not compatible with safe operation of the microprobe, the reported
performance was measured at only 35 μA of negative H- injected in the Tandetron [36]. These
injecting conditions, at only 18% of the total available injection power were selected due to
problems related to fast erosion of the object slits and the induced radiation around the
accelerator during the operation with higher injection currents [36]. To better match the
optimal plasma operation inside the ion source, accelerator and object slit, we planned next
experiments with further downsizing of the extraction aperture. With this modification, we
were hoping that the high-energy core brightness will not be significantly affected, whereas
the undesired effects of high proton currents at the high-energy side of tandem accelerator
will be diminished. With these steps, we were hoping to achieve significantly higher values of
normal brightness Bn, approaching the predicted values of over 20 by Visser et al. [51] for
Tandetron accelerators coupled with SO-120 ion sources [36].
4.4 Second test of the nuclear microprobe performance after
multicusp extraction aperture reconfiguration
Improved beam brightness at the existing microprobe [36] allows the operation with small
apertures of the object slit. As the demagnification of focusing lens at the microprobe in a
specific geometry for a selected energy is constant, the reduction of object aperture results in
reduced beam size with preserved beam intensity, as stated in the article of Pelicon et al. [36].
High brightness from the ion source additionally enables a reduction of collimating slit
aperture. In this way, inherent aberrations of the microprobe quadrupole focusing systems,
occurring at larger acceptance angles are reduced [36]. Correspondingly, lower beam sizes are
achieved without losses of the essential beam current required for analytical work in a high-
current mode in the order of several hundreds pA.
For optimal performance of the multicusp ion source, that operates with its highest brightness
in configuration, where its output current is maximal, we further downsized the extraction
aperture from 3 mm to 1.5 mm. With this reconfiguration we have achieved the ability to use
optimal plasma parameters and maximum available injection current. Since the ratio of the
extraction aperture area was then 1:4, we were expecting four times lower extraction current
than at 3 mm extraction aperture. This would yield the output current of the multicusp injector
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at around 50 μA. On the main Faraday cup in front of the accelerator tube we actually
measured the output proton current at 57 μA. This result led us to conclude that we have
finally managed to increase the multicusp brightness to the maximum achievable in given
conditions, defined by accelerator capabilities, radiation safety and endurance of the object
slits. With the extraction aperture downsizing we also lowered the load of the accelerator
since the proton current is now almost four times lower. With this modification we have also
achieved the minimization of the unwanted new object slit cylinders degradation by beam
sputtering and the further possibility to use the original Fischer slits to fine cut the beam to the
desired diameter. The detailed description of the new object slit configuration is described in
the next chapter.
4.4.1 Nuclear microprobe tuning
As stated in the work of Vavpetic et al. [50], the multicusp ion source was tuned to achieve
the maximum possible brightness at the entrance to the accelerator and later at the object slit
on the nuclear microprobe beam-line. The entire optics was then further tuned to achieve the
maximum possible beam current on the target within the nuclear microprobe measuring
chamber with all of the slits and magnet triplet lenses configured for achieving the best
possible resolution for use with samples from biomedical field [52] that occupy about 80 % of
the dedicated beam-time on the nuclear microprobe at JSI [7, 9, 53]. The overall performance
of the entire system needed to be evaluated since there is a significant tendency in the
biomedical field to progress the micro-PIXE (micro - Particle Induced X-ray Emission)
elemental resolving capability with its absolute elemental quantification [17] towards the sub-
cellular research. For one to achieve the resolution needed for elemental mapping inside the
biological cells there are some conditions and demands which can not be avoided. The beam
diameter must be in the sub-micrometer range and the beam current must be in the order
between 100 - 300 pA depending on the sample analyzed. To achieve these conditions the
magnetic lenses for the beam diameter demagnification [33] must be aligned to the highest
precision possible, the object slits and collimating slits must be configured in a way to achieve
the smallest beam diameter possible and to minimize aberrations from the lenses. With such
configuration of the slits one must produce the highest beam brightness possible by tuning the
ion source coupled to the accelerator to meet the beam current demands at the desired beam
energy. The entire system also needs to be free of any vibrations that can significantly
decrease the desired resolution and stability. When the proton beam is focused to the sub-
micrometer dimensions it is also very important to have an accurate focusing standard
structure or material to check the beam diameter and to maintain the high-current mode (I >
100 pA) operation. With a new standard, we examined the long term operational stability and
possible drifts of the beam reference axis in an arbitrary direction that potentially ruin the
dimensional resolution of the acquired listmode data over longer periods of acquisition time
typical for biological tissue analysis [50].
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4.4.2 Beam profile measurements and optimization
The usual beam optimisation involves a 2000 # copper grid (Gilder, G2000HS-C3) [54] to
check the beam profile (fig. 29), with X-ray detector positioned at the operating distance from
the object and object slit configuration typical for biomedical applications at JSI [4, 5]. The
problem was observed when the PIXE detectors (HPGe - High Purity Germanium and SDD -
Silicon Drift Detector) were moved to a position further away from the sample to decrease the
count rate. Under these conditions, the beam axes shifted, and the beam diameter degraded.
[52].
Figure 29: Elemental maps of L and K production yield from Cu grid with 2000 mesh per
inch with indicated round structures and edges that limit precision when focusing the beam.
Scan size: 20 x 20 μm. The L production yield elemental map is acquired with SDD PIXE
detector and K production yield elemental map is acquired with HPGe PIXE detector.
Measuring time was 1 hour. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al. [50].
The HPGe detector is mounted on the microprobe target chamber (see fig. 13) with a flexible
vacuum bellow and its holder is fixed to a concrete block positioned on a rubber cushion to
minimize vibration from the surroundings (see fig. 13). The detector that is also heavy
because of its cooling tank (the detector cryostat) for liquid nitrogen does introduce some
amount of torque to the chamber that can influence the position of the chamber in reference to
the rest of the microbeam setup. The SDD detector is mounted on the chamber directly
through a custom design vacuum bellow that enables small alteration of detector-to-target
angle [55]. The new SDD detector description is given in the next chapter, where detector
array reconfiguration is described.  By moving both of the detectors back to the measuring
position, the entire detection system must come to some stable equilibrium once more,
therefore its exact position in reference to the beamline with object slit and the accelerator
remains stable for operation. The problem is that this relaxation can take quite some time to
end. Both PIXE detectors are retracted from their measuring positions whenever new samples
are placed into the target chamber. The sample holder inside the target chamber can be moved
via a goniometer, which is mounted on top of the chamber itself. It has a fixed position in
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reference to the target chamber. Movement of the sample holder inside the chamber does not
influence the stable and relaxed position of the target chamber to a measurable effect.
The standard copper grid [54] also lacks the accuracy needed for beam tuning (fig. 29) when
one gets below one micron in beam diameter. For a long time, when we were focusing the
beam on the 2000 mesh copper grid, we were noticing the round edges in the K production
yield elemental maps from the HPGe detector in the corners (fig. 29) of the intersecting grid
lines and contributed that to overlapping of the scan pattern of the beam. We believed that this
was our best possible beam profile and thus the lateral resolution. When examining the
elemental map of the L production yield of the copper grid from the new SDD detector,
acquired simultaneously with elemental map from HPGe detector, we observed some
noticeably round structures in the grid (fig. 29) from the perspective of the SDD detector,
which led us to believe that the copper grid is not exact and precise enough to be used as a
resolution standard for the microprobe. The SDD detector is positioned at 45 degrees in both
azimuthal and polar angle in reference to the target normal (see next chapter), while HPGe
detector installation position remained unaltered and is still positioned in the polar angle of 45
degrees in reference to the target normal only and opposite to the newly installed SDD. This
difference between both detectors enabled us to observe the previously unnoticed round
shapes of the copper grid, since we removed and replaced the Si(Li) - Silicon Lithium doped
detector, that was also positioned at 55 degrees in the polar angle only [56] in reference to the
target normal and also opposite to the HPGe, for a MeV-SIMS detection setup [57]. As
mentioned above, the detailed description on the new detector array setup is described in the
next chapter.
4.4.3 Focusing tool development
The new and more exact tool for focusing the beam and to tune the entire nuclear microprobe
to best performance possible was required. A material from Institute for Reference Materials
and Measurements (IRMM) with already micro-machined structures on a chip [58] was
acquired. The obstacle was that this microchip is constituted of permalloy (19% iron and 81%
nickel) on a silicon substrate and because of this it also yielded too high count rate on the
PIXE detectors. Because of the previous discussion regarding the detector movement and then
the time to wait until they relax again to some more stable position, we required a different
material that would be more appropriate to use as a reference standard for the micro-beam.
We required a material that would be satisfactory for both of the PIXE detectors and to
produce a moderate count-rate on both detectors when exposed to a proton beam with current
of 200 pA. We selected a thin reference material from IRMM [59] constituted of 57 µg/cm2 of
vacuum deposited titanium on a vitreous carbon substrate. This material was then micro-
machined by Focused Ion Beam (FIB) and we selected some structures that would best suit
our need to use as a focusing tool or standard. We developed some cross-like structures (Fig.
30) on the thin titanium standard and decided for thin stripes of 1, 3 and 5 μm thicknesses to
use with OM-DAQ internal beam monitor utility [60].
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Figure 30: Upper part: SEM pictures acquired with backscattered electrons from FIB
structures manufactured on Ti film reference material that provide the neccesary precission
and that best address the demands needed when focusing the proton beam in a high-current
mode. The surface film of Ti is sufficiently thin and thus enables high-current operation and
tuning the entire micro-beam system to its best performance. Lower part: Titanium elemental
maps of FIB structures from HPGe PIXE detector. Scan sizes are 160 x 160 μm for the left
most map and 20 x 20 μm for the three remaining maps on the right. Measuring time for first,
second (1 μm cross) and fourth (5 μm cross) elemental map is 1 hour and for third (3 μm cross)
is 20 minutes. In the fourth elemetal map the L-shaped scan pattern for the beam profile
determination (X, Y) is indicated in purple. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al.
[50].
The standard material performed as expected and enabled us to focus the beam in a high
current mode without movement of any of our detectors attached to the microprobe measuring
chamber. This proved to be the right decision because we are now able to focus the beam to a
sub-micrometer diameter and we start to notice some other problems that we were not aware
of before. We noticed a very slow drift of the sample from a reference beam direction when
performing very long measuring time over night. Such long measuring times are needed,
when one needs to perform for instance an elemental mapping of cadmium inside biological
samples [2, 8, 61].
4.4.4 Performance evaluation
When performing the overnight run of the 1 μm cross-like structure on the thin titanium film,
slow drifts from a reference beam direction were recognised and the hourly excerpts from the
listmode (fig. 31) were made, where one can observe the sample drifting to the right direction
from the initial reference position. After the next ten hours, when the sample did not move
noticeably, we observe, that it slowly drifted back toward the left direction in the meantime
and then again to the right for the last four hours. One can also observe the beam resolution
becoming significantly degraded to the end of the listmode run. This is because the sample
also moved along the beam direction, meaning the sample moved out of the focal plane of the
target reference position.
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All of this was never observed to such extent before, because one has to select very small scan
areas and must also have at hand the very precise focusing reference material to observe this
kind of behaviour. When scanning the samples with a beam diameter anything above one
micrometer, observing this kind of behaviour can go by unnoticed.
Figure 31: Consecutive hourly titanium maps i.e. excerpts from a single 18h listmode file of a
1 μm cross-shape FIB for the first 4 hours (upper most row) and the last 4 hours (lowest row)
of the entire acquisition time we observe significant movement of the sample. Scan size is 6 x
6 μm. The analysis of the listmode file shows a slow drift of the sample which destroys the
end resolution of the elemental map if the entire 18h run was used. Figure is taken from the
work of Vavpetič et al. [50].
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The performance of the nuclear microprobe at JSI delivering the 3 MeV focused proton beam
in a high-current mode is best shown on figure 32, where we show the picture of beam
monitor utility from OM-DAQ [60].
At the figure 33 we show the Kα elemental map of titanium from the 3 μm cross-like FIB
structure, where we have examined the stability of the highest meaningful magnification with
scan size of 5 x 5 μm2. The beam profile shown in figure 32 is acquired from internal OM-
DAQ beam monitor utility [60] that uses FWHM estimate of error function fitting of the L-
shaped line scan over the 5 μm cross-like FIB structure (fig. 30) in X (horizontal) and Y
(vertical) direction. The beam spot with dimensions of 600 x 700 nm was measured with this
tool after scanning the 5 μm cross-like FIB structure for 20 minutes.
Figure 32: Beam profile of a 3 MeV proton beam with dimensions of 600 x 700 nm in high-
current mode acquired with OM-DAQ beam monitor utility on 5 μm cross-like FIB structure.
The left peak represents horizontal (X) and the right peak represent vertical (Y) scan of the
cross-like FIB structure also indicated in figure 30. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič
et al. [50].
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Figure 33: Zoom details on the 3 μm cross-like FIB structure with indicated curvature. Scan
sizes are 16 x 16 μm, 10 x 10 μm and 5 x 5 μm. Measuring time was 1 hour for each detail
individually. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al. [50].
We still need to address the issue of what causes the slow drifts we observed during the
overnight scan. This can be because of the goniometer rod that holds the sample is slowly
relaxing to some equilibrium position or this drift can possibly be contributed to some
arbitrary relaxation of the microprobe setup during the overnight measurement due to minimal
thermal changes of the microprobe components. One must also take into account whether the
sun is shining on some accelerator or any other component and prevent this from happening if
very fine resolution of the nuclear microprobe is desired. Or the most possible reason that this
is the consequence of the liquid nitrogen for cooling the HPGe detector, that is slowly
evaporating from the cooling tank and changing the torque i.e. strain on the detector holder
and that this is what we observe in the acquired elemental map (fig. 36). This effect can also
be less pronounced during the night as mentioned above. The same conditions on the liquid
nitrogen evaporation must also be taken into account when the frozen hydrated samples are
cooled with a specially designed cryostat described in the next chapter as well. Overall,
proton beam dimensions of 700 nm or better were obtained by measuring the newly designed
FIB structures on thin film titanium demonstrating appropriate stability for micro-PIXE
elemental analysis at sub-micrometer resolution for future detailed examination of biological
tissue samples [16, 45, 62 - 65]. Future work is considered regarding prevention of slow drifts
of the sample from the reference beam direction.
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Chapter 5
Microprobe beamline and chamber upgrade
5.1 Additional object slit installation
By using the new high-brightness ion source, the proton microprobe resolution was
significantly improved without any significant changes performed in the ion optics system.
The only required construction efforts were dedicated to the construction of new water-cooled
object slits, able to intercept of up to 1 kW of beam power [36].
The microprobe beam line has been upgraded with an in-house built water-cooled motorized
object slits. They consist of a sequentially positioned four independent motorized units,
housing polished tantalum cylinders with diameter of 10 mm, attached to a water-cooled
copper blocks [36]. Each unit has an independent DC-motorized translation mechanics and
linear position encoders, vacuum-sealed with UHV bellows (see fig. 34).
Figure 34: The water-cooled motorized object slit. The existing Fischer slit (left in the picture)
is positioned a bit closer to the collimator slit as before.
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The injecting currents of 200 µA obtained under optimal plasma conditions do not match
optimally with the existing accelerator and the microprobe beamline configuration. In this
case, the power load on the object slits at the energy of 3 MeV exceeds 500 W [36]. The
newly designed water-cooled object slits at JSI are optimized to carry these heat loads. At the
proton currents exceeding 100 µA, we nevertheless observed a permanent erosion of the first
pair of tantalum cylinders of approx. 20 micrometers per day of operation, probably a result
of the local overheating and evaporation process [36]. In addition, an intense gamma and
neutron radiation is measured in the vicinity of the accelerator and the beamline. As stated in
the article of Pelicon et al. [36] and mentioned in the previous chapter the extracted currents
of 200 μA with the existing extraction aperture of the multicusp ion source were not
compatible with safe operation of the microprobe so the reported performance was measured
at only 35 μA of negative H- injected in the Tandetron [36].
These parameters of the multicusp ion source were far from optimal to achieve the highest
brightness the source can deliver. The problems related to fast erosion of the object slits led us
to consider to even further down-size the extraction aperture to unload the object slit and thus
minimize its material sputtering rate.
The new object slits were installed in front of the existing object slits, positioned at the
distance of 7005 mm from the collimator slits [36]. The new water-cooled object slits are used
to intercept the major part of the beam diameter and the existing Fischer object slits [33] (see
fig. 34 and 13) are to be used to further fine tune the beam profile. With this configuration we
have achieved optimal conditions when minimizing the beam diameter since the new water-
cooled slit takes the most heat from the beam and even if some erosion occurs on its cylinders
the second slit intercepts the elevated beam diameter while still managing to maintain the
selected beam diameter. The general heat load on the second object slit is therefore minimal.
The existing Fischer object slit [33] is made of tungsten cylinders and is positioned
isocentrically thus always maintaining the center position of the beamline. It can safely
withstand beam currents of up to few 100 nA.
The multicusp ion source is generally stable in producing the output current, but this is
ultimatively governed by its cooling system that is working in the ΔT = 3K on-off regime.
This temperature variations cause the beam to fluctuate, thus delivering different thermal load
onto the object slit cylinders. The cylinders are expanding and contracting by these thermal
fluctuations causing substantial countrate variations on the detector array in the nuclear
microprobe. This problem was minimized by the use of the large water tank that addressed
this issue. The newly designed object slits are water-cooled through a large 50 l water tank
that acts as a temperature buffer and thus prevents large temperature fluctuations of the
cooling water for the slit cylinders intercepting the beam (see figure 35).
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Figure 35: Water tank with 50 l capacity in function of a temperature buffer positioned by the
main object slit.
5.2 Load-lock system for sample insertion
The entire system consisted of cryo sample holder with frozen hydrated samples is
transported to the laboratory in liquid nitrogen container, that was specially developed to be
able to keep the samples submerged in liquid nitrogen or the system can be accommodated for
the sample holders to float on the liquid nitrogen surface (see fig. 36, 37 and 38).
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Figure 36: Liquid nitrogen sample transporting container for frozen samples transport.
Figure 37: Styrofoam raft with four cryo sample holder containers with inserted cryo sample
holders inside.
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Figure 38: Cryo sample holder container submerged in liquid nitrogen inside the transport
container.
.
Figure 39: Large Dewar container for frozen sample storage. Up to six cryo sample holders
can be accomodated inside and submerged in liquid nitrogen.
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The samples inside the transporting container can be safely transported by ordinary means
e.g. by car. Since they are submerged in liquid nitrogen, they can also be later stored in
purposely selected Dewar containers (see fig. 39) for a long period of time, before the
samples are scheduled for micro-PIXE analysis. With this solution we have introduced much
needed flexibility for external users of cryo technology to prepare samples and to store them
for longer periods before the measurements.
The sample load lock system had to be designed and mounted as an intermediate system
between high vacuum measuring chamber and the outside atmospheric laboratory conditions
(see fig. 40 and 41). The entire load lock system has its own turbomolecular and membrane
pump and is designed to be completely filled with nitrogen atmosphere.
The sample transporting container is then put into a specially designed glove bag, directly
attached to the load lock chamber and is also filled with nitrogen gas (see fig. 41), prior to
insertion of the transporting container into it (see fig. 42).
Figure 40: The new load-lock chamber with fast turbomolecular pump attached below.
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Figure 41: The new load-lock chamber with magnetically coupled sample insertion arm.
Nitrogen gas bottle for filling the entire load-lock system with dry nitrogen is seen behind the
sample insertion arm.
Figure 42: The load-lock chamber with attached glove bag filled with nitrogen gas prior to
insertion of the transporting container with frozen samples.
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With nitrogen atmosphere we minimize the water condensation at the sample holders. The
turbomolecular pump (HiPace 80 by Pfeiffer Vacuum) [66] is very fast and pumps out the
load-lock chamber to a vacuum better than 5 x 10-5 mbar less than a minute. This means that
the sample load lock chamber can be opened towards the measuring chamber in under one
minute. The frozen hydrated samples are then transferred by the magnetic translator to the
already cooled goniometer arm and locked on to its accepting fork (see fig. 43) in contact
with a heat dissipating line, which immediately starts to cool the samples, maintaining them at
the temperatures below 130K.
Figure 43: Accepting fork of the goniometer arm. Seen from the direction of the load-lock
chamber through the vacuum window.
The cryo sample holder inserted into the load lock chamber is put onto a Teflon nozzle of the
load lock transporting arm that is designed to snugly accommodate the sample holder onto it
(see fig. 44 and 45).
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Figure 44: Teflon nozzle on the load-lock transporting arm with clamping rod made of peek
plastic.
Figure 45:  Cryo sample holder (back side view) clamped to the nozzle of the transporting
arm by attachment piece.
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With this design we achieved minimum thermal conductance between the sample holder and
the load lock transporting arm made of steel. The load lock transporting arm is magnetically
coupled to the outside manipulator for opening and closing of the clamping mechanism to
secure the sample holder and to prevent it from accidentally falling off during transport to the
main chamber. With this magnetic coupling design we managed clamping mechanism
manipulation from the outside, without major degrading of the vacuum conditions inside the
load lock chamber. The thermocouple temperature sensor on the modified goniometer arm
displays a temperature drop of about 10K when the cold cryo sample holder is attached onto
it. This means, that the cryo sample holder did not warm up to a temperature higher than 120
K during the entire manipulation procedure, which includes removal from liquid nitrogen,
attachment to the load lock clamping mechanism, the pumping of the load-lock chamber to
pressure level of about 1x10-5 mbar and the sample holder transfer to the accepting fork (see
fig. 46) of the goniometer arm inside the measuring chamber.
Figure 46: Cryo sample holder attached to the goniometer arm with visible braided copper
cable connecting the goniometer arm with the cryostat nozzle inside the chamber.
5.3 Cryostat for sample cooling
The construction of a cryostat to upgrade Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) nuclear microprobe
enabled us to introduce sufficient cooling capability to the inside of the measuring chamber
through a port on the back side of the chamber (see fig. 47).
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Figure 47: Attachment of the cryostat to the back side of the measuring chamber.
The cryostat construction design ideas were iterated with Franz Gasser, the mechanical
construction engineer at the JSI accelerator facility. The required cryostat specifications
include the capacity to hold sufficient amount of liquid nitrogen for 16 hours of sample
cooling, which would enable the absence of over-night operator during the measurements. It
had to be constructed as a Dewar container that takes advantage of the vacuum inside the
measuring chamber and mounted on the selected port of the measuring chamber (see fig. 48).
It must also seal properly the measuring chamber since it needs to maintain the high vacuum
conditions by also using the chamber vacuum for its thermal insulation at the same time.
Figure 48: Opened cryostat housing during testing before the instalment on the measuring
chamber. Person standing behind is Franz Gasser, mechanical construction engineer at JSI
accelerator facility.
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The junction connecting the liquid nitrogen container and the outside housing of the cryostat
was realized by Edwards type junction. This junction, since it must also to some degree
withstand the temperature difference that will occur by filing the container with liquid
nitrogen, is sealed with a viton o-ring seal (see fig. 49).
Figure 49: Filling of the cryostat with liquid nitrogen with visible exposed Edwards junction
above the last horizontal flange.
The cooling nozzle of the cryostat must be connected to the existing goniometer arm, used to
accept the sample holder with samples for further manipulation inside the measuring
chamber. To best preserve the goniometer arm movement inside the chamber and to minimize
any additional repulsion force for the goniometer stepper motors (see fig, 49), the decision
was made to connect the cold cryostat nozzle inside the chamber to the goniometer arm where
the cryo sample holder connects onto it by the accepting fork (see fig. 46) with a flexible
braided pure copper cable acting as a heat pipe. With this solution, we preserved the entire
manipulation range of the goniometer and also introduced a sufficiently large cooling
reservoir next to the goniometer accepting fork for the cryo sample holder. The existing
sample holder does not meet any of the demands for its use with frozen hydrated samples so
the new sample holder needed to be developed, which is described further below. Thus the
goniometer arm needed to be modified in a way to block its movement in the azimuthal angle,
so it could handle relatively heavy new sample holder without possible slippage, thus
preventing the entire cryo sample holder of falling off. Additionally, this blockage is made of
copper plate to act also as an optimal heat conductor to the accepting fork and is also used to
incorporate thermocouple contact to continuously monitor temperature of the accepting fork.
It is this plate where the braided copper cable is connecting the cryostat with the goniometer
arm. To maximize heat conductance from the sample holder further still we have designed an
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additional thermal coupling with the new cryo sample holder design and the before mentioned
cold copper plate by introducing a copper leaf spring also on the foreside of the new sample
holder (see fig. 50).
Figure 50: Copper leaf spring in front of the accepting fork of the goniometer arm. Seen from
the opposite direction of the load-lock chamber.
The existing sample holder (see fig. 51) needed to be modified slightly on its backside so it
would still serve its purpose for measuring ordinary samples and also not interfere with new
additions to the goniometer arm (see fig. 52).
The new and upgraded design of the accepting fork on the goniometer arm can now
accommodate both the old style sample holder and the new cryo sample holder without
interference between the two (see fig. 53, 54) and by using the same transporting procedure
into the measuring chamber via a load lock mechanism. This significantly shortens the time to
exchange the samples in the measuring chamber, since there is no need to evacuate the entire
microprobe end station for exchanging samples, as before the upgrade with the load-lock
mechanism.
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Figure 51: Standard sample holder for various ordinary samples that will remain in use.
Figure 52: Custom built spacer between main sample holder body and attachment piece for
the accepting fork.
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Figure 53: Standard sample holder clamped to the nozzle of the transporting arm by
attachment piece.
Figure 54: Standard sample holder attached to the accepting fork of the goniometer arm
inside the measuring chamber.
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Two thin membranes on
supporting frames
Tissue -Tek
Plant tissue in frozen hydrated state
5.4 Sample holder
Since the frozen hydrated samples need to be kept frozen and intact during the measurement
and during the high vacuum exposition, the need for a new design of the cryo sample holder
was needed. The measuring table i.e. new cryo sample holder needs to address several
questions that have arisen for the samples to stay intact. First the sample holder must ensure
good thermal contact between the new cryostat enhanced goniometer arm and must be made
in a way, that it can be transported to the measuring chamber via a new load lock transport
system. The cryo sample holder must be large enough to be able to provide for a large thermal
reservoir, so the samples will not get much warmer when they are handled or transported
around for a period of one minute. The sample holder should preferably house more than just
one bed for a measuring specimen and must also be able to include some focusing tools for
the beam profile check in case of unexpected defocusing of the beam. The sample holder must
also be constructed in such a way that will not interfere with the existing dry sample holder
attachment, since the regular measurements will also take place continuously as before the
introduction of the cryo system. The sample holder must also employ some frozen sample
protection in case of non carefulness of the operator. By this it is considered that if something
unexpected occurs or the operator comes into contact with the cold nitrogen, when
manipulating the samples from the carrying container to the load lock system and needs to
rapidly put the entire cryo sample holder back to the liquid nitrogen and under its surface to
protect him/herself. The cryo sample holder must also be able to provide a good thermal
contact between samples encased in some type of membranes, to form a sandwich like
structure (fig. 55), similar to freeze-dried sandwiches described in the next chapter where
sample preparation is described, that are then pressed into the frozen sample bed of the cryo
sample holder.
Figure 55: Frozen hydrated plant tissue embedded in tissue freezing medium (Tissue-Tek)
and placed between two thin membranes with supporting frames.
This must happen without samples becoming degraded, stressed, tored apart etc. The cryo
sample holder must also provide some easy access for samples to be inserted into it. The
laboratory personnel that will prepare the samples on the cryo microtome must introduce
them into the holder with relative easiness and routinely. For this some special tools needed to
be made for sample holder dismantling and assembling back together. All of this will occur in
the freezing cold environment of the microtome.
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The cryo sample holder is made of aluminium metal, which was CNC machined to the highest
degree of accuracy (see fig. 56). The sample holder sandwiches are inserted into specially
designed beds from behind and are then pressed into them with the special screw with the
aluminium washer in between. This protects sample holder sandwiches against damage during
the manipulation and ensures good thermal contact between the main cryo sample holder
housing and the sample sandwiches. The cryo sample holder can house four such holder
sandwiches that are to be examined by the nuclear microprobe.
Figure 56: New cryo sample holder (front view).
Since there is a large demand from the biomedical community to examine samples on the
cellular level and not only tissue level, the samples will mainly be in the form of thin slices,
the same as they are made for freeze dried research. Because of this they must be made thin
enough, so ideally each cell could be examined. This also means that the samples will be
transmissive for protons and STIM image will be available. The samples could then be
compared between both of the preparation types, namely freeze-dried and frozen-hydrated.
Therefore the screw design must be made hollow with the hole in the middle, so the beam
could penetrate through. (see fig. 57). The special tool for screwing was also constructed.
The sample holder must be confined into dimensions of the existing goniometer manipulator.
The samples in the sample holder must still be far enough from each other so there is a large
bulk of housing material in between that will act as cold reservoir. The sample holder from
rear view is depicted in the figure 45.
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Figure 57: The hollow screw for securing the sample sandwiches into the cryo sample holder.
The cryo sample holder is attached to the accepting fork by a dedicated attachment piece that
is already part of the goniometer. It is provided by the goniometer manufacturer and ensures
the attachment with both the transfer arm and the goniometer arm. This attachment peace (see
fig. 45, 52, and 53) is insulated electrically from the main goniometer arm and thus enables
the charge collection i.e. current measurement on the samples. As already mentioned above,
the frozen hydrated samples need different approach for their mounting into the holders. First,
they will need to stay cool the entire time for the analysis to complete. For their mounting,
special holder similar to the regular holder for freeze dried samples, needed to be considered,
with higher heat capacity. Since the scan size of the nuclear microprobe at 3 MeV energy is 2
x 2 millimetres, the sample holder needed to be slightly larger that that, but also not too big,
because in this case the cold sample holder surfaces would not screen the sample from the
chamber inner surfaces at room temperature. The samples will have to be inserted between
two membranes that need to address several conditions. They need to be optically transparent
and they need to seal the frozen sample to some extent from direct vacuum exposure to
minimize evaporation. For the first attempts the silicon nitride windows from SILSON
company were selected (see fig. 58) [67] with supporting frames of 5 x 5mm and with square
window dimensions between 1.5 and 2.5mm.
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Figure 58: Silicon nitride membrane from SILSON [67] with square 1.5 x 1.5 mm2 window.
The membranes with thicknesses between 100 and 300 nm provided good platform for
sample position, while being transparent the samples still could be manipulated to the beam
focal point. The thickness of the windows that were considered was between 100 nm and 300
nm. The thickness selection is to be determined later on when actual frozen hydrated samples
will be tested with them. The sample sandwich must provide a good thermal contact, it must
be optically transparent for use with the optical microscope and must also be sturdy enough to
support the sample laying on over it.  The further possibility to test other types of supporting
material for frozen hydrated samples will commence later, when experiments will reveal,
what undertaking still must be made and what additional considerations will have to be taken
into account. The other desired possibility is the use of thin polymer windows, but this is to be
determined when much of the information from using silicon nitride windows will already be
available. Will the Si3N4 membranes provide sufficient thermal contact, will they be sturdy
enough for samples to be laid over them etc. What will happen when the sandwiches will be
tightened by the screw into their sample bed?
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5.5 Detector array reconfiguration
The nuclear microprobe chamber was upgraded with various systems enabling us to advance
its capabilities in terms of additional options to perform a variety of new analyses. The
options that were implemented are the new SDD detector for micro-PIXE and confocal
analysis [55], MeV-SIMS system for molecular analysis [57] and the new design of the on-off
axis STIM detector. The additional ports on the chamber allow for permanent installation of
the RBS and NRA detectors. The only port that has removable detectors is the ERDA port
which can be used for additional off axis STIM, chanelltron or ERDA detector. The particle
detectors for RBS, NRA on-off axis STIM and optionally ERDA and off axis STIM are of
PIPS type and are permanently mounted inside the chamber. Their holder design allows one
to change different filters placed in front of the detectors with relative ease according to the
desired configuration for a specific analysis. The upgraded chamber pictures are depicted in
figures 59-62.
The new SDD detector is now replacing the Si(Li) detector that was removed due to the new
addition of MeV-SIMS [57] that required the port that was occupied by it. The SDD detector
was mounted onto the port where the low magnification microscope camera was mounted
before (see Fig. 59). It was purposely selected for confocal PIXE spectroscopy for the PhD
work of dr. Nataša Grlj [55]. The detector specifications are listed in the table 1 below.  The
new SDD detector response function was determined and it successfully replaced the removed
Si(Li) detector in the range for soft X-rays between 0.7 to 8 keV. The HPGe detector for
higher energy range between 3 to 54 keV remained in use. The STIM detector on its
rotational feedthrough was replaced with the on-off axis STIM detector (see fig. 60 and 63)
that was mounted on the 0 degree exit port of the chamber [68].
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Figure 59: Upgraded measuring chamber (left view).
Figure 60: Upgraded measuring chamber (right view).
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Figure 61: Upgraded measuring chamber (back-right view).
Figure 62: Upgraded measuring chamber (back left view).
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Figure 63: On-off axis STIM detector schematics with operational principle schematics.
The rotational feedthrough was removed since that port is now occupied by the cryostat for
sample cooling with liquid nitrogen described above. In the position of the before mentioned
Si(Li) detector the new MeV-SIMS system is incorporated, that was constructed within the
scope of PhD work of L. Jeromel and N. Ogrinc [57]. The latest detector array schematics at
the microprobe measuring chamber is depicted in the figure 18. The photographs above and
the measuring chamber schematics depict particular detector described in the text above.
Table 1: SDD detector specifications from manufacturer
5.6 Zoom microscope
When the new detectors were mounted onto the microprobe chamber, the existing cameras
consisted of the low and high magnification type, needed to be removed and replaced. The
new camera was considered as the isocentric type and with zoom option. The Navitar camera
microscope [69] was selected with a 1-12x zoom capability and with focus adjustment that
fulfilled the requirements (see fig. 64). The selected microscope is motorized via stepper
motors so the camera zoom can be manipulated remotely. This solution proved to be
successful since the beam focal plane and the camera focal plane can be adjusted similar as
before, without the need to observe the focus through an angle of 45 degrees both  directions,
but only from above (see fig. 64).
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Figure 64: The newly installed Navitar [69] microscope with camera.
When zooming out, the beam spot remains in the same position on the sample as in the full
zoom option if the camera is properly aligned. This opens up new options for sample
manipulation since the focal plane on the rotation axis remains and without it, the new MeV-
SIMS could not be brought to required focus to perform molecular analysis [57]. The new
camera microscope enables more precise beam focusing since the low and high magnification
are on the same optical axis and in line with the beam direction, it is only tilted from above.
The new microscope tube also has the capability to illuminate the sample in the same way as
before, meaning illumination through the microscope itself. With this solution we freed up the
opposite port on the chamber to the one that is used to accommodate the new SDD detector
additionally. The camera itself is also remotely operated, enabling the ability to record videos
and take snapshots of the sample in the analysis position.
The camera and microscope specifications are in the presented in the table 2 and figure 65
below.
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Table 2: Camera (Toshiba; above) and Navitar (below) [69] microscope specifications with
microscope factory sketch.
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Figure 65: Navitar microscope technical drawing.
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The new microscope camera for the microprobe needed a special arm for its positioning onto
the measuring chamber. The mounting must be done with great care since the camera
microscope has a rather long working distance and needs to be positioned exactly in the
focusing point of the magnetic quadrupole. The microscope has to cover large field of view
when using it without zoom, because in this way it is easier to find the correct sample on the
sample holder. Then the field of view with zooming in narrows diagonally to 650 μm enabling
one to fine focus the beam. The general idea is that when one matches the ideal focal spot of
the ion optics which is defined by demagnifying quadrupole lenses and their position
regarding the object and collimator slits and the target itself, with the optical focal point of the
microscope, one always has a positioning tool for bringing the target object into the focusing
plane of the quadrupole lens. This action is even more if the microscope is tilted at some
angle, since the lens position in regard to the object distorts the optical image more and more
towards the edges and only at the centre of the image is the picture clear i.e. in focus. This
means that a microscope positioning system needs to have some degree of freedom for
accurate positioning regarding to the target and beam focal point. On the other hand it is also
desired for the optical system to be relatively free of the lens distortions when using the
widest field of view on the object in question without zooming on it. It is also desired for the
optical system to be inline with the beamline if possible and tilted only in the vertical position
to some angle. Fortunately the microprobe measuring chamber has a port that allowed such
installation just above the quadrupole lenses, where the old microscope was positioned with
fixed magnification (see fig. 64). There it was possible to use a flange with recessed window
that would enable the new microscope installation. There was a lot of space restraints for the
appropriate selection of the microscope and great care was taken for the camera selection and
mounting system standard to the microscope itself. Since the outer dimensions of the
measuring chamber are fixed and the port with the window has fixed dimensions, the working
distance for the microscope was more or less determined by this. The distance from the beam
focal point to the outside plane of the mounted flange with recessed window was 158mm, the
microscope with similar working distance had to be selected. Since the options for working
distances are limited from manufacturers the only serious option to consider was to choose the
Navitar optical microscope with a working distance of 165mm. The working distance can be
varied by the use of prelenses on the microscope itself, but not an entire range of possibilities
exist other than custom made magnification lenses that are very costly on the other hand. This
greatly limits the optical system selection. Fortunately we were able to find appropriate
commercial model. Another virtue of the Navitar was the ability to use the microscope with
the optimal working distance with 1-12 x zoom capability. This is also desired, since then one
does not occupy any additional port on the measuring chamber. It is also beneficial since both
full zoom and regular image lie on the same optical axis.
When observing objects at long working distances and possibly with maximum
magnification another problem arises, the sample object illumination. One needs to bring the
maximum light flux onto very small area of the sample for the image to appear in the
mounted camera focal plane. This is optimally done by using the existing microscope ability
to incorporate a prism inside on the optical axis that allows one to introduce a source of light
from radial direction. The light source has to be powerful enough to produce sufficient light
flux onto the sample, since only small amount is reflected back from it into the microscope.
Here one encounters a problem when the microscope camera is tilted regarding to the sample
surface to have before mentioned ability to bring the object in to fine focus that is in the same
position as the beam focus, since the reflection of the light from the illuminated sample is not
perpendicular from the sample surface and the sample can remain too dark for the mounted
camera to detect. This than calls for even more powerful light source to illuminate the sample
surface. If the brightness of the light source is too big, one can encounter another problem of
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light back reflection from the microscope internal lenses surfaces. This is unavoidable
although the lenses surfaces have their antireflective coating on them. Then the sample
illumination must be done from another direction. These conditions vary greatly and mainly
depend on the sample surface. If the sample has a high reflectivity one does not need the
maximum brightness of the light source but when the samples are matt i.e. poorly reflective
one must resort to some other solution.
Because of all of the above the microscope must be mounted on a support that enables one to
have the maximum degree of freedom when installing it onto the measuring chamber. The
microscope support must enable the microscope to move along its optical axis to enable
finding the correct working distance. It must also enable the parallel movement of the entire
microscope in the radial direction in regard to the optical axis. It must also have the ability to
tilt in any angle in regard to the focal point of the system when the focus is on the sample.
One can imagine all microscope adjustment demands as degrees of freedom for a spinning top
(gyroscopic toy) with additional ability to also move along the rotational axis. The
construction requirements for the microscope camera support with all degrees of freedom
available and with all dimensional constraints in mind was again handed to Franz Gasser, who
designed the support, shown in figure 66. The CNC machining of the support itself was
executed at the JSI mechanical workshop and mounted at the measuring chamber. If one is
successful in adjusting the camera microscope support capabilities to the desired position, the
beam focal point will stay at the same position in the image and also in focus at any
magnification when zooming on the sample. We proved successful in adjusting the
microscope on the measuring chamber of the microprobe. The end installation is depicted in
figure 64.
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Figure 66: Part of the mechanical design schematics of the custom attachment for the Navitar
microscope, designed by Franz Gasser.
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Chapter 6
Sample preparation for micro-PIXE analysis
6.1 Introduction
Since the biological specimen preparation for micro-PIXE analysis is in initial stage similar
for both frozen-hydrated and freeze-dried cases, we describe in this chapter the common
protocols that enable elemental imaging of the biological tissue. Later on, the steps that differ
for frozen-hydrated sample preparation from freeze-dried sample preparation will be
described. Because the freeze-dried sample preparation and micro-PIXE analysis is viewed as
a somewhat classical approach, it will be thoroughly described in the first few paragraphs and
then the description will be focused on the frozen-hydrated sample preparation.
As stated in the work of Vogel Mikuš et al. [70], the aim of the preparation of the
biological material is the preservation of the element distribution as close as possible to its
native (in vivo) state. The high resolution capability of modern microprobe equipment places
stringent demands on the tissue preparation for intracellular and tissue element distribution
studies [70]. Any measurement can thus be meaningless and misleading unless changes in
tissue morphology and chemical redistribution have been limited to dimensions that are
smaller than the resolution of the microprobe (Schneider et al. 2002 [1]). Incomplete
protocols can cause artefacts that can lead to the removal or redistribution of elements, and
hence to errors far exceeding those inherent to a measurement technique. It is generally
accepted that only low-temperature methods can eliminate such artefacts, since it is evident
that with chemical preparations some elements may be added, washed out or redistributed
(Schneider et al. 2002 [1], Mesjasz-Przybyłowicz and Przybyłowicz 2002 [71]). Therefore,
specimen cryo-fixation is typically followed by specimen sectioning at low temperatures and
finally by freeze-drying (Frey et al. 2000 [72], Schneider et al. 2002 [1], Vogel-Mikuš et al.
2008 [73]). Even though cryo-sectioning is accepted as a routine preparation technique for
animal tissues, the number of studies that have used cryo-sections of fully differentiated plant
material for analytical purposes remains small [70]. The primary reasons for this are technical
problems during freezing, due to the poor thermal conductivity of plant tissues arising from
the cellulose cell wall, a unique feature of plant cells, and to the intercellular spaces filled
with gas. Additionally, the alternating sequences of different materials, e.g., the rigid cell
walls, vacuolar ice crystals and gas-filled intercellular spaces of the plant tissues, tend to
result in sample crumbling during either sectioning or freeze-drying, which makes it
particularly difficult to obtain cryo-sections with well-preserved morphology (Schneider et al.
2002 [1]). The details of the more established cryo-preparation protocols for electron
microscopy cannot be easily adapted here [70]. The sections required for micro-PIXE analysis
have to be much thicker (e.g., 30-60 μm) to obtain sufficient X-ray yield (Vogel- Mikuš et al.
2008 [73]), which in the case of micro-PIXE is acquired from the entire depth of the specimen
[70]. Cryo-fixation must also be as rapid as possible to avoid the formation of larger ice
crystals, which could damage biological cells. In addition, nuclear microprobe analyses are
performed under vacuum conditions (10-5 mbar or lower), and therefore the specimens must
be dry and immobilized in their preanalysis functional state (Vogel-Mikuš et al. 2007 [74],
2008 [73, 75]).
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6.2 Specimen freezing and cryo-sectioning
The freezing of the specimens should be done as rapidly as possible to reduce the growth of
ice crystals. Excised specimen fragments (cca. 0.5 cm long) are inserted into stainless steel
needles with polished tips (Schneider et al. 2002[1]; Scheloske et al. 2004 [76]; Vogel-Mikuš
et al. 2008 [73]), which are carefully chosen according to the specimen diameter, to ensure a
tight hold of the specimen during the sectioning (fig. 67). Alternatively, the excised specimen
fragments can be transferred into aluminium foil beds (0.5x0.5x0.5 cm) that are filled with
tissue-freezing medium [70]. Afterwards the specimens are dipped into propane cooled with
liquid nitrogen, which provides a superior cryogen when compared to liquid nitrogen due to
its higher cooling rate. A specially designed thermo-block is used for this (fig. 67), which
should be additionally isolated with a polystyrene bed to avoid rapid evaporation of the liquid
nitrogen [70]. Great care needs to be taken when handling propane and liquid nitrogen: a
mixture of propane and air can be explosive, and handling liquid nitrogen in a closed room
can cause asphyxiation [70]. This phase of the tissue preparation is to be carried out in a well
ventilated room (ventilation, door and/or windows always open) so that the concentrations of
both gases in the air are kept to a minimum [70].
After freezing, the specimens in the propane (middle thermo-block chamber) are
rapidly transferred to a liquid nitrogen (bigger thermo-block chamber) (fig. 67). Then all of
the prepared specimens together with the thermo-block are transferred directly into the cryo-
microtome chamber to avoid the thawing of the samples. In general, root-specimen
preparation using polished needles (Schneider et al. 2002 [1]; Scheloske et al. 2004 [76];
Vogel-Mikuš et al. 2008 [73]) enables more rapid freezing due to the direct contact of the
specimen with the cryogen, and thus the ice crystals formed are smaller, providing superior
preservation of cell morphology [70].
Figure 67: Representation of plant specimen preparation and rapid freezing procedure [70].
However, for scans of the specimens with a lateral resolution of 1–3 mm, which enables
element mapping at the tissue level, the embedding of the specimens in tissue-freezing
medium appears to be just as adequate [70]. In addition, embedding the specimen in the
medium ensures that the holding of the specimen is more stable, making the cryo-sectioning
easier (fig. 68). Moreover, this way of specimen mounting can also be applied to longitudinal
sections. On the other hand, using cryo-sectioning with needles is more demanding, because
of the loose specimen support within the needle which can easily break during sectioning [70].
A substantial improvement to this protocol can be achieved by dipping the inserted specimen
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into bidistilled water in a vertical position, and afterwards dipping it into a cryogen embedded
with a water droplet, which then freezes. In this way, amorphous ice is formed from the
droplet, which embeds the specimen and provides support for cryo-sectioning [70]. In
addition, a specially designed adapter is needed to fix the needle with a specimen into the
head of the cryo-microtome (Schneider et al. 2002 [1]).
When cryo-sectioning, it is of vital importance that the cryo-microtome temperature set-up,
the cutting velocity, and the section thickness are optimized for each particular biological
tissue in question (Schneider et al. 2002 [1]) as stated in the work of Vogel-Mikuš et al. [70].
Only after optimization of these parameters we can expect relevant elemental mapping results.
The temperature of the cryo-microtome head and chamber usually varies between -40 ºC to -
20 ºC, depending on the tissue water content [70]. As a general rule, smoother sectioning of
tissues with high water contents can be obtained at lower temperatures.
Figure 68: Cryo-microtome chamber with a sample embedded in tissue-freezing media.
Figure taken from the work of Vogel-Mikuš et al. [70].
When ideally frozen, biological tissues resemble amorphous glass, and sections obtained from
such specimens ensure the best possible level of preservation of tissue morphology, and thus
the most reliable results, as stated in the work of Vogel-Mikuš et al. [70]. In addition, to
control the quality of the sections, a dissecting binocular should be provided with the cryo-
microtome. The specimens should be sectioned using disposable stainless steel cryo-
microtome blades, which are superior to the standard steel or diamond knives (Schneider et al.
2002 [1]). The sections of the specimens are then put on pre-cooled filter paper into specially
designed pre-cooled aluminium beakers with a cover, and kept in liquid nitrogen for freeze-
drying [70].
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6.3 Freeze-drying
From this point onwards, the sample preparation for freeze-dried and frozen hydrated
specimens deviates from one another. The frozen-hydrated samples, as their name already
implies, do not require freeze drying. The frozen-hydrated samples are mounted into their
holder and are thus already prepared for the analysis, which is described in detail further
below. The freeze-dried samples, on the other hand, still need some preparation work to be
done before they can be ready for the analysis.
Freeze-drying is a process, where water is removed by sublimation. This usually
occurs at lower pressure, where ice sublimes, rather than it is removed by melting and by
water evaporation, like it is common for ordinary dehydration process at higher temperatures
using heat [77]. Freeze-drying is also known in the literature as lyophilisation or sometimes
cryodessication. Freeze-drying preserves the morphological structure of the biological tissue
[78]. This has several advantages since the samples can be analysed by various techniques
that imply vacuum conditions and the samples to be analysed need to be completely dry
before they are to be introduced to the analysing equipment. The samples can be easily
transported around from one laboratory to another and if freeze-dried samples are stored in
completely dry and in some instances oxygen free environment, they can be stored and thus
preserved for many years [78]. This is very important consideration if one requires to re-
examine the preserved specimen at some time in the future. If the analysis method is
relatively nondestructive, like PIXE method proved to be, it is even possible to re-examine the
same preserved specimen area in the future. Freeze-drying also does exhibit some limitations
but these are more likely to occur, when the procedure is not done properly (see Cryo-electron
spectroscopy of vitrified specimens by Dubochet et al. [77]) or samples exhibit some distinct
limitations when exposed to vacuum conditions as stated in the article by Vogel-Mikuš et al.
[70] that freeze-drying is a very sensitive step in the whole procedure, since the samples can
wilt and shrink drastically due to the large amounts of water in biological tissues. The samples
should therefore be freeze-dried at the lowest temperature possible (they are best put in the
freeze-dryer (shown in figure 69) in liquid nitrogen) and at low pressure (10-5 bar). To ensure
the flatness of the sections, they should be laid between two layers of precooled filter paper
and fixed with a pre-cooled heavy object (e.g., a part of microscope object glass) [70].
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Figure 69: Comercially available freeze drier.
6.4 Freeze-dried sample mounting
The freeze-dried samples are mounted into aluminium holders that are covered with a thin foil
(up to cca. 300 nm thick) of pioloform (SPI Chem) (fig. 70). The foil is prepared by
dissolving 1 g of pioloform in 75 ml chloroform (Vogel-Mikuš et al. 2007), which can be kept
in a dark flask for cca. 6 months, with the dissolved solution then poured into a beaker. The
easiest way of making the foils is to dip a clean microscope object glass into the foil solution
for 2 s and then let it dry for 3 min. Then the edges of the foil are scraped with another clean
object glass, to enable the detachment of the foil from the object-glass. The foil is then floated
from the object glass by dipping it into bidistilled water and picking out the foil on a specially
designed aluminium section holder [70], as schematically represented in fig. 70. The sections
should be carefully put on a holder with forceps and covered with another holder covered
with pioloform foil, to fix the section into a sandwich (Vogel-Mikuš et al. 2007 [75], 2008
[73]) (see figure 71). The sections can also be mounted on foil with special two-component
glue (e.g., Araldite), being sure that the areas of interest for scanning remain clean [70].
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Figure 70: Schematic representation of the preparation of pioloform foil for covering the
sample holders, as taken from the work of Vogel-Mikuš et al. [70].
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a)
b)
Figure 71: Biological samples encased into sandwich of pioloform foils mounted on two
aluminium sample holders; a) bulk sample and b) thin slice.
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6.5 Frozen-hydrated sample mounting
The frozen hydrated samples are mounted between two membranes of the selected material.
With this we avoid excessive sublimation from the sample surface, since the sample is
enclosed between membranes (see figure 72).
Figure 72: Biological sample encased in sandwich of the two pioloform foils mounted on
aluminium frames.
This sandwich is then inserted into the newly designed cryo sample holder, where it is
tightened by screw into place (see fig 73).
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 73: Assembling stages (a, b) of the cryo sample holder and pressing the sample
sandwiches into place. Front view of the inserted sample (c).
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Silicon nitride sample holder comparison with in-house developed aluminium frames for
polymer membrane test is depicted in figure 74. Further comparison of in-house developed
frames for frozen-hydrated samples with holder for freeze-dried samples is shown in Figure
75.
Figure 74: Silicon nitride sample holder (by SILSON) comparison with in-house developed
aluminium frame.
The cryo sample holder and the membrane holders are cooled to the environment temperature
of the cryo microtome. They are put near the sectioning head for the samples to be inserted
into it without significant difficulties shortly after they were sectioned. From there the cryo
sample holder with inserted frozen hydrated samples is put into cryo sample holder housing
that is also cooled with liquid nitrogen (see fig. 37). There are four housings for four cryo
sample holders positioned into styrofoam floating raft that floats on the liquid nitrogen with
cryo sample holders with samples inserted (see fig. 38 above). This floating raft is inside the
larger transporting case (see fig. 36) enclosed with Styrofoam which is filled with liquid
nitrogen as well (fig. 38). User can decide whether the entire raft will be floating on or it will
be completely submerged into liquid nitrogen. The general consideration is whether the
samples will be put to storage into large Dewar (see fig. 39) container and measured later
when the beamtime will be available or the samples will be put into measuring chamber
directly.
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Figure 75: Aluminium sample holder frames. The two large ones on the left are for freeze-
dried specimens and the three smaller ones on the right are for the frozen-hydrated specimens.
6.6 Frozen-hydrated sample exposed to high vacuum
When frozen hydrated samples are exposed to vacuum conditions, they will immediately start
to freeze dry. This is mainly slowed down by the use of membranes that sandwiches the
specimen into the cryo holder. Another important aspect is the temperature at which they are
kept while in vacuum. The vacuum inside measuring chamber is in the order of 1x10-7 mbar
or even bellow and the lyophilisation or even ice recrystallization would start immediately if
the temperature would be higher.
As stated in the article by Dubochet et al. [77], there are three kinds of water ice
existing at low pressure. Namely hexagonal ice, cubic ice and vitreous ice. Hexagonal ice is
formed by warming cubic or vitreous ice and cubic ice forms from vitreous ice at
temperatures between approx -135 ˚C and -100 ˚C. Transition time from one form to the other
in dependence of temperature is depicted in figure 76 [77].
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Figure 76: Time t required, at the temperature T (ºC), for the phase transition from (a)
vitreous water to cubic ice and (b) cubic to hexagonal ice to take place (Dowell and Rinfret,
1960) [77]. Recent results suggest that curve (a) should be displaced by 10-20 ºC towards the
higher values (see text) [77]. Figure taken from the work of Dubochet et al. [77].
As stated in the article by Dubochet et al. [77], according tom this data, devitrification of
vitreous ice should take place in about 5 min at -137 ˚C. According to Dubochet, X-ray
diffraction measurements in the electron microscope demonstrate that devitrification takes
place at a higher temperature somewhere between -133 ˚C and -117 ˚C depending on certain
conditions. Dubochet uses -120 ˚C as a usable approximation of the transition temperature
[77]. It also states that the vitreous to cubic transition is a phase transition and not a
continuous extension of short range order, when thinking of crystal lattice structure of ice.
The transition from cubic to hexagonal ice is difficult to observe in the electron microscope
since it takes place at temperature at which ice evaporates too quickly [77]. Size of ice
crystals vary with the cooling speed when freezing. Their size distribution is depicted in
figure 77 in dependence of cooling speed. From the graph we can deduce that the cubic ice
crystal sizes are in the region between 30 nm and 1 μm [77]. Below 30 nm is the vitreous ice
state and higher than 1 μm is the hexagonal ice state. Vitrification takes place at very high
cooling rate. In this state the immobilization is achieved before nucleation [77]. The density
of pure vitrified ice is 0.93 +-0.02 g/cm3. [9]
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Figure 77: Relationship between the cooling speed and the size of the ice crystals. The crystal
size is measured by electron diffraction on frozen-hydrated specimens [77]. The width of the
rings of the powder diffractogram gives an estimate of the minimum size of the cubic crystals
(from Dubochet and McDowall (1984) [77]). Figure is taken from the work of Dubochet et al.
[77].
As stated by Dubochet et al. [77] the essential question about vitrification is whether it keeps
the original biological structures intact. Apparently there is no simple answer to this. The only
thing known is that vitrification avoids ice crystal formation [77]. This is one of the most
important consideration if the frozen sample is to be analysed on the cellular level or below.
About the cooling speed, Dubochet et al. [77] also state that a tissue block cooled by
projection onto a cold metal surface reaches a cooling rate of 50.000 K/s at about 20 μm depth.
It seems therefore that a cooling speed of the order 106 K/s can be achieved in a 1 μm thick
water layer [77]. This value thus probably gives an order of magnitude for the minimum
cooling speed required for pure water vitrification. Further details are in the mentioned article
by Dubochet et al. [77]. Dubochet also states the ice evaporation can be neglected at
temperatures below -120 ˚C or -130 ˚C. The ice evaporation is very slow below the
vitrification temperature [77]. This is also one of the most important considerations for frozen
sample analysis and is also in agreement with the research by Burke and Brown [15] on
thermal desorption of model interstellar ice, where they state the glass transition temperature
of ice is at 136K and that crystallization starts (when warming) at 160 K while some metastate
exist between the two temperatures [15].
During the sample handling procedure in our case, the critical phase is the
insertion of the sample into the vacuum chamber, as we may exceed the recrystalization
temperature during the evacuation of the load-lock chamber. The preservation of the sample
at the temperature of -150 ˚C during the measurement should maintain it in the stable phase.
Since our handling procedure for sample insertion, as described earlier, only takes about 60
seconds, the temperature of the samples anything above -160 ºC is never exceded.
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Chapter 7
Micro-PIXE measurements and results
7.1 Introduction
In the paper by Vavpetic et al. [16] we stated that the measurements of the elemental
distributions within biological systems at subcellular level down to trace level concentrations
is of growing importance for gaining new insights about the highly complex processes that
take place within the tissue or the cell [16]. Resolving the distribution and the absolute
concentrations within distinct morphological structures of biological tissues is essential for
understanding the mechanisms involved in the regulation, allocation, absorption, transport,
accumulation, functionality and bioavailability of elements. The preparation of the specimen
in frozen-hydrated state is among the most appropriate methods of preserving the sample
integrity for a series of structural and analytical methods [11] as was described in the previous
chapter. At the synchrotron radiation facilities equipped with the X-ray microscopies,
beamline scientists are intensively introducing technology of frozen hydrated tissue [11].
Elemental mapping of biological tissue is typically performed either by the electron
beam of the electron microscope [79], focused proton beams [80] and X-ray microprobes at
the synchrotron radiation facilities [81]. The use of frozen hydrated tissue in conjunction with
the Energy-Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) at the frozen hydrated tissue has a rather long
history [82]. The use of EDX on frozen hydrated tissue in the tissue of the olives during
fermentation are recently reported by Servili et al. [21]. First successful attempts on the
frozen hydrated tissue by micro-PIXE technique were done by the Ithemba group [14].
Elemental mapping of biological tissue could be, as mentioned above, executed by
various methods but with no or limited ability to examine samples of various thicknesses in
frozen-hydrated state. Micro-PIXE is one of the most elementally sensitive methods for
elemental mapping of biological tissue and is therefore also the method of choice for
biological samples preserved in frozen-hydrated state.  For detailed comparison between
various techniques and their ability to process biological samples the reader should refer to
earlier published papers [21, 80 - 82].
Application of focused proton beam for PIXE largely extends the applicability of
the PIXE method. The scanning of the focused proton beam results in elemental lateral
distribution maps, while the elemental sensitivity of broad-beam PIXE is preserved. This
introduces a capability of the method to produce quantitative elemental concentration maps in
biological tissue. The micro-PIXE method is usually run in parallel with the detection of
elastically scattered protons from the sample (Elastically Backscattering Spectroscopy – EBS)
and with the measurement of the energy loss of protons in the sample (Scanning Transmission
Ion Microscopy – STIM). These two methods provide essential information about the
thickness and composition of the tissue matrix, which enables the quantification of elemental
concentrations.
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7.2 Sample thermal properties and ion beam damage
Since the frozen hydrated samples must not exceed temperatures above 130K [77], as
described in the previous chapter, one must not only consider how to keep the samples cooled
to the lowest temperatures achievable, but must also take into account possible heat sources
that counteract this goal. The heat sources that will constantly deliver heat to the frozen
hydrated samples and also the cryo sample holder are heat radiation from the surrounding
measuring chamber surfaces and other equipment situated inside the vacuum chamber that is
not cooled and is at room temperature of about 22 ºC, and heat delivered directly to the
particular sample by an ion beam. In the case when the beam particles will penetrate the
sample and exit with diminished energy from it on the other side, they will deposit only a
portion of their energy inside the sample, but when the impacting beam particles will fully
stop inside the sample, they will transfer their entire energy inside the sample, as governed by
the stopping power energy distribution in dependence of the sample depth. Since the heat
transfer induced by the thermal radiation from the chamber to the cryo sample holder can not
be avoided, one can only resort to a clever design of the cooling system to minimize this
effect. The beam heating of the irradiated sample on the other side has to be taken into
consideration whether one wants to prevent sample warming above 130K to keep the sample
cooled below ice vitrification temperature where ice recrystallization occurs at around 136K
and elevated evaporation of ice commences [77].
To describe the beam warming effect we must first describe the basic physics behind.
Let us consider a vast planar sample of thickness d. The beam that penetrates the sample will
have a radius r and will form a cylindrically shaped intersection volume with the planar
sample (see sketch in figure 78). In this cylinder volume the heat generation will occur from
the impacting beam and the heat will be radially transferred outwards into the remaining
sample volume and then onward to the sample holder and so on. In the first order
approximation we will imagine that the heat, generated by the beam, is produced
instantaneously in the entire intersection volume. This is more or less true since the protons of
3 MeV have the velocity in the order of 107 m/s and our sample has thickness of 30 μm. The
time it takes for the beam particles to pass through the sample is then in the order of 10-12 s
and thus qualifies for such approximation. On their way through the sample they lose about
353 keV of their energy and thus exit from the sample with remaining energy of 2.647 MeV
that is detected in the STIM detector. This is a simulated result from energy deposition of 3
MeV protons in pure ice matrix with density of 0.92 g/cm3 that was acquired with SIMNRA
program [83].
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Figure 78: Sketch of a vast planar sample with thickness d with penetrating beam with
diameter 2r1 generating heat inside a sample. For explanation of other variables in the sketch
see text. The dimensions are exaggerated for better visualization.
To better illustrate the temperature profile of the sample at the beam spot on it we first write
the heat flow rate at the border of the cylinder, where the heat flow rate is only in the radial
direction, since the entire length of the cylinder is considered as the uniform volume heat
generator (for theoretical aspects and explanation of thermodynamics the reader is reffered to
physics books and texts by I. Kuščer et al. [84], A.F. Mills [85]). The heat flow rate into the
cylinder border shall be Q(r) and the heat flow rate out of it shall be Q(r + Δr). This means
that at steady state we have
)()( rrQrQ  (20)
and since the heat flow rate  into and out of the cylinder border is equal, we can write the limit
conditions as
0)()(lim0 
 r
rQrrQ
r (21)
and this further yields the differential equation
0dr
dQ .                                                        (22)
By integration we get Q = const. This simply means that the heat flow rate is independent of
radial position. We further expand the heat flow rate in terms of area and heat flux as
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rAqQ  ,                                                       (23)
where the area of the cylinder border surface A is normal on its surface and points in the radial
direction, while qr is the heat flux in the same direction. For the total area of the cylinder
border surface we write
rdA 2 ,                                                       (24)
where d represents the thickness of the sample, i.e. the length of the cylinder. By using
Fourier equation
dr
dTTqr   , (25)
we can further write by inserting Eq. (24) and (25)
constQdr
dTrddr
dTA   2 .                                   (26)
Since 2πdλ in equation above is constant, we therefore get the differential equation
Cdr
dTr  (27)
Where C stands for a constant that is to be determined later. After rearranging we get
r
drCdT  (28)
and after integration we get
DrCT  ln ,                                                       (29)
where D is yet another constant to be determined. From the above equation we see, that the
temperature profile will be logarithmic in its essence and the two constants C and D will be
determined from boundary conditions. Let us picture the heat flow in our sample. The heat is
generated in the inner volume of the cylinder where the beam is passing through and from that
cylinder the heat radially flows outwards toward the cooling reservoir that is positioned
around the sample. We can picture this as the heat conduction in the pipe, where we have the
inner and the outer wall. The inner wall is heated from the inside and the outer wall is cooled
from the outside. In our case the inner wall is heated by the beam heat generation and the
outside is cooled with cold reservoir at low temperature. By this we can introduce two radii at
two temperatures that will serve us to describe the boundary conditions for solving the Eq. (29)
namely r1 and r2 with temperatures T1 and T2 respectively. The boundary conditions are then
T(r1) = T1 and T(r2) = T2.                                                (30)
By using Eq. (29) we therefore write
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T1 = C ln r1+ D (31)
T2 = C ln r2 + D. (32)
From this we get the two constants as
 21
21
/ln rr
TTC  (33)
  121
21
1 ln/ln rrr
TTTD  (34)
By inserting the above into Eq. (29) and rearranging we get the temperature profile (fig 79) as
 
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1
1 /lnln rr
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r
rTT 


 .                                              (35)
By combining Eq. (23), (26), (28) and (33) we finally get the result for the heat flow rate as
   12
21
21
21
/ln2/ln2
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rr
TTdrr
TTd
r
Crddr
dTrdAqQ r






(36)
Figure 79: Temperature profile in dependence of the radial distance.
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To further describe what is happening with the heat generation in the inner cylinder, where
the beam is actually warming the volume, some further considerations need to be done. The
heat generation rate inside the cylinder is produced uniformly in the entire volume of the
cylinder, this means that the heat generation rate is the product of heat generation rate per
volume P and the cylinder volume. The heat flux that is generated in this way must flow
radially outward to the previously described inner wall. The heat generation rate Q can then
be described with
dPrQ 21 , (37)
where we introduced the heat generation rate per volume, i.e. heat generation density. The
Eq. (20) must in this case be rearranged into
)(2)( rrQrdPrrQ   , (38)
where the new term on the left describes the above mentioned heat generation rate per volume
at some radius r. The outward heat flow at some radius r + Δr is the sum of the heat generated
in the volume and the heat flowing inward at r. To use the same principle as above we rewrite
Eq. (38) to
rdPrrQrrQ  2)()( (39)
and similarly as above we further write
rdPr
rQrrQ
r 2
)()(lim0 
 (40)
and this further yields the differential equation
rdPdr
dQ 2 (41)
By using Eq. (26) from  above
constQdr
dTrddr
dTA   2
and by substituting  for Q in Eq. (41) we get
rdPdr
dTrddr
d  22 

 (42)
and after rearranging we write

P
dr
dTrdr
d
r 

1 . (43)
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To integrate the equation we need to rewrite it in the form
rPdr
dTrdr
d


 (44)
and thus get the solution
ErPdr
dTr 

 2
2 ,                                                    (45)
Where E is some integration constant to be determined later. If we again rewrite the result
into
r
ErPdr
dT  2 .                                                      (46)
We can further integrate to get the solution
FrErPrT  ln4)(
2
 (47)
Where we introduced another integration constant F. Similar as before, there are some
boundary conditions to be satisfied and we require the temperature to be finite at any radius r.
This means that at r = 0, the logarithmic part would yield negative infinity and thus the
integration constant E must be zero, meaning
FrPrT  24)(  .                                                   (48)
For the determination of the arbitrary constant F, we must satisfy another boundary condition,
namely that the surface temperature at r = r1 equals T1. We therefore write T(r1) = T1 and this
yields
FrPT  211 4 (49)
and from here we determine that
1
2
14 Tr
PF   . (50)
Now we can finally write the equation for temperature profile (fig. 80) as
 2211 4 rrPTT   (51)
From this equation we can also now determine the maximum temperature and we see that it
will occur at r = 0 and we can write for T0 to be
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Figure 80:  Temperature profile in dependence of radial distance.
The combined temperature profile is shown in figure 81.
Figure 81: Both temperature profiles in dependence of radial distance combined as marked in
figure 78.
Since it is difficult to exactly calculate the temperature profile in the real frozen sample
because of uncertainty of many variables like heat generation density P, actual thermal
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conductivity λ and the missing information of the temperature at some distance r lying
anywhere in between 0 and r2, we must resort to the available literature to estimate the sample
thermal properties and beam damage for first consideration.
When the proton beam is traversing the sample it ionizes the constituent atoms of
the sample along its path i.e. it transfers some of its kinetic energy to the electrons of the
sample atoms that are thus ejected out of their orbitals. These accelerated electrons gain
enough energy to scatter inside the sample. The electron scattering can be divided into two
processes. Elastic scattering on the Coulomb field of the atomic nuclei, which electrostatically
deflects the electrons and inelastic scattering on atomic electrons that are surrounding the
nucleus by Coulomb interaction. The latter process gives rise to the sample heating, mass loss
and structural damage [86].
Since there is very little information on sample heating by an ion beam, we will
first consider heating aspects from the literature of electron microscopy (SEM, TEM with
frozen samples). As stated in the article by Egerton et al. [86] the interaction between
accelerated electrons and other atomic electrons can yield considerable energy transfer in the
process. Most of this energy ends up as heat within the sample and this gives rise to a local
temperature that is higher than the temperature of the surroundings. In the mentioned article
[86] the authors present an equation for evaluating the sample heating by inelastic collisions
between accelerated electrons from the transmission electron microscope (TEM) and the
sample electrons. They introduce the average energy loss E per inelastic collision in the
sample of thickness d with electron mean free path l as average energy per incident electron
[86]:
 ldE (53)
The heat deposited in the sample per second is therefore
   ldEeI ,                                                         (54)
where I is the beam current and e the electronic charge [87]. This can be rewritten as
   ldeVEI ,                                                       (55)
where the average energy is now expressed in eV rather than in Joule [86]. At steady state in
which the heat generation by the incident beam of diameter  is balanced by heat loss [86]
due to radial conduction over distance r through material of thermal conductivity λ and
radiation from both surface of the sample with emissivity ε , it follows [86]
           404200 22ln258.0
14 TTrTTdldeVEI   .          (56)
In the article by Egerton et al. [86] it is stated that by putting the numbers into the above
equation it shows, that the radiation term can generally be neglected, even for relatively poor
thermal conductors. As a consequence, the temperature rise (ΔT = T - T0) becomes
independent of specimen thickness [86]. For further details and discussion the reader is
reffered to the article by Egerton et al. [86].
When we compare the above Eq. 56 from [86] and the previously derived Eq. 36
above, we (apart for the radiation term in the Eq. 56) observe the similarity in the temperature
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profile in its logarithmic nature. The derivation of the temperature profile above (Eq. 35 and
51) is in good agreement with published research regarding beam heating considerations.
Egerton et al. [86] also present the temperature profile when inserting experimental
parameters into Eq. 56. They state also that although electron probes of very small diameter
may involve a high current density, the temperature rise is usually insignificant [86]. The
temperature profile they acquired is shown in figure 82, where they also considered increasing
the current density in the probe by a factor of about 106 as they decreased the beam diameter
from 1 µm to 1 nm, but ΔT increased only from 0.5 to 1.5 K on thin carbon film. This small
increase is the result of the logarithmic term in the temperature profile equations above and is
characteristic of two-dimensional radial heat flow. Egerton et al. [86] also stated that the
temperature rise involved in scanning-transmission (STEM) imaging would not be much
greater from that involved in TEM imaging, even if the incident beam current were the same.
They also state [86] that in SEM, where a bulk specimen is normally used and the heat flow is
obviously radial in three dimensions, which also leads to a relatively small temperature rise.
But this is not the case if a thin film is examined in the SEM with low energy of up to 2 keV
[87; (Li, 2003) [87]], where all of the beam energy is deposited in the thin sample and the heat
flow is two-dimensional. This can lead to a substantial temperature rise for a stationary probe
of up to a few hundred degrees [86]. The temperature rise is typically reduced by a factor of
ten when the beam is raster scanned at video rate [86].
Figure 82: Temperature rise (ΔT) in a carbon film for a 5 nA electron probe, calculated as a
function of the probe diameter ( ) using Eq. (56) with r0 = 30 µm and λ = 1.6 W/mK.
Incident energy = 200 keV. Figure is taken from the work of Egerton et al. [86].
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The general view of the temperature rise in dependence of beam current in the electron
microscopes using Eq. 56 for various material groups with different thermal conductivities is
represented in the online book Practical Electron Microscopy and Database [88] and is shown
in the figure 83.
Figure 83: Sample temperature rise in dependence of primary electron beam current for
different thermal conductivities. With dashed vertical lines typical primary beam currents are
represented from FEG or Thermionic source of the electron microscope.  Picture taken from
the online book Practical Electron Microscopy and Database of Y. Liao [88].
For water ice the thermal conductivity changes with temperature and was described in the
article by Yin-Chao Yen (CRREL Report 81-10, Review of thermal properties of snow, ice
and sea ice) [89]. The ice has thermal conductivity about four times larger than water at 273 K
[89] and is about 2.2 W/mK. The ice thermal conductivity in dependence of temperature is
shown in figure 84. From the graph in figure 84 we deduce that the thermal conductivity of
ice is around 5 W/mK at around 120 K which lies somewhere in the middle between ceramics
and metalloids in the figure 83.
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Figure 84: Thermal conductivity of ice as a function of temperature [89]. Points represent the
data of Jakob and Erk (1929), Powell (1958), Ratcliffe (1962), Dean and Timmerhaus (1963),
Wolfe and Thieme (1964), Dillard and Timmerhaus (1966) and Ashworth (1972). Figure is
taken from the work of Yin-Chao Yen [89].
As described in the article by Dubochet et  al. [77], the electron beam damage on the samples
can be expected in various forms, namely in the form of heating, devitrification,
contamination, mass loss, bubbling, drift and other structural damage [77]. Apart from the
discussion above on electron scattering effects, Dubochet et al. [77] used different approach
for beam damage effects and state also that inellastically scattered electrons are those causing
most of the damage. They leave a large amount of energy in the sample (up to 80 eV for 97%
of the events, Wall et al. 1974) [77] and their energy loss expressed in electronvolts can be
approximated by ΔE ≈ 6Z, where Z is the atomic number of the scattering atom (Eusemann et
al. 1982) [77]. For water the average energy loss per inelastic event is ~ 20 eV.  The ratio of
elastic to inelastic scattering events can be approximated by the simple equation σE /σI ≈ Z/19
(Lenz, 1954; Crewe 1973) [77]. This means that there are about three elastic for one inelastic
event in a sample stained with uranium and for water or biological samples the ratio is 1 to 3,
meaning three inelastic for one elastic event. For further details, the reader is reffered to the
book by Dubochet et  al. [77].
In this view, Dubochet et al. explain the beam damage in terms of electron dose per area
(e/m2 or electrons per square meter) on the frozen-hydrated sample and thus introduces
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general limits for particular form of beam damage. For the beam heating effects their
conclusion is similar to the beam heating discussion above and state that it is negligible [77].
For devitrification effect from vitreous to cubic ice they state, that transition into cubic ice can
be induced by the electron beam at a temperature, where it would not take place naturally
(Dubochet et al. 1982 [77]). The dose for inducing this effect increases when the temperature
decreases below the natural devitrification temperature and is about 100 ke/nm2 (105 e/nm2).
The contamination effect, induced by electron beam is negligible on vitrified samples [77].
Mass loss is also considerably reduced at low temperatures (Hall& Gupta, 1974; Dubochet,
1975; Freeman et al. 1980) [77] for a knock-on process in which surface atoms are directly
ejected by the collision with the electron (Dietrich et al. 1978) [77], while the situation is very
different for hydrated samples, where beam-induced sublimation and bubbling combine to
cause mass loss [77]. It is stated by Dubochet et al. [77], that pure water sublimes under the
beam at the approximate rate of 1 molecule per every 100 electrons (Talmon et al. 1979;
Dubochet et al. 1982) [77]. This represents a loss of 1 nm for a dose of about 3ke/nm2,
corresponding to a typical observation [77] and sublimation is independent of the thickness of
the water layer and is similar in vitreous, cubic or hexagonal ice [77]. Further details are
described in the book by Debuchet et al. [77]. As the name indicates, bubbling is an effect
which makes hydrated organic specimens apear to boil under irradiation by the electron beam.
It was first observed in 1974 on frozen negatively stained specimens (Heide&Grund, 1974)
[9]. In the book by Dubochet et al. is shown the development of bubbling on a carbon coated
plastic film covered with condensed vitreous water and the bubbling appears after an
irradiation of about 10 ke/nm2 [77]. The authors state that bubbling appears in vitrified
samples of organic material and also between hexagonal ice crystals, where the organic
material is concentrated. Specimens in which the water is crystallized into cubic ice are
resistant to bubbling [77]. The bubbling in biological samples generally starts after an
irradiation of 2-10 ke/nm2. Other details and mechanisms of beam damage are further
described in the book by Dubochet et al. and the reader is encouraged to get acquainted with
their work for further insight into the field [77].
Since there is little to none available information on ion beam damage on samples in frozen-
hydrated state and the readily available literature mainly covers the electron beam damage, we
must resort to some initial approximations and considerations on what to expect in
experiments using nuclear microprobe. Since the typical energy loss of protons in a few tens
of um thick biological material is between a few tens to a few hundreds of keV, we can expect
similar conditions as described above as in the case of cryo electron microscopy. The
electrons can gain anywhere from a small to a significant amount of energy when ejected
from their orbital by a passing proton. Since the protons lose about a few hundreds of keV in
the sample, the ejected electron energies can also roughly be of the same order. This already
gives us a good estimation for damaging of the samples by heating as in the case of an
electron beam in the electron microscopes as the energy of primary electrons is in roughly the
same order of magnitude as can be the energy of ejected electrons by a passing proton in a
nuclear microprobe. When considering sample damage in terms of the current density effects
as described earlier for the case of cryo electron spectroscopy, we can estimate and come to a
conclusion that the proton dose on the frozen-hydrated samples must be in the range of about
2-10 kp/nm2, to prevent bubbling effects since they start at the lowest irradiation dose,
according to the discussion above. The sublimation effects can not be avoided, but fortunately
are also manageable with this dose rate, according to the discussion above. This means that at
300 pA proton beam current, that is typical for examination of biological samples and the
beam diameter of 1 µm, we induce the proton irradiation dose of ~2kp/nm2, which is very
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appropriate for examination attempts of frozen-hydrated samples with nuclear microprobe,
according to the above discussion.
To calculate the temperature rise according to Eq. 35 and 52, inside the irradiated area with
typical parameters for a nuclear microprobe with frozen hydrated specimen we calculate the
deposited power inside the irradiated inner cylinder in figure 78 to be in the order of 10-4 W.
The parameters for the calculation are proton beam current of 300 pA at 3 MeV energy, beam
diameter of 1 μm, frozen hydrated specimen thickness of 30μm, ice thermal conductivity λ =
5 W/mK and the proton deposited energy of 353 keV inside the irradiated sample volume.
The temperature rise at the center of the inner cylinder yields a marginal value in the order of
a tenth of a Kelvin and the temperature at 10 μm radial distance from the inner irradiated
cylinder wall is lower by a similar amount of about 0.1 K. These results are surprisingly near
the results of Egerton et al. (see fig. 82) [86] when they simulated the electron beam heating
temperature rise profile and are thus not far from the obtained temperature rises reported by
Egerton et al. [86] and Liao [88] for typical electron beam EDX conditions.
7.3 First test of frozen-hydrated samples using silicon nitride
membrane
For first measuring attempts a standard micro-PIXE configuration [33] for tissue mapping
was used with proton beam with 2.5 MeV energy and with cross section of 1.2 x1.2 μm2 and a
beam current of 100 pA [16]. These parameters were standard parameters of the now replaced
Duoplasmatron ions source that was still in use for producing the proton beam at the time the
first experiments took place. The selection of 2.5 MeV proton energy was considered for
several reasons. First it is more or less the lowest sensible energy for sufficient X-ray yield
production from high Z elements like Cd [17], secondly because the protons exert more
stopping power and thus deposit more energy into the sample and lastly because the cross
section for silicon is relatively higher compared to higher Z elements as when using higher
proton energy.
Biological samples of Thlaspi praecox leaves [73] were prepared with plunge-freezing in
propane gas cooled by liquid nitrogen [8] and cut on the cryotome with selected thickness of
30 µm. This thickness was selected because the epidermal cell sizes are of similar size and by
using this thickness there is a greater possibility that at least some of the cells will get sliced
in two or opened and thus exposing the inner contents which will be a good indicator for
elevated material loss during high vacuum exposure or unwanted beam damage effects.
The rapid freezing results in vitreous ice formation, which is desired form of frozen hydrated
tissue specimens during the analysis. Cryotome-cut slices were positioned between two pre-
cooled silicon nitride membranes (SILSON) [67] with thickness of 200 nm (fig. 58). It is
essential that good physical contact between silicon nitride membranes and biological sample
embedded in tissue freezing medium is achieved. This ensures good thermal conductance
between the membranes and the frozen sample. The enclosed geometry helps to reduce
thinning of the tissue due to unwanted lyophillization during the exposure to the high vacuum.
This sandwich like structure was then placed on to the sample holder and cooled with liquid
nitrogen. Sufficient thermal contact between silicon nitride membranes and sample holder
must also be achieved to prevent possible melting of the samples during the measurement.
Sample holder with frozen hydrated plant tissue samples was then transported to the
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measuring chamber through a newly developed load-lock transport system (fig. 41) and
attached to the cold goniometer head inside the measuring chamber cooled with liquid
nitrogen. Good thermal contact between the sample holder and the cold goniometer head must
be ensured to allow constant cooling of the entire setup.
The temperature of the cold goniometer head was kept below 130 K throughout the entire
proton beam exposure. Thinning of the sample as well as water evaporation during high
vacuum and proton beam exposure was inspected by the measurements with RBS and STIM
method simultaneously with micro-PIXE.
Matrix composition of frozen hydrated tissue is consisted mostly of ice. Thinning of the
sample as well as water evaporation during high vacuum [15] and proton beam exposure was
inspected by the measurements with RBS and STIM method simultaneously with micro-
PIXE, that still incorporated the later replaced Si(Li) detector.
Simultaneous an on-off axis scanning transmission ion microscopy (STIM) [68] was
performed to determine beam exit energy from the sample, related to the sample local area
density and thickness. Thinning of the sample as well as water evaporation during high
vacuum and proton beam exposure was inspected by the measurements with STIM and RBS
method simultaneously with micro-PIXE measurements. Scanning areas were chosen
according to the size of the objects of interest. For the analysis of Thlaspi praecox leaves,
scan sizes of  220 x 220 µm2 (fig. 85) and 440 x 440 µm2 (fig. 86) were appropriate to scan
the desired details of the sample. Two PIXE spectra were extracted from a pair of X-ray
detectors covering the energy range from 0.8 up to 30 keV [5, 9], as well as a spectrum from
the chopper [9] to obtain corresponding proton dose distributed over the selected area.
Figure 85: Potassium and zinc qualitative elemental maps of Thlaspi praecox epidermal cells
in leaf cross section in frozen hydrated state with indicated lateral area of mezophyll cells.
Scan area 220x220 µm2. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al. [16].
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Figure 86: Phosphorus, potassium and calcium qualitative elemental maps of Thlaspi praecox
mezophyll cells in leaf cross section with visible vascular bundle in frozen hydrated state with
indicated lateral area of main vein and of tissue freezing medium (Tissue-Tek). Scan area
440x440 µm2. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al. [16].
First measurements of thin plant tissue in frozen hydrated state show minute degradation
during the 10 hour period of micro-PIXE measurements. Leaf cross-sections of Thlaspi
praecox were scanned to obtain micro-PIXE elemental maps (fig. 85, fig. 86). In parallel, on-
off axis STIM spectra were recorded in a list mode with OMDAQ acquisition system (see fig
14 [39]) to acquire information on potential sample thinning due to beam damage, which
could be deconvoluted from time evolution of STIM spectra (fig. 87).
Figure 87: Time evolution of STIM spectra for main vascular bundle indicated in Fig. 86 for
10, 30 and 50% of the listmode file. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al. [16].
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Lateral area of mezophyll cells, indicated in fig. 85, as well as central part of vascular bundle
(i.e. main vein), indicated in fig. 86, was selected from the elemental maps and STIM spectra
were extracted from the listmode file. The same procedure was applied for the area of the
tissue freezing medium indicated in fig 86. The thinning of all three selected sample areas
shows acceptable 5% relative degradation of thickness under the irradiation with a 2.5 MeV
proton dose of up to 10 pC/µm2 (fig. 88).
Figure 88: Thinning of two samples of frozen hydrated plant tissue and Tissue-Tek in
dependence of proton beam dose exposure measured with on-off axis STIM. Sample
thicknesses were 30 µm and proton beam energy was 2.5 MeV. Figure is taken from the work
of Vavpetič et al. [16].
The beam exposure was extended up to extreme value of 30 pC/µm2 for the case of tissue
freezing medium. Sample and tissue freezing medium show comparable minute thickness
reduction due to the beam exposure, used in typical micro-PIXE measurements at JSI on
biological tissue. At the same time we did not observe any significant thinning of the frozen
hydrated tissue during the overnight no-beam conditions, which could potentially occur in the
high vacuum due to undesired lyophilisation. There is also no significant difference in the
observed relative thinning of the two areas of the tissue with different morphologies. This
leads us to a conclusion that the thinning is driven by the effect of the beam damage on the
matrix composed mostly of ice.
First tests showed therefore promising results, with several opened issues, including
the selection of the membrane and tissue slice thickness.
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7.4 Second test using polymer membrane and sample
preparation comparison
For second experiment with frozen hydrated samples the newly commissioned high
brightness negative H- ion beam injection system for our existing tandem accelerator facility
was already in use. It has been tuned to deliver optimized brightness with acceptable injection
H- ion currents, yielding the measured normalized high-energy proton beam brightness of 14
A m-2 rad-2 eV-1 , the highest brightness ever reported on tandem accelerators coupled to
nuclear microprobes [36].
The high brightness of the new ion source enabled the reduction of object slit aperture
as well as the reduction of acceptance angle at the nuclear microprobe, resulting in a reduced
beam size at selected beam intensity. The first runs with the new ion source enabled us to
achieve the beam profile of 800 x 800 nm2 at proton currents of 200 pA without any
alterations of the existing ion beam optics. This is a promising result for future micro-PIXE
analysis on the nuclear microprobe on sub cellular level of biological specimens in frozen-
hydrated state [16].
In first experiments, discussed above, silicon nitride windows were used [16]
and for second sample preparation iteration were replaced by polymer foils (mylar or
pioloform) stretched over aluminium frames (see fig. 74). In this way, we avoid the Si
background peak from the acquired PIXE spectrum, which now enables us to detect and
quantify trace elements in the low energy range from F to Cl. In addition, the use of polymer
windows results in less demanding sample mounting procedure on the sample holder, as they
are less fragile than Si3N4 membranes used in first series of measurements. In the same time,
the application of pioloform foils significantly reduces the sample preparation costs. The last,
but probably the most important virtue of pioloform membrane selection is that we may
without major efforts prepare robust foils 100 nm thick. The foil preparation procedure is
described in the previous chapter. The only thing different is the shape of the sample holder
itself that is now a smaller aluminium frame (see fig. 74) with dimensions of  5 x 5 mm2. The
comparison between the sample holders is depicted in figure 75.
As in the first test for frozen hydrated sample measurement, the temperature of the cold stage
in the measuring chamber was again kept below 130 K throughout the insertion of the
samples and the proton beam exposure. Sample deterioration during proton beam exposure is
again monitored during the experiment, as both Elastic Backscattering Spectrometry (EBS)
and Scanning Transmission Ion Microscopy (STIM) in on-off axis geometry [68] are recorded
together with the events in two PIXE detectors and backscattered ions from the chopper [9] in
a single list-mode file. For this second experiment, the measuring chamber is already
incorporating the new SDD detector, described in the chapter for chamber upgrade.
The aim of the second experiment was to determine differences and similarities between two
kinds of sample preparation for micro-PIXE analysis, namely freeze-dried and frozen-
hydrated sample preparation [4, 12, 13, 82, 90, 91].
Biological samples of Thlaspi praecox leaves, studied earlier by Katarina Vogel-Mikuš et al.
[73], and water animal Daphnia magna, a frequently used ecotoxicological model organism
[92, 93] were also prepared with plunge-freezing in propane gas cooled by liquid nitrogen [8].
Thlaspi praecox leaves were then cut by cryotome with selected thickness of 30 µm. Water
animal Daphnia magna was left intact. With this decision, we wanted to test how the entire
system performs, when the entire proton dose is deposited inside the sample. We wanted to
check, how frozen hydrated bulk samples are behaving at this extreme conditions. The rapid
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freezing resulted in vitreous ice formation, which is the desired form of frozen hydrated tissue
specimens during the analysis. Samples of terrestrial isopod Porcellio Scaber were prepared
with rapid freezing on pre-cooled plate with liquid nitrogen [7] and also cut on the cryotome
with selected thickness of 60 µm. By this type of sample freezing, using the pre-cooled plate,
we wanted to examine whether there is some significant difference between the two rapid
cooling procedures and how they would distinct from one another, when samples are to be
compared, i.e. whether some type of cooling is more favourable than the other.
All samples were positioned between two pre-cooled polymer membranes (1 µm thick mylar
or 100 nm thick pioloform) stretched over two aluminium frames. Encapsulating the sample
between two foils may prevent against unavoidable lyophilisation during the exposure of the
tissue to the high vacuum conditions, similar consideration as in the case of using silicon
nitride membranes. This sandwich-like structure was then placed inside the pre-cooled sample
holder blocks, designed to ensure a sufficient thermal contact with the aluminium frames.
Sample holder with frozen-hydrated biological tissue was then transported to the measuring
chamber through a load-lock transport system [16] and attached to the cold goniometer head
inside the measuring chamber cooled with liquid nitrogen.
Biological samples of Thlaspi praecox leaves [73] and samples of terrestrial isopod Porcellio
scaber [7] were also prepared for freeze-drying. After lyophilisation samples were mounted
on regular Al holder between two thin layers of pioloform foil [73].
Proton beam with the energy of 3 MeV, diameter of 1 µm and the beam current of 100 pA
was used for the analysis. For freeze-dried samples, a standard configuration of the sample
holder and goniometer head was used [73]. Simultaneously an on-off axis scanning
transmission ion microscopy (STIM) [16] was performed to determine beam exit energy from
the sample, related to the sample local area density and thickness. Thinning of the sample as
well as water evaporation during the high vacuum and proton beam exposure was monitored
by the measurements with STIM and RBS method simultaneously with micro-PIXE
measurements. Scanning areas were chosen according to the size of the objects of interest. For
the analysis of Thlaspi praecox leaves, scan sizes of 800 x 800 µm2 (fig. 89) for freeze-dried
sample and 1000 x 1000 µm2 (fig. 90) for frozen-hydrated sample were appropriate to scan
the desired details. For the analysis of digestive gland of Porcellio scaber (fig. 91), scan sizes
of 550 x 550 µm2 (fig. 92) for freeze-dried sample and 500 x 500 µm2 (fig. 93) for frozen-
hydrated sample were selected to scan the desired details. For the analysis of Daphnia magna,
scan sizes of 1200 x 1200 µm2 (fig. 94), 400 x 400 µm2 and 200 x 200 µm2 (fig. 95) were
selected to scan the desired details of the frozen-hydrated sample. Daphnia magna was
prepared only as frozen-hydrated sample. Two PIXE spectra were extracted from a pair of X-
ray detectors covering the energy range from 0.8 up to 30 keV [5, 9], as well as a spectrum
from the chopper [9] to obtain corresponding proton dose distributed over the selected area.
Measurements of biological tissue in frozen-hydrated state show no visible degradation
during the 8 hour period of micro-PIXE measurements. In parallel, on-off axis STIM spectra
were recorded in a list mode with OMDAQ [60] acquisition system to acquire information on
potential sample thinning due to beam damage, which could be deconvoluted from time
evolution of STIM spectra [16]. Leaf cross-sections of Thlaspi praecox were scanned to
obtain the comparison of the micro-PIXE elemental maps (fig. 89, 90) in frozen-hydrated and
freeze-dried state.
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Figure 89: Qualitative elemental maps of µm2. Thlaspi praecox leaf cross section with visible
veins and cells in freeze-dried state [52]. Scan area 800 x 800. Figure is taken from the work
of Vavpetič et al. [52].
Figure 90: Qualitative elemental maps of Thlaspi praecox leaf cross section with visible
veins and cells in frozen-hydrated state [52]. Scan area 1000 x 1000 µm2. Figure is taken from
the work of Vavpetič et al. [52].
Cross sections of digestive gland of Porcellio scaber (fig. 91) were also scanned to obtain
micro-PIXE elemental maps (fig. 92, 93) in frozen-hydrated and freeze-dried state as well.
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Figure 91: (a) Schematic diagram of the digestive system of the Porcellio scaber, (b) optical
micrograph of a cross-section of a digestive gland tube, consisting of dome-shaped B-cells
and wedge-shaped or cylindrical S-cells [7]. Figure is taken from the work of Pipan-Tkalec et
al. [7].
Figure 92: Qualitative elemental maps of Porcellio scaber internal gland cross section with
some visible cells in freeze-dried state. Scan area 550 x 550 µm2 [7]. Figure is taken from the
work of Pipan-Tkalec et al. [7].
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Figure 93: Qualitative elemental maps of Porcellio scaber internal gland cross section with
visible cells and internal structure in frozen-hydrated state [52]. Scan area 500 x 500 µm2.
Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al. [52].
Daphnia magna was scanned to obtain micro-PIXE elemental maps (fig. 94, 95) only in
frozen-hydrated state.
Figure 94: Qualitative elemental maps of water animal Daphnia magna in frozen-hydrated
state [52]. Scan area 1200 x 1200 µm2. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al. [52].
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Figure 95: Qualitative calcium and manganese elemental maps of different zoom areas of
interest on the head of the Daphnia magna in frozen-hydrated state with different scan sizes
[52]. Figure is taken from the work of Vavpetič et al. [52].
Acquired elemental maps show no significant degradation of samples under the irradiation
with a 3 MeV proton beam for both types of sample preparation. If the irradiated sample
would be seriously affected with the proton beam during the measurement, one could clearly
see blurring of the details in the elemental map. The elemental maps would show blurred
cellular walls instead of sharp ones because of sample shrinking or moving during the
measurement which would indicate beam damage. For the case of frozen-hydrated sample
this would also mean significant water loss and excessive local heating of the specimen in
question. All elemental maps presented (fig. 89, 90 and 92, 93, 94, 95) are qualitative only
and are not normalized, so the elemental content cannot be directly compared between both
preparation methods.
The acquired micro-PIXE elemental maps of Thlaspi praecox leaf cross-sections prepared as
freeze-dried (fig. 89) compared to frozen-hydrated (fig. 90) show only minor differences in
element distribution at tissue level (epidermis, mesophyll, veins), while on the cellular level
the differences are much more pronounced, mostly due to shrinking of the cells and
protoplasts during freeze-drying. The cell profiles of K and P elemental maps in the case of
freeze-dried samples are pronounced in the regions of cellular walls, as the elemental
inventory sticked to the interior of the cellular walls during freeze-drying. In the elemental
maps of frozen-hydrated tissue, elements P and K are much more uniformly distributed over
the areas of individual cells.  The differences can also be attributed to the problems during
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cutting or more correctly cryo-fracturing which may result in the loss of the protoplast, so
some cells in the freeze-dried tissues may result to be empty due to this unwanted process.
The acquired micro-PIXE elemental maps of Porcellio scaber prepared as freeze-dried (fig.
92) compared to frozen-hydrated (fig. 93) show significant differences in elemental
distribution already at tissue level. This might be a result of morphology alteration in
particular tissue compartments, induced by water removal during the lyophilisation process.
The acquired elemental maps of Daphnia magna (fig. 94, 95) prepared only for frozen-
hydrated micro-PIXE analysis shows our ability to perform measurements of biological
specimen consisted mostly of water where lyophilisation technique for sample preparation
can not be applied without significant sample deterioration. The specimen is considered as a
bulk target consisted mostly of ice, thick enough, so no STIM image is available. The range
of 3 MeV protons in pure ice, calculated with SRIM software [94], is roughly 160 µm and the
thickness of the Daphnia magna specimen was roughly 1 mm. The elemental map of
manganese (fig. 94, 95) shows internal intestinal structure of the animal where the excited
manganese x-rays protruded through the sample and thus enabled the production of the
elemental map. This is possible because the proton beam penetrated deep enough into the
sample and thus enabled the excitation of the characteristic manganese x-rays. This
measurement gave us a good indication of performance of our sample cooling ability for
frozen-hydrated micro-PIXE analysis, where all of the beam energy is deposited inside the
sample and no visible sample deterioration in the elemental maps is present.
The comparison of the resulting elemental distributions measured at the biological tissue
prepared as frozen-hydrated or freeze-dried revealed significant differences in elemental
distribution of particular elements at the cellular level due to the morphology alteration in
particular tissue compartments induced either by water removal in the lyophilisation process
or by unsatisfactory preparation of samples for cutting and mounting procedure before freeze-
drying. The latest measurements on the Daphnia magna at the JSI nuclear microprobe
introduce the ability to measure any kind of biological samples in frozen-hydrated state for
users from biomedical research.
7.5 Quantification and comparison
One of the most important virtues of the PIXE method besides its relative nondestructiveness
for various samples analyzed is its absolute elemental quantification possibility (for physical
description see Chapter 2). For this virtue to realize, apart from exact measurement of the
beam current on the sample, some conditions must nonetheless be met.
When analyzing PIXE spectra with various programs for elemental analysis, accurate physical
detector description is mandatory. The detection efficiency transfer function is of essential
importance for correct detector description and thus quantification of detected elements. The
objective was to determine the efficiency of Si(Li), SDD (silicon drift detector) and HPGe
(high purity germanium) semiconductor x-ray detectors for nuclear microprobe detector setup
at Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI). For X-ray energies under the silicon K absorption edge [ref
diploma] special attention was implied to most accurately describe SDD and Si(Li) detector
efficiency in order to achieve better quantification of chemical elements with characteristic K
X-ray lines with energy under the silicon absorption edge (1.84 keV). The same applies for
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HPGe detector and chemical elements with characteristic K x-ray lines with energy under the
germanium absorption edge (11.115 keV). Measurements were conducted on various
standardized mono-elemental and multi-elemental samples with known thickness and
composition. Samples were exposed to focused proton beam with distinct energy, beam
current and diameter.
Measured spectra were analyzed with spectra de-convolution programs (see below) and
description of all parameters of detection system with accurate physical model to be used in
both programs is attempted. Physical causes for matching the physical model with individual
parameters based on resemblances and differences between them were studied. The
determined physical model for each x-ray detector is the same for both programs and gives
matching quantification results for any target analyzed, regardless of its thickness and
composition, within statistical error (not more than 5%) throughout the entire energy range of
each detector. The entire detector setup covers the energy range between 0.7 to 54 keV which
is used for most applications on nuclear microprobe setup at JSI.
For spectral analysis and to report quantification results for each element detected in
experiments with focused proton beam at Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) we use GEOPIXE [95]
and GUPIXWIN [96] software (see fig. 96 and 97). The two software packages differ from
one another significantly in some aspects. For further in-depth details regarding the two
mentioned programs the reader is referred to the respected authors of both programs and their
published papers on functionality and performance of the two. We encountered a variety of
challenges when we were introduced to GEOPIXE software since it provides the user with a
somewhat different approach when describing the detector and its behaviour than
GUPIXWIN software.
Figure 96: GEOPIXE software package for PIXE spectra deconvolution and to display
quantified elemental maps [95].
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Figure 97: GUPIXWIN software package for PIXE spectra deconvolution and quantification
[96].
The GUPIXWIN software provides the user an ability to modify the detector file directly with
manual input where one can adjust a variety of parameters like for instance if one adjusts the
detector dead layer thickness (fig. 98) the software will automatically adjust insufficient
charge collection as well. In GEOPIXE software this is done in two separate steps using
advanced parameters incorporated into the program [95]. The major difference between the
two programs is the capability of GUPIXWIN to enable the user to adjust the solid angle of
the detector via energy dependent H-value function for K, L and M production lines separately
to compensate any inaccuracies in the program database and the detector description [96].
This functionality is often exploited by users to achieve good elemental quantification without
exact physical description of their detectors.
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Figure 98: Schematic display of a Si(Li) detector structure with marked semiconductor types
(p, i, n) in its crystal and with shown main processes of X-ray photon detection [97].
This functionality is not present in the GEOPIXE package and user must resort to other
special possibilities like using overlays and manual dose correction [95] to achieve similar
results and still for single family production lines only (quantification is in good agreement
with only K lines for instance since the program applies overlays for the entire energy range
and all production yields are affected). We avoided using advanced H-value functionality in
GUPIXWIN and special functions in GEOPIXE since they minimize an effort to physically
describe the detector. We decided to only use options for filters when trying to physically
describe each particular detector. Both software packages in some way or another provide the
user to select or describe different filters or absorbers in front of the detector or the detector
active volume and one must therefore accurately describe how the detector is put together i.e.
how the manufacturer constituted it in terms of internal parts. This information is usually not
provided from the manufacturer and one must therefore guess what components to describe.
Before starting to describe the individual components of each detector we made some
assumptions that will make the description more exact and to simplify certain aspects of the
detector setup and calculation procedure and to make the detector description process as
simple as possible because of its multi-parameter nature. Because some fundamental
questions are still not well addressed regarding the ionization cross sections when comparing
quantification of K and L production yields that are not always straightforward [28] we
wanted to use theoretical description of the ionization cross section in both programs for
production of K lines only. We also wanted to avoid additional questions on how well both
programs handle the stopping power of protons in a bulk material and we further assumed that
only photon attenuation is correctly described. So we decided to select thin samples that
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primarily yield K production lines in the entire energy range of interest for initial analysis and
to probe the detector efficiency function without the need to address the stopping power in the
bulk material because the targets can be considered thin enough to neglect their thickness. We
selected thin reference XRF foils from MicroMatter [98] that were made by vacuum
deposition on thin Nuclepore membranes with known areal density of selected material and
the thickness of it can be neglected according to the manufacturers specification as well [98].
In the table 3 one can see the selected thin foil standard materials we used to describe the
physical characteristics of each particular detector namely Si(Li) - Silicon (Lithium doped)
detector, HPGe - High Purity Germanium detector and SDD - Silicon Drift Detector used for
micro-PIXE at JSI. After successful description we tested bulk reference sample materials as
well that also yielded correct quantification results within the expected accuracy (see table 4).
Table 3: Concentration certified values of thin reference materials provided by the
manufacturer [98] and measured values by GUPIXWIN software. In the last row the titanium
reference material is added provided by IRMM [59].
Material Certified value ± 5% Measured value
MgF2 Mg: 19.5 µg/cm2 F: 30.6 µg/cm2 Mg: 17.8 µg/cm2 F: 30.8 µg/cm2
NaCl Na: 19.2 µg/cm2 Cl: 29.6µg/cm2 Na: 20.0 µg/cm
2 Cl: 29.7 µg/cm2
KCl K: 25.9 µg/cm2 Cl: 23.4µg/cm2 K: 26.0 µg/cm
2 Cl: 25.5 µg/cm2
CaF2 Ca: 22.2 µg/cm2 F: 21.1 µg/cm2 Ca: 21.9 µg/cm2 F: 20.5 µg/cm2
YF3 Y: 33.0 µg/cm2 F: 21.2 µg/cm2 Y: 30.9 µg/cm2 F: 19.5 µg/cm2
CuSx Cu: 44.5 µg/cm2 S: 14.5 µg/cm2 Cu: 44.2 µg/cm2 S: 14.6 µg/cm2
SiO Si: 27.9 µg/cm2 O: 15.9 µg/cm2 Si: 29.2 µg/cm2 O: unknown
RbI Rb: 19.0 µg/cm2 I: 28.1 µg/cm2 Rb: 19.4 µg/cm2 I: 26.5 µg/cm2
Ge Ge: 46.5 µg/cm2 Ge: 46.5 µg/cm2
Ti Ti: 49.3 µg/cm2 Ti: 41.3 µg/cm2
Al Al: 47.5 µg/cm2 Al: 47.4 µg/cm2
Ti IRMM Ti: 57.6 µg/cm2 ± 3% (1.7 µg/cm2) Ti: 53.7 µg/cm2
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Table 4: Concentration certified values of bulk reference materials provided by the
manufacturer [99] and measured values by GUPIXWIN software [96].
Material Certified value Measured value
Ti Ti ≥ 99.5% Ti: 99.4%
Fe Fe ≥ 99.5% Fe: 102.7%
Cu Cu ≥ 99.5% Cu: 102.0%
Naval
brass
SRM 1107
Cu: 61.21 % ± 0.25 % Cu: 64.48 %
Zn: 37.34 % ± 0.40 % Zn: 38.66 %
Sn: 1.04 % ± 0.96 % Sn: 1.06 % ± 15 % *
Trace elements Fe: 0.030 % ± 55 % *
We summed all the errors from spectral analysis including acquisition system dead-time and
also estimated our error of about 2% for dose measurement and concluded that we can
describe the entire detection system to be within 5 % of relative error for any target analyzed.
Further details on this matter can be acquired in the JSI accelerator laboratory technical
documentation upon written request.
To summarize, we managed to describe all of the detectors in our setup by using filters only
and all of the results are within the expected 5% benchmark which leads us to a conclusion
that we physically described each detector and we can report quantification results within 5 %
of relative error for any target analyzed. The transmission of the constituent layers of the
Si(Li) detector as determined from above discussion are shown in Figure 99.
When we are satisfied with the physical description of the instrumentation, we may quantify
the analysis of the unknown samples.
Figure 99: The transmission curves of incident photons for Si(Li) detector constituents before
the detector active volume (see fig. 98) with combined transmission curve in black. The
absorption edges for particular detector constituent are well pronounced [97].
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To compare the quantification results from both types of sample preparation technique,
namely freeze-dried and frozen-hydrated, the most accurate description of the sample matrix
must be provided and described in the analysis software. If we could not manage to use thin
polymer membranes for encasing frozen- hydrated sample into holders and use silicon nitride
windows instead, we would have to drastically change the reporting of the analysis results to
end users, since the silicon peak in the spectrum would cloak most of the nearby elements in
the acquired spectrum. And if we would not achieve the physical description of the detectors
to be as accurate as possible, we would also have additional problem for quantifying other
heavier nearby elements from silicon onwards, since the description of the absorption edge of
silicon would fail to take into account the transmission through the silicon nitride window and
the spectra deconvolution programs would yield wrong results. The sample matrix would also
need to be modified with the introduction of two silicon nitride layers for the deconvolution
computer code to correctly take into account the additional stopping power introduced by the
two additional layers. To compare frozen-hydrated Thlaspi praecox spectra, as one of the
most frequently analysed biological tissue at JSI, with silicon nitride membranes and
pioloform membranes see figures 100 and 101.
To further compare the sample preparation technique (comparison between frozen-hydrated
and freeze-dried sample preparation and thus matrix assumption of dry cellulose for the case
of freeze-dried sample and vitreous ice for the case of frozen-hydrated sample) using
pioloform membranes only, compare the spectra in figures 101 and 102.
Figure 100: Frozen-hydrated sample of Thlaspi praecox with Si3N4 membrane analyzed with
GUPIXWIN with fitted model spectrum and residual fit.
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Figure 101: Frozen-hydrated sample of Thlaspi praecox with pioloform membrane analyzed
with GUPIXWIN with fitted model spectrum and residual fit.
Figure 102: Freeze-dried sample of Thlaspi praecox with pioloform membrane analysed with
GUPIXWIN with fitted model spectrum and residual fit.
Since we managed to develop frozen sample mounting technique to be more or less the same
as for the freeze-dried sample, apart for sample holder size difference (see previous chapters),
we are now able to compare the two preparation techniques in terms of elemental
quantification without the need for some rather difficult considerations about sample matrix
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composition and about sample absorption (or photon transmission) as discussed above. Also
the acquired spectra (fig. 101 and 102) for both preparation techniques using pioloform
membranes for sample holders are very similar, especially in the low energy region, since
there is no additional interfering silicon peak from silicon membranes, apart from the detail,
that the spectra were extracted at different times and from different analysis projects using
nuclear microprobe and thus no direct and exact comparison is possible. For freeze-dried
samples, the matrix that was commonly used for the analysis was dry cellulose (C6H10O5)
with density of 1.5g/cm3 and now for the frozen-hydrated samples, the matrix composition to
be used is in the first order approximation vitreous ice (H2O) with density of 0.92 g/cm3. To
compare the photon transmission between the two with various cellulose thicknesses in
dependence of photon energy see figure 103.
Figure 103: The transmission curves for vitreous ice (30 μm thickness) and cellulose with
different thicknesses (10 - 30 μm thickness).
From the above comparison we can deduce that, comparing the photon transmission through
the vitreous ice sample with 30 µm thickness with those of the cellulose, the difference is
more pronounced in the low energy region and is in the order of some 10% and above 8 keV,
the photon transmission difference becomes negligible. To further compare the two
techniques, we must also consider the stopping power or range of the 3 MeV protons in the
particular sample. The stopping power and proton range for both types of samples preparation
techniques is depicted in figures 104 and 105.
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Figure 104:  The stopping power curves for protons in dependence of energy in vitreous ice
and cellulose simulated with SRIM [94].
Figure 105: The range of protons in dependence of energy in vitreous ice and cellulose
simulated with SRIM [94].
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From the above SRIM simulation [94] it is obvious, that the stopping power and thus the
range difference are quite significant. It can be estimated roughly that the stopping power is
greater in the cellulose than in vitreous ice for a factor of about 1.6 through the most of the
energy range and this is also the case for the range curve (see fig. 104 and 105).
If we are to compare the preparation techniques further we would also need additional
information on the dependence of particular X-ray production yield of energy (see fig. 2),
since the software for spectra deconvolution would include this in the calculation. Since we
do not have this data at hand we will resort to some rough approximation for sample
preparation quantification comparison and later take this into account.
Since there was no possibility to prepare sample slices consecutively from the same specimen
and also we must take into consideration, that even in that case, the samples would not be
exactly the same, we will resort to a rough estimation of preparation comparison. We should
also take into account that frozen-hydrated sample thickness would remain the same as
selected with adjustments of the cryo-microtome slicing thickness, but the slice thickness for
freeze-dried sample would be much thinner after lyophilisation. We need to mention that
when samples are prepared for freeze-drying process they are sliced at 60 μm thickness. After
freeze-drying process their thickness is only at around 10% of their initial slice thickness.
Also the thickness can vary significantly because it is tissue specific and the latter also has a
significant influence on the actual density of the dried sample.
To be able to roughly compare the preparation techniques in terms of elemental quantification,
we should take into account all of the above discussion and try to compare known measured
spectra with different matrix assumptions only. The quantification results of the same freeze-
dried specimen of Thlaspi praecox but with different matrix assumptions are gathered in table
5. Incident proton energy was 3.021 MeV and measured exit energy was 2.955 MeV by STIM.
Table 5: Thlaspi praecox quantification results by GUPIXWIN with different matrix
assumptions (dry cellulose and vitreous ice) on the same freeze-dried specimen i.e. acquired
dataset. Shown are the results for each fitted element with concentrations and limits of
detection (LOD) for each element in ppm with spectral statistical error in percents.
Dry cellulose matrix                                           Vitreous ice matrix
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From the table 5 it is clear that with the same parameters for quantification apart from the
different matrix assumption the quantification results for the vitreous ice matrix i.e. frozen-
hydrated sample preparation are higher. To better compare the two, the above results are
combined in the figure 106, where the results for the vitreous ice are normalized with the
results of the dry cellulose to discern the relative difference between both as a function of the
photon emission energy of detected elements.
Figure 106: The relative difference of elemental concentrations in the vitreous ice matrix
normalized to elemental concentrations in the dry cellulose matrix from Na to Zn as taken
from the table 5.
From the figure 106 it is clear that the calculated concentration by GUPIXWIN for the
vitreous ice matrix is overestimated by around 23 % for Na, 10 % for S and around 6 % for
elements above Mn compared to the dry cellulose matrix. The difference is not that
significant as might be expected. To better understand this, some additional comments are
neccesary. Since the incident and exit energies used are the same in both calculations, the
software calculates the stopping power in each matrix and thus estimates the sample thickness
and calculates the proton energy at each infinitesimal depth of the sample. Then it further
calculates the production yield at each infinitesimal depth and calculates the absorption of the
photons on the way out of the sample from that infinitesimal depth.
From the discussion above it follows that since the stopping power (and range) in the dry
cellulose is higher by a factor of about 1.6, the program estimates the vitreous ice thickness to
be around 1.6 times greater than that of the cellulose. This ultimatively means different
fluorescence production yield cross-sections for the vitreous ice matrix compared to those of
the dry cellulose matrix because of different stopping at similar depths. From figure 2 it
follows that photon production yield is changing significantly in the low energy region and is
also considerably higher for lighter elements. From this it follows that the fluorescence
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production yield is larger in the vitreous ice matrix than in the dry cellulose matrix since the
stopping power is smaller at similar depths.
When the software calculates the photon absorption for the photons from the depth they
originated and from figure 103 it follows that, although the absorption in vitreous ice is
smaller than that of the dry cellulose at the same thickness, it takes into account the 1.6 times
larger thickness of vitreous ice it calculated from the stopping power. From figure 103 it
follows (comparing vitreous ice thickness of 30 µm and that of dry cellulose of 10 µm) that
the absorption in thicker vitreous ice is greater than in the thinner dry cellulose. Since the
photon yield is calculated from each infinitesimal depth and the vitreous ice is more
transparent for photons in the top few layers than dry cellulose up to roughly similar thickness,
the picture deeper in vitreous ice is different and yields higher photon absorption. This occurs
at the depth in vitreous ice of about 1.2 times greater than that of dry cellulose. This
ultimatively means that in the deepest 25% of the vitreous ice thickness the photon absorption
is greater than that of dry cellulose. The deconvolution software takes this into account and
thus calculates (gives) higher concentrations. Based on photon transmission dependence on
energy (fig. 103) this effect (see discussion above) is more pronounced at lower energies.
Based on the above discussion and considerations, we addressed the difference between
diferent matrix assumptions on the same acquired data set alone, shown in figure 106, to a
reasonable extent and can thus conclude that elemental quantification of samples prepared in
frozen-hydrated state is providing satisfactory results for trace elemental analysis by nuclear
microprobe using protons. The cellulose concentration in frozen-hydrated plant tissue is
approximately 10 - 20 % of the total tissue mass. The discrepancies obtained due to water ice
matrix assumption are therefore by a factor of 5 -10  lower as shown in figure 106, where we
describe an extreme case of wrong matrix description.
We can conclude that we can deliver reasonably accurate quantitative concentration results
with the nuclear microprobe to end users of biomedical field for samples prepared in frozen-
hydrated state.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Since mechanical damage, morphological changes and chemical oxidation during drying of
biological samples still represent a major obstacle to keep the sample situation as in-vivo,
technology of frozen hydrated tissue is expanding to research with nuclear microprobes.
Slices of biological tissue after cutting are deposited on a dedicated support and under proper
handling, the tissue sample remains in deep-frozen state and is reminiscent of amorphous
glass.
The main aim of my dissertation research was an upgrade of the high energy focused ion
beam facility to be able to analyze frozen hydrated tissue with the micro-PIXE method. In
parallel, we aimed to reduce the diameter of the proton beam down to sub-micrometer
dimension, which would enable an insight into the biological tissue at the cellular and sub-
cellular level.
Within the scope of the thesis, we constructed and assembled a cryostat and a load-lock
system for fast insertion of frozen samples into high vacuum of the measuring chamber. The
sample load lock system was installed as an intermediate system between high vacuum
measuring chamber and the outside atmospheric laboratory conditions. By added possibility
of flooding the load-lock with nitrogen atmosphere we minimized the presence of any water
content so it is not able to condense on the sample holders in large amounts and thus
introduce possible contamination to the samples and also degrade the high vacuum condition
inside the measuring chamber later on. The sample load lock chamber can be opened towards
the measuring chamber in under one minute and the frozen hydrated samples are transported
to the already cooled goniometer arm and locked on to its accepting fork to immediately start
cooling the samples and maintaining temperatures below 130K.
Cryostat, which is cooled with liquid nitrogen, allows us to hold samples at a sufficiently low
temperature during the measurement. The cryostat is holding sufficient amount of liquid
nitrogen and it lasts for 16 hours at least before all of the liquid nitrogen is evaporated. To
best preserve the goniometer arm movement inside the chamber and to minimize any
additional repulsion force for the goniometer stepper motors, the cold cryostat nozzle inside
the chamber is connected to the goniometer arm where the cryo sample holder connects onto
it by the accepting fork with a flexible braided pure copper cable acting as a heat-pipe. With
this solution, we preserved the entire manipulation range of the goniometer and also
introduced a sufficiently large cooling reservoir next to the goniometer accepting fork for the
cryo sample holder.
The new and upgraded design of the accepting fork on the goniometer arm can now
accommodate both the old style sample holder and the new cryo sample holder without
interference between the two and by using the same transporting procedure into the measuring
chamber via added load lock mechanism. This significantly shortens the time to exchange the
samples in the measuring chamber, since there is no need to evacuate the entire microprobe
end station for exchanging samples, as before the upgrade with the load-lock mechanism.
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Constructed is the new measurement table i.e. cryo sample holder for the vacuum goniometer
arm that allows quick insertion of frozen samples and provides an efficient heat sink to
maintain the samples at low temperature inside the measuring chamber. Samples are inserted
between two thin pioloform membranes. The cryo sample holder is made of aluminium metal,
that was CNC machined to the highest degree of accuracy. The sample holder sandwiches are
inserted into specially designed beds from behind and are then pressed into them with the
special screw with the aluminium gasket in between. This ensures sample holder sandwiches
not to be damaged in any way and also ensures good thermal contact between the main cryo
sample holder housing and the sample sandwiches. The cryo sample holder can house four
such holder sandwiches that are to be examined by the nuclear microprobe. Between the cryo
sample holder and the cryostat we achieved sufficient thermal contact through the accepting
fork, which ensures satisfactory heat dissipation from the cryo sample holder.
The new Navitar camera microscope was added with a 1-12x zoom capability and with focus
adjustment. The selected microscope is motorized via stepper motors so the camera
zoom/focus can be manipulated remotely. The new camera microscope enables more precise
beam focusing since the low and high magnification are on the same optical axis and in line
with the beam direction, since it is only tilted from above.
The sample thinning was checked and so was evaporation of water during exposure of frozen
samples to a proton beam as well as the vacuum in the measuring chamber, where
measurements showed an acceptable 5% reduction in thickness for a typical micro-PIXE
measurement. Being able to maintain the structure of the sample at sub-cellular level well
preserved in a frozen hydrated state, we took additional steps to get an insight into the
biological structure of the sub-cellular level by a proton beam with a diameter smaller than
one micrometer.
Within my research work in the laboratory a new type of ion source on the accelerator was
installed, which has brightness higher by a factor of 15 than the duoplasmatron ion source,
with which I conducted all the measurements with micro-PIXE method so far. The increased
beam brightness of the new ion source enabled us the reduction in proton beam diameter well
below one micrometer and thus significantly improved the proton microprobe resolution.
Additionally, the installation of the multicusp ion source strongly enhanced the accelerator
up-time since H and He beams are produced by independent ion sources. With the addition of
the new multicusp ion source, the microprobe beam line has been upgraded with an in-house
built water-cooled motorized object slit, able to intercept of up to 1 kW of beam power.
Since the thinning of the biological samples showed acceptable 5% relative degradation of
thickness under the irradiation with a 2.5 MeV proton dose of up to 10 pC/µm2, we replaced
silicon nitride windows by polymer foils (mylar or pioloform) stretched over aluminium
frames. In this way, we avoided the Si background peak from the acquired PIXE spectrum,
which now enables us to detect and quantify trace elements in the low energy range from F to
Cl. In addition, the use of polymer windows results in less demanding sample mounting
procedure on the sample holder, as they are less fragile than Si3N4 membranes used in first
series of measurements. In the same time, the application of pioloform foils significantly
reduces the sample preparation costs.
The acquired micro-PIXE elemental maps of Thlaspi praecox leaf cross-sections prepared as
freeze-dried compared to frozen-hydrated showed only minor differences in element
distribution at tissue level (epidermis, mesophyll, veins), while on the cellular level the
differences were much more pronounced, mostly due to shrinking of the cells and protoplasts
during freeze-drying.
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The acquired micro-PIXE elemental maps of Porcellio scaber prepared as freeze-dried
compared to frozen-hydrated showed significant differences in elemental distribution already
at tissue level. This might be a result of morphology alteration in particular tissue
compartments, induced by water removal during the lyophillization process.
The acquired elemental maps of Daphnia magna prepared only for frozen-hydrated micro-
PIXE analysis showed the ability to execute measurements of biological specimen consisted
mostly of water where lyophillization technique for sample preparation can not be applied
without significant sample deterioration.
The comparison of the resulting elemental distributions measured at the biological tissue
prepared as frozen-hydrated or freeze-dried revealed significant differences in elemental
distribution of particular elements at the cellular level due to the morphology alteration in
particular tissue compartments induced either by water removal in the lyophillization process
or by unsatisfactory preparation of samples for cutting and mounting procedure before freeze-
drying. The latest measurements on the Daphnia magna at the JSI nuclear microprobe
introduced the ability to measure any kind of biological samples in frozen-hydrated state.
For precise quantification of trace elements it is necessary to measure the thickness of the
sample simultaneously with the micro-PIXE measurements with STIM which is achieved
with the installation of the on-off axis STIM detector onto the measuring chamber. We
described all of the X-ray detectors in JSI setup to be within the expected 5% benchmark and
can thus report quantification results within 5 % of relative error for any target analyzed.
Since we managed to develop frozen sample mounting technique to be more or less the same
as for the freeze-dried sample, apart for sample holder size difference, we can thus conclude
that elemental quantification of samples prepared in frozen-hydrated state delivers reasonably
accurate quantitative analysis results with the nuclear microprobe to end users of biomedical
field.
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Chapter 9
Razširjen povzetek v slovenskem jeziku
Določanje porazdelitve elementov v bioloških sistemih na nivoju tkiv in posameznih celic z
elementno občutljivostjo na nivoju ppm je vse večjega pomena v raziskavah kompleksnih
procesov v bioloških sistemih. Določanje elementnih porazdelitev in koncentracij v različnih
morfoloških strukturah določenega tkiva je ključnega pomena za razumevanje mehanizmov,
ki so vključeni v regulacijo, razporeditev, absorpcijo, transport, kopičenje, funkcionalnost in
dosegljivost elementov v bioloških tkivih.
Mehanske poškodbe, morfološke spremembe in kemijska oksidacija med sušenjem
bioloških vzorcev predstavljajo zahtevno ovire pri raziskovanju procesov in-vivo. Da bi jih
presegli, so v raziskave kemijskih porazdelitev v tkivih uvedli tehnologijo uporabe globoko
zamrznjenih hidriranih tkiv [11]. Rezine tkiv po rezanju na kriotomu odložijo na ohlajen
substrat. Vzorec tkiva tako ostane v globoko zamrznjenem stanju, pri tem pa voda ostaja
zamrznjena v obliki mikrokristaliničnega ledu. Tak način priprave vzorcev ima pri uporabi z
EDS že daljšo zgodovino [12], pri raziskavah s sinhrotronsko svetlobo se ta tehnologija
pospešeno uvaja [13] in je že v uporabi npr. na sinhrotronu ESRF v Grenoblu. Prve uspešne
poskuse pri uporabi zamrznjenih hidriranih tkiv z metodo mikro-PIXE pa so naredili v
laboratoriju Ithemba v Capetownu [14].
V Mikroanalitskem centru na Institutu Jožef Stefan (IJS) preučujemo elementne porazdelitve
v tkivih z metodo mikro-PIXE, pri tem pa uporabljamo tandemski ionski pospeševalnik
tandetron in žarkovno linijo z visokoenergijskim fokusiranim ionskim žarkom. Na tej
žarkovni liniji za fokusiranje žarka uporabljamo magnetne leče, ki nam skupaj z ionskim
izvorom za protone omogočajo doseganje premera protonskega žarka 700 nm pri energiji 3
MeV. To nam omogoča mapiranje elementnih porazdelitev bioloških tkiv na tkivnem in
celičnem nivoju [2-10]. Za raziskave z mikro-PIXE tradicionalno uporabljamo liofilizirane
vzorce bioloških tkiv, vstavljene med dve tanki foliji pioloforma [1]. Pri kvantifikaciji
koncentracij vzorce opišemo s celulozno matriko, v kateri so razporejeni elementi v sledeh.
Sočasno z meritvami mikro-PIXE merimo tudi debelino vzorcev z metodo presevne ionske
mikroskopije (angl. Scanning Transmission Ion Microscopy, STIM) in tako določimo
elementne koncentracije.
Ob soočenju z izzivi elementnega kartiranja na podceličnem nivoju smo na
Mikroanalitskem centru iskali pot do tehnologij, ki bi to omogočale. Zato smo v laboratoriju
nadgradili eksperimentalno postajo za mikrožarek za analizo tkiv v zamrznjenem hidriranem
stanju, kar je hkrati tudi glavni cilj mojega doktorskega dela.
Pri uvedbi elementne analize zamrznjenih hidriranih bioloških tkiv z mikro-PIXE smo se
soočili z več problemi:
- izpostavitev vzorca visokemu vakumu v merilni komori lahko sproži neželen proces
liofilizacije;
- temperaturo vzorca moramo vzdrževati dovolj nizko, da preprečimo rekristalizacijo
ledu v vzorcu, ko je le ta izpostavljen vakumu [15];
- protonski žarek nam lokalno segreva vzorec, zato je potrebno poskrbeti za zadostno
odvajanje toplote in tako preprečiti rekristalizacijo ledu;
- za natančno kvantifikacijo slednih elementov je potrebno izmeriti debelino vzorca s
sočasno uporabo metode STIM.
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Skonstruirali in sestavili smo kriostat s sistemom za hitro vstavljanje zamrznjenih vzorcev v
vakumski sistem merilne komore. Kriostat, ki je hlajen s tekočim dušikom, nam med
meritvijo omogoča vzdrževanje dovolj nizke temperature (130 K) med meritvijo.
Skonstruirali smo nosilec vzorcev, ki omogoča hitro vstavljanje zamrznjenih vzorcev in hkrati
služi kot dovolj velik toplotni ponor, da preprečuje segrevanje vzorcev med vnosom in
meritvijo. Vzorci so vstavljeni med dve tanki polimerni membrani debeline 100 nm. Med
nosilcem vzorcev in membranama z vzorcem smo dosegli dovolj veliko toplotno prevodnost,
ki ohranja vzorce v zamrznjenem stanju. Med nosilcem vzorcev in kriostatom pa smo
vzpostavili dovolj velik toplotni stik, ki omogoča zadovoljivo odvajanje toplote z merilne
mize.
Prve meritve so pokazale obetajoče rezultate. Preveril sem tanjšanje vzorca in odparevanje
vode med izpostavitvijo zamrznjenega vzorca protonskemu žarku kot tudi vakumu v merilni
komori [16], kjer se je pokazalo sprejemljivo 5% zmanjšanje debeline med tipično mikro-
PIXE meritvijo, kot jih opravljamo na IJS.
Za naslednji korak smo si zadali cilj, da bi radi dobili vpogled v biološke strukture na
podceličnem nivoju. V tem primeru potrebujemo protonski žarek s premerom manjšim od
enega mikrometra. Pri uporabi tandemskih pospeševalnikov, kakršnega imamo na IJS, je zato
potreben nov tip ionskega izvora, ki ima znatno večjo svetlost od obstoječega ionskega izvora,
ki je v uporabi, da bi bilo to mogoče doseči. Z visoko svetlostjo protonskega žarka iz novega
ionskega izvora tipa »multicusp« smo z manjšanjem objektne reže in vstopnega kota v
magnetno lečo zmanjšali velikost žarka na velikosti pod enim mikrometrom.
Znotraj mojega raziskovalnega dela smo pred kratkim v laboratoriju na pospeševalnik vgradili
nov tip ionskega izvora, ki ima za faktor 15 boljšo svetlost od izvora Duoplasmatron, s
katerim sem do sedaj izvedel vse meritve mikro-PIXE. Tako nam bo nov ionski izvor
predvidoma omogočil zmanjšanje premera protonskega žarka pod en mikrometer in s tem
omogočil raziskave bioloških tkiv na podceličnem nivoju, kar je tudi eden izmed ciljev
mojega doktorskega dela.
Naloge, ki jih je še potrebno opraviti v obsegu mojega doktorskega dela zajemajo meritev
zmogljivosti novega ionskega izvora v povezavi z obstoječo ionsko optiko na raziskovalni
liniji na mikrožarku. Dokončati bo potrebno  instalacijo nove objektne reže, ki zmore odvajati
velik toplotni tok primarnega protonskega žarka. Z novo objektno režo bom izmeril dejanski
premer protonskega žarka. Tako izboljšani protonski žarek bom uporabil za meritve mikro-
PIXE na zamrznjenih tkivih. Preveriti bo potrebno morebitno omejitev gostote protonskega
toka na vzorec, da preprečimo preveliko lokalno segrevanje vzorca in s tem povezano
rekristalizacijo ledu ter morebitno deformacijo izpostavljenega vzorca. Natančno bom preveril
fizikalni opis detekcijskega sistema za rentgenske žarke, da nam bo omogočal kvantifikacijo
slednih elementov v vzorcu. Matrika zamrznjenih vzorcev je v glavnem led in vzorci so
vstavljeni med dve membrani iz silicijevega nitrida, kar pomeni dodaten silicijev vrh v
spektru, ki ga bo potrebno odšteti od zajetega celokupnega spektra, kot tudi povečano
absorpcijo za rentgenske žarke iz vzorca ter povečano zavorno moč za vpadne protone. Pri
podajanju kvantificiranih rezultatov uporabnikom, bom prilagodil metodologijo poročanja
rezultatov.
Zahtevana specifikacija kriostata vključuje sposobnost ohranjanja zadostne količine tekočega
dušika za 16 ur hlajenja vzorca, kar omogoča odsotnost operaterja med nočnimi meritvami.
Kriostat mora biti konstruiran kot Dewarjeva posoda, ki za toplotno izolacijo izkorišča
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vakuum znotraj merilne komore in je nameščena na zato izbranem mestu. Prav tako mora
zatesniti merilno komoro, saj mora hkrati vzdrževati pogoje visokega vakuma.
Izgradnja kriostata za nadgradnjo raziskovalne postaje z mikrožarkom na institutu Jožef
Stefan (IJS) nam je omogočila, da v notranjosti merilne komore omogočimo zadostno
hladilno zmogljivost na nosilcu za vzorce.
Slika 1: Pozicija za kriostat na celici z mikrožarkom.
Sistem za hitro vstavljanje vzorcev mora biti zasnovan in vgrajen kot vmesni sistem med
visokovakumsko merilno komoro in zunanjimi atmosferskimi pogoji. Celoten sistem za hitro
vstavljanje vzorcev ima lastno turbomolekularno in membransko črpalko in je zasnovan tako,
da ga je mogoče popolnoma napolniti z atmosfero dušika.
Slika 2: Fotografija sistema za hitro vstavljanje vzorcev.
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Nova in nadgrajena zasnova sprejemne vilice na roki goniometra lahko zdaj sprejme tako stari
nosilec vzorcev kot tudi nov nosilec zamrznjenih vzorcev brez bistvenih razlik med njima in z
istim transportnim postopkom za hitro vstavljanje vzorcev v merilno komoro. To znatno
skrajša čas zamenjave vzorcev v merilni komori, ker ni potrebno evakuirati celotne postaje z
mikrožarkom za izmenjavo vzorcev, kot pred nadgradnjo merilne postaje.
Slika 3: Sprejemne vilice  na roki goniometra v merilni celici.
Ker je potrebno zamrznjene hidrirane vzorce med merjenjem in med ekspozicijo v visokem
vakumu hraniti zamrznjene in nedotaknjene, je bila potrebna popolnoma nova oblika nosilca
za zamrznjene vzorce (glej sliko 4).
Slika 4: Fotografija novega nosilca za zamrznjene vzorce
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Merilna miza, tj. novi nosilec zamrznjenih vzorcev (glej sliko 5), mora zadostiti večim
pogojem, da bi vzorci ostali nedotaknjeni. Prvič, nosilec vzorcev mora zagotavljati dober
toplotni stik med novo ročico goniometra s kriostatom in ga je treba narediti na način, da ga je
mogoče prenesti v merilno komoro z novim transportnim sistemom. Nosilec zamrznjenih
vzorcev mora biti dovolj velik, da lahko zagotovi zadosten toplotni rezervoar, da se vzorci ne
bodo preveč segreli, če se z njimi rokuje približno eno minuto. Nosilec zamrznjenih vzorcev
naj bi po možnosti vseboval več kot le eno ležišče za merilni vzorec (glej sliko 6), poleg tega
pa mora biti v primeru nepričakovanega defokusiranja žarka tudi omogočeno vključevanje
nekaterih orodij za fokusiranje in za preverjanje profila žarka.
Slika 5: Nosilec za zamrznjene vzorce (pogled z zadnje strani) zaklenjen na podajalno roko.
Slika 6: Biološki vzorec stisnjen med dve tanki membrani iz pioloforma na nosilnem
aluminijastem okvirju.
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Ko smo vgradili nove detektorje v merilno komoro, sta obstoječi kameri z nizko in visoko
povečevavo bili v napoto in jih je bilo treba odstraniti in zamenjati. Nova kamera je morala
biti izocentrična in z možnostjo povečave. Mikroskop podjetja Navitar je bil izbran z 1-12
kratnim zoomom in z nastavitvijo ostrine, ki izpolnjuje zahteve. Izbrani mikroskop se upravlja
preko koračnih motorjev, tako da je zoom in ostrino mogoče daljinsko upravljati. Ta rešitev se
je izkazala za uspešno, ker je žariščno ravnino žarka in goriščno ravnino kamere mogoče
prilagoditi podobno kot prej, brez potrebe po opazovanju fokusa pod kotom 45 stopinj v obe
smeri, ampak le od zgoraj.
Slika 7: Mikroskop Navitar s kamero.
Glavna motivacija za namestitev novega ionskega izvora na IJS je povezana z njegovo
svetlostjo, s čimer se želi izboljšati kakovost analiz s protonskim mikrožarkom. Nov ionski
izvor je bil nastavljen tako, da je dal na vhodu v pospeševalnik Tandetron žarek z izmerjeno
svetlostjo 17,1 A m-2 rad-2 eV-1 pri 170 μA, kar ustreza energetsko normaliziranemu sevanju
žarka 0,767 π mm mrad MeV1/2, kot je navedeno v delu Pelicon et al. [36]. Z nadgradnjo
celotne naprave z novim izvorom sta se pojavili dve glavni prednosti. Prvič, visoka svetlost
novega vira ionov je omogočila zmanjšanje odprtine objektne reže in zmanjšanje sprejemnega
kota na fokusirnih magnetnih lečah, kar je povzročilo zmanjšano velikost snopa pri izbrani
intenziteti žarkov. Drugič, močno smo povečali čas delovanja pospeševalnika, saj H in He
žarke sedaj proizvajata neodvisna ionska izvora. Prva prednost bistveno izboljša aplikacijo
mikro-PIXE, druga pa uvaja stalno razpoložljivost 3He žarka za fuzijske raziskave z metodo
NRA [36].
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Slika 8: Ionski izvor Multicusp SO-120 (levo) postavljen ob obstoječa dva ionska izvora.
Na Inštitutu Jožef Stefan protoni predstavljajo večino žarkovnega časa, medtem ko se
povpraševanje po ionskih žarkih 3He stalno povečuje, predvsem zaradi zahteve jedrske fuzije
za analizo jedrske reakcije s 3He žarki. V preteklosti sta bili ti dve vrsti ionskih žarkov možni
le z enim samim ionskim izvorom duoplasmatron, ki je zahteval čas in spretnost za
spremembo med negativnim načinom ekstrakcije za H- proizvodnjo in pozitivno ekstrakcijo z
izmenjavo nabojev za tvorbo 3He žarkov. Pridobitev dodatnega ionskega izvora k
obstoječemu sistemu pospeševalnika nam omogoča, da optimiziramo duoplasmatron za stalno
delovanje s 3He žarkom. Po rekonfiguraciji duplasmatrona v pozitivni način ekstrakcije za
produkcijo He žarka, je bil v notranjosti ohišja duoplasmatrona uveden plinski sistem z več
plinskimi steklenicami (glej shemo na sliki 9). Plin 4He lahko zdaj mešamo s 3He, da
zmanjšamo porabo 3He plina za delovanje ionskega vira za potrebe analize z jedrskimi
reakcijami. To je povzročilo bistveno manjšo porabo plina 3He na dobavljeno uro časa žarka.
Možno preklapljanje med delovanjem 3He in 4He brez prekinitve plazme dodatno izboljša
zanesljivost in učinkovitost ionskega vira. Za nadaljnje podrobnosti glej sliko 9.
Slika 9: Sistem za mešanje plinov iz večih plinskih steklenic v ionskem izvoru duoplasmatron.
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Za optimalno delovanje novega ionskega izvora, ki deluje s svojo najvišjo svetlostjo v
konfiguraciji, kjer je njegov izhodni tok maksimalen, smo dodatno zmanjšali ekstrakcijsko
zaslonko s 3 mm na 1,5 mm. S to rekonfiguracijo smo dosegli možnost uporabe optimalnih
plazemskih parametrov in največjega razpoložljivega vbrizgalnega toka. Ker je razmerje med
površino ekstrakcijske odprtine 1:4, smo pričakovali štirikrat nižji ekstrakcijski tok kot pri
ekstrakciji s 3 mm aperturo. To naj bi omogočilo izhodni tok novega injektorja pri približno
50 μA. V glavni Faradayevi čaši pred vhodno cevjo v pospeševalnik smo dejansko izmerili
izhodni protonski tok pri 57 μA. Ta rezultat je privedel do zaključka, da smo končno uspeli
povečati svetlost izvora do največje dosegljive vrednosti in pogojev, ki jih določajo
zmogljivosti pospeševalnika, sevalne varnosti in vzdržljivosti objektnih rež. Z zmanjševanjem
ekstrakcijske odprtine smo znižali tudi obremenitev pospeševalnika, saj je protonski tok
skoraj štirikrat nižji. S to spremembo smo dosegli tudi zmanjšanje obrabe nove objektne reže
z novimi cilindri, kjer prestrezamo snop in nadaljnjo možnost uporabe prvotnih objektnih rež
Fischer za fino rezanje žarka na želeni premer.
Učinkovitost postaje z mikrožarkom na IJS, ki deluje s 3 MeV fokusiranim protonskim
žarkom v visokonapetostnem načinu, je najbolje prikazana na sliki 10, kjer prikazujemo sliko
orodja za spremljanje žarka iz OM-DAQ programske opreme [60].
Slika 10: Slika profila žarka 600 x 700 nm2.
Na sliki 11 je prikazan elementni zemljevid titanove črte Kα iz strukture FIB, ki je dimenzije 3
μm, kjer smo preučili stabilnost najvišje smiselne povečave z velikostjo skeniranja 5 x 5 μm2.
Profil žarka, prikazan na sliki 10, je pridobljen iz notranjega orodja OM-DAQ programske
opreme [60], ki uporablja oceno FWHM za določanje profila v skeniranju v obliki črke L. S
pomočjo tega orodja smo izmerili premer žarka z dimenzijami 600 x 700 nm2 po 20-
minutnem skeniranju 5-mikrometrske križne strukture FIB.
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Slika 11: Elementni zemljevidi mikrostruktur za boljše fokusiranje protonskega žarka. Na
sliki desno spodaj je označen profil skeniranja v obliki črke L iz notranjega orodja OM-DAQ.
Z uporabo novega ionskega vira visoke ločljivosti je bila ločljivost merilne postaje bistveno
izboljšana brez kakršnih koli pomembnih sprememb v sistemu ionske optike. Edina potrebna
prizadevanja so bila namenjena gradnji novih vodnih hlajenih objektnih rež, ki lahko
prestrežejo moč do 1 kW [36].
Linija z mikro protonskim žarkom je bila nadgrajena dodatno z vodno hlajenimi objektnimi
režami. Sestavljajo jih štiri neodvisne motorizirane enote, polirani valji iz tantala s premerom
10 mm, pritrjeni na vodno hlajene bakrene bloke [36]. Vsaka enota ima neodvisno DC
motorizirano prevodno mehaniko in linearne senzorje položaja in je vakuumsko zaprta z UHV
mehom (glej sliko 12).
Slika 12: Nova motorizirana vodno hlajena objektna reža.
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K Zn
Celice v mezofilu
Injektirni tokovi 200 μA, dobljeni v optimalnih razmerah v plazmi, se ne ujemajo dobro z
obstoječima pospeševalnikom in konfiguracijo mikrožarkovne linije. V tem primeru je moč
obremenitve objektne reže pri energiji 3 MeV večja od 500 W [36]. Na novo zasnovani vodno
hlajeni objektni reži na IJS smo optimizirali celoten sistem za prenos teh toplotnih
obremenitev.
Pri prvih poskusih merjenja je bila uporabljena standardna konfiguracija mikro-PIXE [33] za
preslikavo tkiv s protonskim žarkom z energijo 2,5 MeV in s presekom 1,2 x 1,2 μm2 in s
tokom žarka 100 pA [16]. Ti parametri so bili standardni parametri sedaj že nadomeščenega
vira ionov Duoplasmatron, ki je bil v času prvih eksperimentov še vedno v uporabi za
produkcijo protonskega žarka.
Iz več razlogov smo izbrali energijo 2,5 MeV za protone. Najprej je bolj ali manj najnižja
občutljiva energija za zadostno proizvodnjo rentgenskega sevanja iz visokih Z elementov, kot
je Cd [17], drugič zato, ker protoni izvajajo večjo moč zaustavljanja in s tem deponirajo večjo
energijo v vzorcu in nazadnje zato, ker je presek za silicij relativno višji v primerjavi z višjimi
elementi Z, kot pri uporabi višje protonske energije.
Slika 13: Kalijeva in cinkova elementna zemljevida na rastlini Thlaspi praecox v
zamrznjenem hidriranem stanju. Velikost je zemljevida je 220x220 µm2. Slika je vzeta iz dela
Vavpetič et al. [16].
Biološke vzorce listov Thlaspi praecox [73] smo pripravili s hitrim  zamrzovanjem v tekočem
propanu, ohlajenem s tekočim dušikom [8] in razrezali na kriotomu z izbrano debelino 30 μm.
Ta debelina je bila izbrana, ker so velikosti epidermalnih celic podobne velikosti in z uporabo
te debeline obstaja večja verjetnost, da se bodo vsaj nekatere celice razrezale na dve polovici
ali odprle in s tem izpostavile notranjo vsebino, ki bo dober pokazatelj povišane izgube
materiala med izpostavljenostjo visokemu vakuumu ali neželenimi učinki poškodb zaradi
protonskega snopa.
Hitro zmrzovanje povzroči nastanek mikrokristaliničnega ledu, ki je želena oblika
zamrznjenih hidriranih vzorcev tkiva med analizo. Kriotomsko rezane rezine so bile
nameščene med dve predhodno ohlajeni silicij nitridni membrani (SILSON) [67] z debelino
200 nm (slika zgoraj).
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Temperatura hladne glave goniometra je bila ohranjena pod 130 K skozi celotno
izpostavljenost protonskim žarkom. Poškodovanje vzorca in izhlapevanje vode med
izpostavljenostjo visokemu vakuumu in protonskim žarkom smo merili z metodo RBS in
STIM hkrati z mikro-PIXE. Matrična sestava zamrznjenega hidriranega tkiva je sestavljena
predvsem iz ledu. Z merjenjem z RBS in STIM metodo smo istočasno z mikro-PIXE
pregledali poškodovanje vzorca in izhlapevanje vode med visokim vakuumom [15] in
izpostavljenostjo protonskim žarkom. Istočasno je bila opravljena presevna ionska
mikroskopija (STIM) [68] za skeniranje na osi, da bi določili energijo izstopa žarkov iz
vzorca, povezano z vzorčno lokalno gostoto in debelino.
Območja skeniranja so bila izbrana glede na velikost zanimivih struktur. Za analizo listov
Thlaspi praecox so bile za skeniranje želenih podrobnosti vzorca primerne velikosti
skeniranja 220 x 220 μm2 (slika 13) in 440 x 440 μm2 (slika 14). Dva PIXE spektra sta bila
pridobljena iz para detektorjev rentgenskih žarkov, ki pokrivata energetsko območje od 0,8 do
30 keV [5, 9], pa tudi spekter iz prekinjevalnika žarka [9], da bi dobili ustrezen odmerek
protonov, razdeljen na izbrano področje.
Prve meritve tankega rastlinskega tkiva v zamrznjenem hidriranem stanju kažejo na
minimalne poškodbe v 10-urnem obdobju meritev mikro-PIXE. Prerezi listov Thlaspi
praecox so bili skenirani za pridobitev elementnih zemljevidov mikro-PIXE (slika 13, slika
14). S spektrom STIM v presevnem načinu smo (glej sliko 15) pridobili informacije o
potencialnem redčenju vzorcev zaradi poškodbe žarka, ki bi se lahko zgodili v časovnem
razvoju STIM spektrov (slika 15).
Slika 14: Fosforjev, kalijev in kalcijev elementni zemljevid rastline Thlaspi praecox v
zamrznjenem hidriranem stanju. Označen je krioprotektant (Tissue-Tek) in glavna vena.
Velikost zemljevida je 440x440 µm2. Slika je vzeta iz dela Vavpetič et al. [16].
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Slika 15: Časovni razvoj STIM spektra za debelino na območju označenem na sliki 14 za 10,
30 in 50 % dolžine zajete datoteke. Slika je vzeta iz dela Vavpetič et al. [16].
Stransko območje mezofilnih celic, prikazanih na sliki 13, kot tudi osrednji del vaskularnega
snopa (tj. glavne vene), ki je prikazano na sliki 14, smo izbrali iz elementnih zemljevidov in
spektri STIM so bili izvlečeni iz pridobljenih podatkov. Enak postopek smo uporabili tudi za
območje medija za zamrznitev tkiva, ki je prikazan na sliki 14. Redčenje vseh treh izbranih
vzorčnih področij kaže sprejemljivo 5-odstotno relativno zmanjšanje debeline pri obsevanjem
z 2,5 MeV protoni do 10 pC / μm2 (slika 16).
Slika 16: Tanjšanje vzorcev v zamrznjenem hidriranem stanju v odvisnosti od deponirane
protonske doze izmerjeno s STIM detektorjem. Debelina vzorca je 30 µm in energija
protonov je bila 2.5 MeV. Slika je vzeta iz dela Vavpetič et al. [16].
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V prvih eksperimentih, o katerih smo razpravljali zgoraj, smo uporabili okna silicijevega
nitrida [16], ki smo jih za drugo pripravo vzorca nadomestili s polimernimi folijami (mylar ali
pioloform), ki so raztegnjene nad aluminijastimi okvirji. Na ta način se iz izmerjenega spektra
PIXE izognemo dvignjenemu ozadju Si, ki nam sedaj omogoča odkrivanje in količinsko
določanje elementov v sledovih v nizkem energetskem območju od F do Cl. Poleg tega
uporaba polimernih oken povzroči manj zahteven postopek namestitve vzorca na nosilcu
vzorca, ker so manj krhke kot Si3N4 membrane, uporabljene v prvi vrsti meritev. V istem času
uporaba pioloformnih folij bistveno zmanjša stroške priprave vzorca. Zadnja, a verjetno
najpomembnejša vrlina izbire pioloform membrane je, da lahko brez velikih naporov
pripravimo robustne folije debeline 100 nm.
Za analizo smo uporabili protonski žarek z energijo 3 MeV, premerom 1 μm in tokom 100 pA.
Za liofilizirane vzorce je bila uporabljena standardna konfiguracija nosilca vzorca in glave
goniometra [73]. Hkrati je bila izvedena presevna ionska mikroskopija (STIM) [16] za
skeniranje na osi, da se določi energija izstopa žarka iz vzorca, povezana z vzorčno lokalno
gostoto in debelino. Za poškodovanje vzorca in izhlapevanje vode med izpostavljenostjo
visokemu vakuumu in protonskim žarkom smo spremljali meritve z metodo STIM in RBS
hkrati z meritvami mikro-PIXE.
Meritve biološkega tkiva v stanju zamrznjenega hidrata ne kažejo vidnih poslabšanj med 8-
urnim merjenjem mikro-PIXE. Vzporedno s spektrom STIM  v presevnem načinu smo s
programom za pridobivanje podatkov OM-DAQ [60] posneli podatke o potencialnem
redčenju vzorcev zaradi poškodb žarka, ki bi se lahko prikazale iz časovnega razvoja spektrov
STIM [16]. Prerez listov Thlaspi praecoxa smo pregledali, da smo dobili primerjavo
elementnih zemljevidov mikro-PIXE (slika 17, 18) v zamrznjenem hidriranem in
liofiliziranem stanju.
Slika 17: Kvalitativni elementni zemljevidi prerezov lista rastline Thlaspi praecox v suhem
stanju z označenimi strukturami. Velikost zemljevida je 800 x 800 μm2. Slika je vzeta iz dela
Vavpetič et al. [52].
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Slika 18: Kvalitativni elementni zemljevidi prerezov lista rastline Thlaspi praecox v
zamrznjenem hidriranem stanju z označenimi strukturami. Velikost zemljevida je 1000 x
1000 μm2. Slika je vzeta iz dela Vavpetič et al. [52].
Slika 19: Kvalitativni elementni zemljevidi prerezov notranje žleze Porcellio scaber v suhem
stanju. Velikost zemljevida je 550 x 550 µm2 [7]. Slika je vzeta iz dela Pipan-Tkalec et al. [7].
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Slika 20: Kvalitativni elementni zemljevidi prerezov notranje žleze Porcellio scaber z
vidnimi celicami v zamrznjenem hidriranem stanju. Velikost zemljevida je 500 x 500 µm2
[52]. Slika je vzeta iz dela Vavpetič et al. [52].
Slika 21: Kvalitativni elementni zemljevidi vodne bolhe Daphnia magna z vidnimi detajli v
zamrznjenem hidriranem stanju. Velikost zemljevida je 1200 x 1200 µm2 [52]. Slika je vzeta
iz dela Vavpetič et al. [52].
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Slika 22: Kvalitativni elementni zemljevidi vodne bolhe Daphnia magna s povečavami v
zamrznjenem hidriranem stanju na različnih označenih delih živali. Velikost zemljevidov je
podana nad slikami [52]. Slika je vzeta iz dela Vavpetič et al. [52].
Pridobljeni elementarni zemljevidi ne kažejo bistvenega poslabšanja vzorcev pri obsevanju s
protonskim žarkom 3 MeV za obe vrsti priprave vzorca. Če bi obsevani vzorec med
merjenjem resno prizadel protonski žarek, bi lahko jasno videli zameglitev podrobnosti na
elementnem zemljevidu. Elementni zemljevidi bi namesto ostrih pokazali zamegljene celične
stene zaradi vzorčenja, ki se je med merjenjem krčila ali se gibala, kar bi kazalo na poškodbe
žarka. V primeru zamrznjenega hidriranega vzorca bi to pomenilo tudi znatno izgubo vode in
prekomerno lokalno segrevanje zadevnega vzorca. Vsi prikazani elementni zemljevidi (slike
17, 18 in 19, 20, 21, 22) so samo kvalitativne in niso normalizirane, tako da elementne
vsebine ni mogoče neposredno primerjati med obema metodama priprave.
Pridobljeni mikro-PIXE elementni zemljevidi presekov listov Thlaspi praecox, pripravljeni
kot liofilizirani (slika 17) v primerjavi z zamrznjenimi hidriranimi (slika 18), kažejo le manjše
razlike pri porazdelitvi elementov na ravni tkiva (povrhnjice, mezofil, vene), medtem ko so na
celični ravni razlike precej bolj izrazite, predvsem zaradi krčenja celic in protoplastov med
zamrzovanjem. Celični profili elementov K in P v primeru liofiliziranih vzorcev so izraženi v
območjih celičnih sten, saj je elementni inventar med liofilnim sušenjem pritrjen na notranjost
celičnih sten. V elementnih zemljevidih zamrznjenega hidriranega tkiva so elementi P in K
veliko bolj enakomerno porazdeljeni po posameznih celicah. Razlike je mogoče pripisati tudi
težavam pri rezanju ali pravilneje krio-lomljenju, kar lahko povzroči izgubo protoplastov,
zato lahko nekatere celice v liofiliziranem tkivu zaradi tega neželenega postopka postanejo
prazne.
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Pridobljeni mikro-PIXE elementni zemljevidi Porcellio scaber, pripravljeni kot liofilizirani
(slika 19) v primerjavi z zamrznjenimi hidriranimi (slika 20), kažejo pomembne razlike v
elementarni porazdelitvi že na ravni tkiva. To je lahko posledica spremembe morfologije,
zlasti tkivnih oddelkov, ki jih povzroča odstranitev vode med postopkom liofilizacije.
Pridobljeni elementarni zemljevidi Daphnia magnae (slika 21, 22), pripravljeni le za
zamrznjeno hidrirano mikro-PIXE analizo, kažejo, da je naša sposobnost merjenja biološkega
vzorca večinoma sestavljena iz vode, kjer ni mogoče uporabiti liofilizacijske tehnike za
pripravo vzorca brez večjih naporov, mogoča.
Ena od najpomembnejših vrlin metode PIXE, poleg njene relativne nepoškodovalnosti za
različne analizirane vzorce, je njena absolutna možnost elementne kvantifikacije (za fizični
opis glej poglavje 2). Za ta namen je potrebno, poleg natančnega merjenja toka žarka na
vzorcu, kljub temu izpolniti nekatere pogoje.
Če povzamemo, smo v naši konfiguraciji uspeli opisati vse detektorje z uporabo filtrov in vsi
rezultati so v pričakovanem 5-odstotnem merilu, kar nas pripelje do zaključka, da smo fizično
opisali vsak detektor in da lahko rezultate kvantifikacije poročamo v območju 5 % relativne
napake za katero koli analizirano tarčo. Prenos sestavljenih plasti detektorja Si (Li), kot je
določen v zgornjih razpravah, je prikazan na sliki 23.
Slika 23: Transmisijska krivulja vpadnih fotonov v Si(Li) detektor. [97].
Ko smo zadovoljni s fizičnim opisom instrumentacije, lahko količinsko analiziramo neznane
vzorce. Na podlagi dosedanje razprave in na podlagi zgoraj predstavljenih simulacij in
zaključka o zmožnosti programske opreme za izdelavo natančne elementarne kvantifikacije
rezultatov (glej tabele 3 in 4 v poglavju 7) lahko sklepamo, da smo zmožni in zanesljivi, da
poročamo razumne natančne kvantitativne analize.
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